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In this article, we use our results from [36–39] to generalize known formulas for crossing proba-
bilities. Prior crossing results date back to J. Cardy’s prediction of a formula for the probability
that a percolation cluster in two dimensions connects the left and right sides of a rectangle at the
percolation critical point in the continuum limit [22]. Here, we predict a new formula for crossing
probabilities of a continuum limit loop-gas model on a planar lattice inside a 2N -sided polygon. In
this model, boundary loops exit and then re-enter the polygon through its vertices, with exactly one
loop passing once through each vertex, and these loops join the vertices pairwise in some specified
connectivity through the polygon’s exterior. The boundary loops also connect the vertices through
the interior, which we regard as a crossing event. For particular values of the loop fugacity, this for-
mula specializes to FK cluster (resp. spin cluster) crossing probabilities of a critical Q-state random
cluster (resp. Potts) model on a lattice inside the polygon in the continuum limit. This includes
critical percolation as the Q = 1 random cluster model. These latter crossing probabilities are
conditioned on a particular side-alternating free/fixed (resp. fluctuating/fixed) boundary condition
on the polygon’s perimeter, related to how the boundary loops join the polygon’s vertices pairwise
through the polygon’s exterior in the associated loop-gas model. For Q ∈ {2, 3, 4}, we compare our
predictions of these random cluster (resp. Potts) model crossing probabilities in a rectangle (N = 2)
and in a hexagon (N = 3) with high-precision computer simulation measurements. We find that
the measurements agree with our predictions very well for Q ∈ {2, 3} and reasonably well if Q = 4.
Keywords: crossing probability, conformal field theory, Schramm-Loewner evolution, percolation, random
cluster model, Potts model, loop-gas model
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I. INTRODUCTION
For a statistical lattice or random-walk/loop model [1–19] in a planar domain, a crossing event is an event in which
a “crossing” path along (for example) nearest-neighbor sites in a common state connects nonadjacent segments of the
domain’s boundary. The probability of such an event, called a crossing probability, may characterize critical behavior
of the system. Indeed, in the continuum limit, obtained by sending the lattice spacing to zero and the number of
lattice sites to infinity such that the lattice fills the domain, a crossing probability often equals zero below some
particular point (e.g., temperature) and equals one above it (or vice-versa), indicating a phase transition [3, 20, 21].
In particular, at a critical point, the crossing probability is typically neither zero nor one, and to either predict or
rigorously derive its precise value is usually non-trivial [22–30]. This class of observables has attracted considerable
interest from researchers in recent decades [3, 20–32]. In this article, we use conformal field theory (CFT) [33–35]
and results from our previous research [36–40] to predict new formulas for crossing probabilities of various statistical
models on a lattice inside a 2N -sided polygon. Our results apply in the continuum limit and at the critical point.
The continuum limit of Bernoulli percolation (henceforth called “percolation”) on a lattice inside a rectangle gives
one of the simplest examples of a crossing probability at a critical point. We define site (resp. bond) percolation to
be the assignment of either one (the “activated” or “occupied” state) or zero (the “deactivated” or “vacant” state) to
every vertex (resp. edge) of a given graph. All state assignments are i.i.d. Bernoulli random variables, with common
probability p ∈ [0, 1] for the activated state. Throughout this article, the vertices of the graph are the sites of a
two-dimensional lattice, and the edges of the graph are the bonds between pairs of nearest-neighbor sites. For bond
percolation, we define a (bond) cluster to be a connected collection of activated bonds, and in site percolation, we
define a (site) cluster to be a collection of activated sites such that the bonds between them, when activated, form a
bond cluster.
For a statistical lattice model such as percolation on a lattice inside a rectangle, we define a rectangle crossing event
to be the event that a cluster touches the top and bottom sides of a rectangle (figure 1). This event signals critical
behavior in the continuum limit of percolation, as follows. First, it is well known that, in the continuum limit, if
3FIG. 1: A bond percolation sample on a square lattice inside a rectangle. This sample illustrates a crossing event: the collection
of all activated bonds (black) contains a connected path (red) that joins the bottom side of the rectangle to the top side.
p < pc for some (lattice-dependent) critical value pc, then the probability P(p) of the rectangle crossing event equals
zero, and if p > pc, then this probability equals one (figure 2) [20, 41, 42]:
P(p) =
{
0, 0 ≤ p < pc,
1, pc < p ≤ 1, where pc ∈ (0, 1). (1)
The jump (1) of P(p) signals a phase transition in percolation. At the critical point or critical value p = pc, the crossing
probability P(pc) is strictly between zero and one. Using CFT, J. Cardy predicted a formula for this probability as
a function of the rectangle’s aspect ratio R (bottom to left side). (A non-trivial dependence on the geometry of the
domain is typical for observables measured at critical points.) This formula, called Cardy’s formula, is
P(pc, R) =
3Γ(2/3)
Γ(1/3)2
m1/3 2F1
(
1
3
,
2
3
;
4
3
∣∣∣∣m), where R = K(m)/K(1−m), (2)
with K(m) the elliptic function of the first kind [43] (so R ∈ (0,∞) corresponds one-to-one with m ∈ (0, 1)). Numerical
simulations of P(pc, R) [21, 32] verified his prediction (2) with very high accuracy for both site and bond percolation on
a variety of lattices. Less than a decade after Cardy’s prediction (2), S. Smirnov discovered a rigorous proof of Cardy’s
formula for site percolation on the triangular lattice. His proof elucidated a key property of critical percolation in the
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FIG. 2: Crossing probability P as a function of bond activation probability p for percolation on an M ×M square lattice in a
square (R = 1). As M →∞, P approaches a step function (1) that jumps at the critical probability psqr.c = 0.5.
4FIG. 3: The three topologically distinct crossing patterns in an octagon, with all boundary clusters filled black. We generate
the C4 − 3 = 11 other crossing events by rotating one of the three octagons and/or switching black and white regions.
continuum limit: the conformal invariance of certain observables, that is, invariance under conformal transformation
of the system domain (while preserving the underlying lattice) [44].
In this article, we study two generalizations of these results. First, we consider a range of other lattice models with
conformally invariant critical points, and second, we consider polygons P with an arbitrary even number of sides 2N .
After enumerating the sides of P in counterclockwise order and ascending from one to 2N , we allow clusters to join
the odd sides of P in any one of the CN available topologically distinct connectivities [31], called crossing patterns
(figure 3). Here, CN is the Nth Catalan number:
CN =
(2N)!
N !(N + 1)!
. (3)
For example, a cluster may join the two horizontal sides of a rectangle (N = 2) or not, for C2 = 2 crossing patterns.
We regard a “crossing event” as the event that a particular crossing pattern occurs in P, and we regard a “crossing
probability” as the probability of a crossing event.
Using CFT [33–35] and results from our previous work [36–40], we predict a formula ((10) of section II) for crossing
probabilities in the continuum limit of the above mentioned models inside even-sided polygons. We always distinguish
two adjacent sides of a polygon P by imposing different boundary conditions (BC) on those sides. Specifically, the
models, crossing events, and BCs that we consider are as follows (figure 4):
1. The Q-color random cluster model [8–10]: Q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. This model is the same as bond percolation, except
that we independently and uniformly distribute any one of Q colors to all bond clusters, called Fortuin-Kasteleyn
(FK) clusters. (Q = 1 gives bond percolation.) We always condition on a certain subset of random cluster model
free/fixed side-alternating boundary condition (RCB) events [36] (section III B). In an RCB event, all bonds adjacent
to the odd sides of the polygon P are activated (and colored) (so each side exhibits the fixed, or wired BC) and the
states of the bonds adjacent to the even sides are unconditioned (the free BC). We define a random cluster model
crossing event (RCX) to be the event that FK clusters join the odd sides of P in a particular crossing pattern.
2. The Q-state Potts model [5, 7]: Q ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Here, each lattice site is assigned one of Q values, called spins,
and spin configurations are Boltzmann-weighted by the total energy of nearest-neighbor spin coupling. We always
condition on the Potts model fluctuating/fixed side-alternating boundary condition (PMB) event (section III D). In a
PMB event, all sites adjacent to the odd sides of the polygon P are assigned the first spin state (so each side exhibits
the “fixed,” or “wired” BC, but fixed to the first spin state) and the sites adjacent to the even sides uniformly sample
any but the first state (so each side exhibits the fluctuating BC) [45]. We define a Potts model spin cluster to be
FIG. 4: Crossing events and side-alternating BC events of items 1–3 for the Q = 2 random cluster model (left), the Q = 3 Potts
model (middle), and the loop-gas model (right) on a triangular (left, middle) and hexagonal (right) lattice inside a hexagon.
5a site cluster whose sites share a common spin value, and we define a Potts model crossing event (PMX) to be the
event that spin clusters join the odd sides of P in a particular crossing pattern.
3. The loop-gas model (or O(n) model) [11–14]: In this model, each configuration consists of a set of nonin-
tersecting loops that follow the bonds of the lattice. Every such loop configuration is weighted by a temperature
parameter x > 0 raised to the power of the total length of the loops in the configuration, multiplied by a fugacity
parameter n ∈ (0, 2] raised to the power of the number of loops in the configuration. This model includes both
items 1 and 2 in the sense that for certain Q-dependent values of n, its continuum limit is expected to match the
continuum limit of the Q-state random cluster model or Potts model (section IV). We condition on a loop-gas exte-
rior arc boundary condition (LGB) event, where “boundary loops” (defined in section IV A below) join the vertices
pairwise in some connectivity via the polygon’s exterior. We define a loop-gas crossing event (LGX) to be the event
that boundary loops join the vertices pairwise in some particular connectivity through the polygon’s interior. This
definition is natural because these connectivities bijectively correspond to the CN crossing patterns (figure 17).
We discuss the above mentioned BCs. In order for the side-alternating BCs of items 1–3 to be well-defined, the
polygon must have an even number of sides. Also, in items 1 and 2, only one cluster, called a boundary cluster, touches
a given fixed side of the polygon, as that entire side is part of the cluster. In section IV, we observe that items 1 and
2 are special cases of item 3 in the continuum limit, with Q and n related by
n =
√
Q in item 1, n = −2 cos
(
pi2
arccos(−√Q/2)
)
in item 2. (4)
This observation is an important step in our argument because in section IV, we connect the random cluster model
and the Potts model to CFT via the loop-gas model. (In principle, Q could be any positive number in the definition of
the random cluster model. In this article, we restrict Q to the range (0, 4], corresponding to n ∈ (0, 2] for the related
loop-gas model (4), where the random cluster model is expected to have a conformally invariant critical point [44], and
we restrict Q to positive-integer values in order to interpret it as a number of available colors. Thus, Q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.)
Finally, items 1–3 are the only BC scenarios that we consider in this article, but they are not the only possibilities.
Others include:
• Switching the BCs (but not the models) between items 1 and 2. We are not aware of any formula for the
probability of a crossing scenario with these BCs.
• Assigning the free BC (i.e., assign no BC) to all sides of the polygon. Here, some useful results are known, and
we summarize those of which we are aware at the end of section I A below.
We do not consider either of these options because they are beyond the scope of the CFT techniques that we use in
this article.
Next, we survey recent research on crossing probabilities.
p = 0 .45 p = pc = 0 .5 p = 0 .55
FIG. 5: Typical bond percolation configurations on a large square lattice with the bond activation probability p slightly below,
at, and slightly above the critical probability psqr.c = 0.5. Bonds belonging to the largest cluster are colored red.
6lattice site percolation threshold bond percolation threshold
square 0.592746 . . . [52] 1/2 [41]
triangular 1/2 2 sin(pi/18) [51]
hexagonal 0.697040 . . . [52] 1− 2 sin(pi/18) [51]
kagome 1− 2 sin(pi/18) [51] 0.524405 . . . [53]
TABLE I: Critical points (thresholds) pc for bond and site percolation on various lattices. Some are known exactly, and others
are found via computer simulation. For site percolation on the triangular lattice, pc follows from an easy symmetry argument.
A. Crossing probabilities: a survey of known results
In this section, we survey known results about crossing events in models with conformally invariant critical behavior.
As mentioned, percolation gives a simple example of conformally invariant critical phenomena: on an infinite square
lattice, if p > pc with pc as in (1), then a sample almost surely has a unique infinite cluster. If p < pc, then clusters
are almost surely finite and typically with diameter less than some ξ(p) < ∞. Finally, if p = pc, then ξ(pc) = ∞,
meaning that there is no upper bound on the cluster size (figure 5) and also no infinite cluster [1, 3, 4]. (See [46] for
an equivalent characterization of this phenomenon.) Thus, as we approach the continuum limit, the maximum cluster
size does not decrease if p = pc, one requirement for conformal invariance at criticality. (This pertains to Bernoulli
percolation, but see [47–49] for other percolation models with critical behavior.)
Percolation models inside bounded planar domains can also exhibit critical behavior in the continuum limit. Re-
searchers have predicted that two special properties emerge in this limit at criticality. The first property, universality
[2, 21], is that all observables, such as crossing probabilities, do not depend on microscopic details such as the type of
percolation (e.g., site versus bond) or the lattice (although the value of pc does depend on these details [41, 51–53],
see table I). The second property, conformal invariance [20, 44, 50], is that certain observables are invariant under
conformal transformation of the system domain (leaving the underlying lattice unchanged) [44]. Extensive numerical
simulations strongly support these predictions [20, 21, 32].
Crossing probabilities are one tool for probing critical behavior, universality, and conformal invariance in percolation.
For example, the phase change (1) of the rectangle crossing probability P(p) was rigorously established some time ago
on certain lattices [41], (see also [3] and references therein), but the value of P(pc) was not known in any percolation
model until some years later. Later work measured P(pc) for site and bond percolation on several lattices and in many
different conformal rectangles [20, 21]. These measurements strongly suggest that P(pc) ∈ (0, 1), with the same value
for all regular lattices (universality) in any two conformally equivalent conformal rectangles (conformal invariance).
As this deeper understanding of critical percolation emerged, simultaneous advancements in the application of CFT
[33–35] to the study of related critical lattice models [1, 3–5, 7, 8, 11] were underway. Similar to percolation, it was
conjectured that many of these models have a conformally invariant phase transition, which could be exploited to
predict exact formulas for their correlation functions [54–56] via CFT. One of these models, the Q-state random cluster
model [8], admits percolation as the special case Q = 1. This observation was used by J. Cardy to predict the formula
(2) for the critical crossing probability P(pc) using CFT methods [22]. Cardy’s result evinced CFT as a reliable, yet
perhaps mysterious, tool for predicting this and other critical percolation observables, including Schramm’s observable
[57, 58], cluster densities [59–62], pinch-point densities [63], and other examples of rectangle crossing events [23, 64].
Less than a decade after Cardy’s prediction (2), mathematicians discovered rigorous proofs for it, as well as many
others in critical percolation. Much of this progress stemmed from O. Schramm’s discovery of a one-parameter
(κ > 0) family of conformally invariant planar stochastic processes, now called Schramm-Loewner Evolution (SLEκ)
[65–67], together with the conjecture that the law of boundary percolation cluster interfaces converges to SLE6 in
FIG. 6: If one conformally maps a rectangle with vertices A, B, C, D onto the above equilateral triangle, then Cardy’s formula
(2) simplifies to the above. (We illustrate with site percolation on the triangular lattice. The crossing path is gray.)
7FIG. 7: Q = 2 random cluster model (i.e., FK-Ising model) crossing event for (5), Q = 1 random cluster model crossing event
for (7), and Q = 2 Potts model (i.e., Ising model) crossing event for (6).
the continuum limit [68]. Not long afterward, S. Smirnov proved this conjecture for critical site percolation on the
triangular lattice, which implied conformal invariance of the law of the percolation interfaces [24]. In the same article,
S. Smirnov also proved Cardy’s formula for site percolation on the triangular lattice. (Exploiting conformal invariance,
L. Carleson had previously noted that Cardy’s formula (2) simplifies considerably to a linear function if we conformally
map it to the equilateral triangle (figure 6). Smirnov proved Cardy’s formula in this setting.)
Subsequent to these discoveries about percolation crossing probabilities, some natural variations were examined.
We consider two such generalizations in this article. First, we consider other models with conformally invariant critical
points. Here, there has been much progress. For example, using the Ising model fermionic observable [69], D. Chelkak
and S. Smirnov rigorously derived this Q = 2 FK-cluster crossing probability formula [70],
P (R) = P
{
one FK cluster touches both the top and bottom of the rectangle,
conditioned on both of these sides being fixed to the same color
}
=
√
2(1− p(m))
p(m) +
√
2(1− p(m)) , where p(m) :=
√
1−√m√
1−√m+
√
1−√1−m
and R = K(m)/K(1−m), (5)
(figure 7), and another formula (118) for a similar observable. (Recently, bounds for similar observables in conformal
rectangles were derived in [71, 72].) Another example, using CFT, L. Arguin and Y. Saint-Aubin [27] predicted this
spin-cluster crossing probability formula for the Q-state Potts model [7] with Q = 2 (i.e., Ising model):
P (R) = P
{
one spin cluster touches both the top and bottom of the rectangle, conditioned on these
two sides being fixed to the first spin value and the other two sides fixed to the second
}
=
2Γ(4/3)
Γ(5/3)Γ(8/3)
(
m5/3
1−m+m2
)
2F1
(
− 1
3
,
4
3
;
8
3
∣∣∣∣m), R = K(m)/K(1−m) (6)
(figure 7). (This formula (6) is simplified here. See beneath (124).) Subsequently, M. Kozdron rigorously proved (6)
[28]. Interestingly, this formula (6) was pursued by several research groups almost simultaneously some years ago,
and it appears as an original result in many articles [26–30]. Ref. [29] gives a chronological account of this work.
As a second generalization, we consider polygons with an even number of sides greater than four. As mentioned,
a 2N -sided polygon admits CN different crossing patterns [31] (figure 3), where CN is the Nth Catalan number (3).
Recent results of this kind include J. Dube´dat’s discovery [30] that (figure 7)
P
{
a percolation cluster connects two non-
adjacent odd sides of a regular hexagon
}
=
2
3
( √
3
22/3pi
)5
Γ(2/3)9 3F2
(
1,
5
6
,
5
6
;
3
2
,
3
2
∣∣∣∣∣ 1
)
(7)
and J. Simmons’s determination of all C3 = 5 hexagon percolation crossing probabilities with free/fixed side-
alternating BCs (and free BCs) [25]. Also, K. Izyurov has rigorously derived some formulas for Q = 2 FK-cluster
crossing probabilities in (conformal) polygons with more general BCs [73].
In all of the examples of crossing probabilities (2, 5–7) discussed so far, the crossing event pairs with its companion
BC as in item 1 or 2 above. As such, each of these is a special case of our predicted formula (10) for crossing probability.
However, one may consider other scenarios. For example, it is natural to assign the free BC (i.e., no BC) to all sides
of the polygon, and for this, there are many interesting results: G. Watts and J. Simmons have used CFT to predict
formulas for percolation crossing probability in a rectangle and in a hexagon respectively, with the free BC [23, 25].
Later, J. Dube´dat and O. Schramm independently discovered proofs of Watts’s formula [74, 75]. R. Langlands et al.
found numerical evidence for the universality of the Q = 2 Potts (i.e., Ising) model rectangle crossing probability (6)
[76], and S. Benoist et al. rigorously confirmed this fact [77]. Also, E. Lapalme and Y. Saint-Aubin used CFT and
8numerical methods to predict a formula for this probability [78]. To determine such crossing probabilities with free
BCs is beyond the scope of this article. Other studied variations that are also beyond the scope of this article include
the average number of crossing clusters [79] and crossing cluster densities [64] for critical percolation.
B. Objectives and organization
The main purpose of this article is to predict the new formula (10), introduced in section II, for the probabilities
of all CN distinct crossing events (figure 3) in the critical models of items 1–3 inside a 2N -sided polygon P with the
specified BCs in the continuum limit. Our prediction is exact.
Formula (10), our main result, is given in terms of four quantities:
• the Coulomb gas (contour integral) function Fϑ (item 3 of section II), whose subscript ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN} indexes
the BC,
• the “crossing weight” (i.e., “connectivity weight” [39, 40] or “pure SLEκ partition function” [26, 80]) Πς (item
5 of section II), whose subscript ς ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN} indexes the crossing pattern,
• the number lς,ϑ of closed loops in the (ς, ϑ)th “product diagram” (item 4 of section II and figures 12 and 20),
• and the loop fugacity n = n(κ) of the loop-gas model (item 1 of section II).
For the random cluster model and Potts model, the loop fugacity n depends on Q via (4), and throughout this article,
we parameterize it (13) in terms of the SLEκ [65–67] parameter κ ∈ [3/8, 8). In the random cluster model, the Potts
model, and the loop-gas model respectively, the BC (resp. crossing) event is an RCB event, a PMB event, and an
LGB event (resp. an RCX event, a PMX event, and an LGX event), as defined in items 1–3 above. We first encounter
the functions Πς and Fϑ (resp. the quantity lς,ϑ) in section V (resp. section III).
Our strategy is to first relate the lattice models of items 1 and 2 above to the loop-gas model of item 3 above. We
then consider the continuum limit of the latter, to which CFT applies. Making use of our previous research, we then
derive the crossing probability formula (100), which is equivalent to (10). Because CFT should apply directly to the
original lattice models of items 1 and 2, one might wonder why we take this somewhat circuitous route. However,
the application of CFT to all of the cases we consider (various models, BCs, and number of polygon sides) is not
completely straightforward. Our route, although a bit indirect, encompasses all these cases in a single scheme.
This article is organized as follows. To begin, section II, which is self-contained, gives a detailed explanation of the
crossing probability formula (10) (but does not derive it), and section VI applies it to rectangles, reproducing the
rectangle crossing probability for critical percolation (2), [22, 24], the critical Q = 2 random cluster (i.e., FK-Ising)
model (5) [70], and the critical Q = 2 Potts (i.e., Ising) model (6) [26–28].
The purpose of sections III–V is to derive the predicted crossing probability formula (10). To begin, in section III,
we give formal expressions for various partition functions of a random cluster model or a Potts model on a lattice inside
P, and we give formal expressions (34, 42) for crossing probabilities in terms of these partition functions. All of these
partition functions either sum exclusively over the BC events described in items 1 and 2 above, or they sum exclusively
over these events intersected with the crossing events, also described in items 1 and 2 above. For the random cluster
model, in section III C, we let XPς,ϑ (32) denote the latter partition function, where ς, ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN} index the
RCX (crossing) event and RCB (BC) event respectively, and we let XPϑ = X
P
1,ϑ +X
P
2,ϑ + · · ·+XPCN ,ϑ (33), a sum over
all crossing events, denote the former. For the Potts model, in section III D, we let Y Pς,1 denote the latter partition
function, where ς ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN} indexes the PMX (crossing) event (here, the PMB event only allows the same single
state on all fixed sides, which results in ϑ = 1), and we let Y P1 = Y
P
1,1 + Y
P
2,1 + · · · + Y PCN ,1, a sum over all crossing
events, denote the former. For the random cluster model, we only use certain RCB events called “mutual wiring
events,” defined at the beginning of section III B. Furthermore, we do not use all mutual wiring events but consider
only a subset of them called “basic events,” defined in section III B. (In appendix B, we show that if Q ∈ {1, 2, 3} or
if Q = 4 and N ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then in the continuum limit, any partition function summing exclusively over a mutual
wiring event equals a linear combination of partition functions that all sum exclusively over a basic event. Hence,
restricting our attention to basic events does not result in a loss of generality for these (Q,N) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} × Z+.)
There are CN basic events, and ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN} indexes them. The partition function XPς,ϑ sums over the ϑth
basic event, and we readily obtain a formal expression (36) for this partition function up to a certain combinatorial
quantity Cς,ϑ that counts the number of ways to distribute color to boundary clusters in this event. In section III C,
we use basic graph theory to find a formula (37) for Cς,ϑ in terms of the number of loops lς,ϑ (figure 20).
Next, in section IV, we give formal expressions for various partition functions of a loop-gas model on a lattice inside
P, and we give a formal expression (67) for the crossing probability in terms of these functions. All of these partition
functions either sum exclusively over the BC events described in item 3 above, or they sum exclusively over these
9events intersected with the crossing events, also described in item 3 above. For the loop-gas model, in section IV A,
we let ZPς,ϑ (48) denote the latter partition function, where ς, ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN} index the LGX (crossing) event and
LGB (BC) event respectively, and we let ZPϑ = Z
P
1,ϑ +Z
P
2,ϑ + · · ·+ZPCN ,ϑ, a sum over all crossing events, denote the
former. Then in sections IV B and IV C respectively, we argue that, at the critical point, the random cluster model
partition functions and Potts model partition functions, XPς,ϑ and Y
P
ς,1 respectively, are asymptotic to Z
P
ς,ϑ and Z
P
ς,1
respectively in the continuum limit (63). As such, to determine crossing probabilities for the critical random cluster
model and the critical Potts model, it suffices to determine them for the corresponding loop-gas model. In section
IV D, we give formal expressions for the latter.
Finally, in section V, we use physical and mathematical arguments to determine explicit formulas for the critical
random cluster model, the critical Potts model, and the loop-gas model crossing probabilities (34, 42, 67) in the
continuum limit. In order to do this, in section V A, we first relate the loop-gas model partition functions ZPϑ , in the
continuum limit, to boundary CFT correlation functions ΥPϑ known to satisfy a particular system of 2N + 3 partial
differential equations (PDEs) (73, 74). The series of articles [36–39] determines the dimension of, as well as explicit
formulas for all elements of, the system’s solution space SN . (As part of the definition for SN , we also require that the
solutions are dominated by a product of certain power functions. See (76) of section V for the precise bound.) The
solutions corresponding to different BCs are distinguished by the choice of contour integrals that define the coulomb
gas function Fϑ (item 3 in section II), or alternatively, their asymptotic behavior as neighboring corners of the polygon
approach each other. (See the proof of Lemma 6 in [38].) Then in section V B, we argue that ZPς,ϑ is asymptotic to
a special element Πς of SN called a crossing weight (or equivalently, “connectivity weight” [39, 40] or “pure SLEκ
partition function” [26, 80], see the remarks just below (96) and above (101)). The crossing weights are also solutions
of the PDEs just mentioned, i.e., elements of SN , linearly related to the ΥPϑ by the meander matrix MN [81–84],
defined in item 5 of section II. Finally, a simple argument gives Υϑ = Fϑ, which leads to our main result, the explicit
formula (10) (or (100)) for the probability PPς|ϑ (67) of the ςth LGX (crossing) event conditioned on the ϑth LGB (BC)
event for the loop-gas model in the continuum limit (item 3 above). As special cases, this includes the probability PPς|ϑ
(34) of the ςth RCX (crossing) event conditioned on the ϑth basic RCB (BC) event for the critical random cluster
model (item 1 above), and the probability PPς|1 (42) of the ςth PMX (crossing) event conditioned on the PMB (BC)
event for the critical Potts model (item 2 above), both in the continuum limit. The discussion around (101) also
relates (100) to a similar formula for the probability of eventual curve connectivity in multiple SLEκ [85–88].
To support our predictions, we present high-resolution computer results in section VII. The simulations measure
crossing probabilities of the Q ∈ {2, 3, 4} random cluster (resp. Potts) model on a large square lattice inside a rectangle
(section VII A) and on a large triangular lattice inside a hexagon (section VII B), with the side-alternating BCs of
item 1 (resp. item 2). We compare these measurements with our prediction (10), finding very good agreement for
Q ∈ {2, 3} and reasonable agreement for Q = 4. (For the latter case, much larger lattices and many more samples
are required for better agreement [89, 90].) (Similar results for the Q = 1 critical random cluster model, i.e., critical
percolation, already appear in [22, 91].)
Three appendices accompany this article. In appendix A, we use CFT “corner operators” to regularize the conformal
transformation of the boundary CFT correlation functions in section V from the upper half-plane onto the polygon.
The need for regularization arises because this transformation is not conformal at the polygon’s vertices. In appendix
B, we study random cluster model partition functions WPc that sum exclusively over “color schemes” c. These are
mutual wiring events in which the color of each fixed side of P is specified. Any partition function summing over
an RCB event is a sum of color scheme partition functions WPc . We show that, in the continuum limit, the span of
the partition functions WPc (as functions of the shape of P) is the same as that of the XPϑ for Q ∈ {1, 2, 3} and any
N ∈ Z+ or Q = 4 and N ∈ {1, 2, 3}. Thus, for these (Q,N), working with XPϑ over WPc , as we do in this article,
does not results in loss of generality. In appendix C, we give some simpler formulas for the Coulomb gas function Fϑ
(8) appearing in the denominator of the crossing probability formula (10). They include an alternative formula (C2)
used in [38, 39] for all κ > 0 and some explicit algebraic formulas (C7, C10, C14, C16) for Fϑ(κ) that hold at certain
rational values of κ. Some of these algebraic formulas already appear in the literature (Q = 2 [80, 119]), although not
in direct connection with Fϑ(κ), and others are, to our knowledge, completely new (Q ∈ {1, 4}). For Q ∈ {1, 2}, we
obtain our algebraic formulas not by explicit evaluation of the multiple contour integrals that appear in Fϑ(κ), but by
using a new if indirect method making use of our previous results in [36–39] and other results already in the literature
[80, 119]. Thus we rigorously derive algebraic formulas for some rather complicated multiple contour integrals based
on a full analysis of the solutions of the system of PDEs (73, 74) that Fϑ(κ) satisfies.
FIG. 8: An enumeration of the C3 = 5 arc connectivities involving six points.
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II. FORMULA FOR CROSSING PROBABILITY
This section contains a step-by-step but unmotivated presentation and explanation of our central result, the formula
(10) for the particular crossing probabilities that we consider in various critical statistical mechanics models inside
polygons. It is completely self-contained (although reading the introduction I of this article first may be useful) and
is illustrated for the rectangle case in section VI. We emphasize that this section simply states and explains (10); its
derivation only appears much later at the end of section V.
In steps 1–6 below, we identify the interior of a 2N -sided polygon with the upper half-plane, and we identify the
polygon’s vertices with 2N marked points x1 < x2 < . . . < x2N on the real axis. In step 7, we conformally map the
upper half-plane onto a conformal 2N -sided polygon D in the complex plane.
1. We let x1 < x2 < . . . < x2N be 2N marked points on the real axis, let κ ∈ (0, 8) (the SLEκ parameter) [65–67],
and let n(κ) = −2 cos(4pi/κ) (the loop-gas model fugacity formula) [50, 92].
2. We enumerate 1 through CN (with CN := (2N)!/N !(N + 1)! the Nth Catalan number) the distinct arc “connec-
tivities” or “crossing patterns” (figure 8). Each is a collection of N curves (arcs) in the upper half-plane
(a) that do not intersect themselves or each other,
(b) with all of their endpoints among the xj ,
(c) with two distinct endpoints per arc, and
(d) with no two arcs sharing any endpoints.
In particular, we let the first (resp. CN th) connectivity be such that the jth arc has its endpoints at x2j and x2j+1
for 1 ≤ j < N and the Nth arc has its endpoints at x1 and x2N (resp. jth arc has its endpoints at x2j−1 and x2j).
3. For each ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}, we let Fϑ be the ϑth Coulomb gas function, given by the following formula (with
explanation of the integration contours and the symbol N [ . . . ] beneath it):
Fϑ(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) :=
[
n(κ)Γ(2− 8/κ)
4 sin2(4pi/κ)Γ(1− 4/κ)2
]N ( 2N∏
j<k
(xk − xj)2/κ
)
×
∮
ΓN
duN · · ·
∮
Γ2
du2
∮
Γ1
du1 N
[(
2N∏
l=1
N∏
m=1
(xl − um)−4/κ
)(
N∏
p<q
(up − uq)8/κ
)]
. (8)
e2pi i (β i − β j )
e2pi i β i
e− 2pi i β j
(e− 2pi i β j − 1)
− e2pi i (β i − β j ) (e− 2pi i β i − 1)
(1 − e− 2pi i β j + e2pi i (β i − β j ) − e2pi i β i )
=
=
=
1
1
e− 2pi i β j
e2pi i (β i − β j )
e2pi i β i
1
e2pi i β i
1
e2pi i β j
1
x i x j
+
+
+
+
start/end
×
endpoints
FIG. 9: The Pochhammer contour Γ := P(xi, xj), and its decomposition in
∮
Γ
(u− xi)βi(xj − u)βjf(u) du for f(u) analytic in
a domain containing Γ. The phase factor of the integrand at the start point and end point (arrow) of each contour is shown.
We call the points xi and xj “endpoints” of P(xi, xj).
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x i x j
=
x i x j
4epi i (β i − β j ) sin(piβi ) sin( piβj ) if βi , βj > − 1
FIG. 10: If e2piiβi and e2piiβj are the monodromy factors associated with xi and xj respectively, and βi, βj > −1, then P(xi, xj)
may be replaced with the simple contour shown on the right.
(a) Γ1, Γ2, . . . ,ΓN are nonintersecting Pochhammer contours with endpoints among x1, x2, . . . , x2N (figure 9) and
bent to lie completely in the upper half-plane (except for where they wrap around their endpoints).
(b) The two endpoints of Γm (i.e., the two points surrounded by a cycle of Γm) are the endpoints of the mth arc in
the ϑth connectivity (as we have enumerated the arc connectivities in item 2 above).
(c) We choose the branch of the logarithm for the power functions in (8) so −pi < arg z ≤ pi for all z in the complex
plane. Thus, the branch cut of f(z) = zβ for β 6∈ Z is (−∞, 0].
(d) If κ > 4, then we simplify (8) by replacing each contour by a simple curve (that bends into the upper half-plane)
with the same endpoints, and we drop all factors of 4 sin2(4pi/κ) from (8) (figure 10).
(e) We order the differences in the integrand of (8) as figure 11 shows, and we indicate this ordering by enclosing the
integrand for (8) between the square brackets of N [ . . . ]. Thus, Fϑ is real-valued [39].
Alternatively, we may use the formula (C2) for Fϑ given in appendix C. Although the latter appears more complicated,
it is really shorter and has one less integration contour. In appendix C, we show that these formulas are equivalent.
FIG. 11: Factors of the integrand for the contour integral appearing in the formula (8) for Fϑ. To indicate that we are using
the conventions shown in this figure, we enclose the integrand of (8) between the brackets of N [ . . . ].
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l1,1 = 2 l2,2 = 2l2,1 = 1l1,2 = 1
FIG. 12: In the left (resp. right) two figures, upper half-plane arcs join their endpoints in the first (resp. second) connectivity.
The number of loops formed by joining ςth-connectivity upper half-plane arcs to ϑth-connectivity lower half-plane arcs is lς,ϑ.
4. For each ς, ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}, we draw the ςth connectivity in the upper half-plane, draw the ϑth connectivity in
the lower half-plane, delete the real axis, and let lς,ϑ be the number of loops left (figure 12 shows the case N = 2).
5. We let MN (n) be the CN×CN meander matrix [81–84] whose (ς, ϑ)th element is nlς,ϑ . If κ 6= 4q/q′ for any coprime
pair of positive integers q and q′ such that q′ > 1 and q ≤ N + 1, then det(MN ◦ n)(κ) 6= 0, and we solve
F1
F2
...
FCN
 = (MN ◦ n)

Π1
Π2
...
ΠCN
 , [MN ◦ n]ς,ϑ(κ) = n(κ)lς,ϑ , (9)
for the CN unknown functions Πς , called “crossing weights.” (If κ = 4q/q
′, then the system is not invertible. Instead,
we replace κ with κ ≈ κ, solve the system, and send κ → κ to find the crossing weights for this κ, or we use [40].)
6. Formula for the crossing probability: As we will derive in section V, the following function gives the probability
of the ςth crossing event conditioned on the ϑth BC event for models described below:
Pς|ϑ(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) = n(κ)lς,ϑ Πς(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x2N )Fϑ(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) (10)
(a) Q-state random cluster model: With Q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, we suppose that the continuum limit of a critical random
cluster model on a lattice fills the upper half-plane and that the boundary segments (xj , xj+1) with j odd exhibit
the fixed BC (but with the state of each fixed-BC segment unspecified). With
Q = 4 cos2(4pi/κ), κ ∈ [4, 8), Q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} =⇒

Q = 1 =⇒ κ = 6,
Q = 2 =⇒ κ = 16/3,
Q = 3 =⇒ κ = 24/5,
Q = 4 =⇒ κ = 4,
(11)
the formula (10) gives the probability that the FK clusters connect the fixed-BC segments together in such a way
that the cluster boundaries join the points x1, x2, . . . , x2N pairwise in the ςth connectivity, conditioned on the
event that any two fixed-BC segments joined together by an arc in the ϑth connectivity exhibit the same state.
(b) Q-state Potts model: With Q ∈ {2, 3, 4}, we suppose that the continuum limit of a critical Potts model on a
lattice fills the upper half-plane and that the boundary segments (xj , xj+1) with j odd exhibit the first spin state
while sites in all other boundary segments sample all but the first spin state uniformly. With
Q = 4 cos2(piκ/4), κ ∈ (0, 4], Q ∈ {2, 3, 4} =⇒

Q = 2 =⇒ κ = 3,
Q = 3 =⇒ κ = 10/3,
Q = 4 =⇒ κ = 4,
(12)
the formula (10) with ϑ = 1 gives the probability that the spin clusters connect the fixed-BC segments together in
such a way that the cluster boundaries join the points x1, x2, . . . , x2N pairwise in the ςth connectivity, conditioned
on the BC event described. (Having all fixed boundary segments exhibit the same state corresponds to ϑ = 1.)
(c) Loop-gas model: With n ∈ (0, 2], we suppose that the continuum limit of a dense-phase or dilute-phase loop-gas
model on a lattice fills the upper half-plane. In addition, “boundary loops” exit and then re-enter the upper
half-plane through x1, x2, . . . , x2N , with exactly one loop passing once through each point. With
n(κ) = −2 cos(4pi/κ),
{
κ ∈ (8/3, 4], dilute phase,
κ ∈ (4, 8), dense phase, (13)
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formula (10) gives the probability that the parts of the boundary loops in the upper half-plane (“interior arcs”)
connect the points x1, x2, . . . , x2N pairwise in the ςth connectivity, conditioned on the event that the parts of the
boundary loops inside the lower-half plane (“exterior arcs”) join these points pairwise in the ϑth connectivity.
The formula (10) for crossing probability is Mo¨bius invariant in the sense that if f is a conformal bijection of the
half-plane onto itself such that x′i < x
′
j if i < j, where x
′
j := f(xj), then
Pς|ϑ(κ |x′1, x′2, . . . , x′2N ) = Pς|ϑ(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x2N ). (14)
(If f is not conformal, then this invariance is generally violated.) Hence, (10) depends only on the 2N−3 independent
cross-ratios that we may form from x1, x2, . . . , x2N . For example, we may choose these cross-ratios to be
λj :=
(xj+1 − x1)(x2N − x2N−1)
(x2N−1 − x1)(x2N − xj+1) , j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2N − 3}. (15)
7. If f is a conformal map from the upper half-plane onto a Jordan domain D (such as a polygon) with wj := f(xj),
and if the same statistical mechanics model lives on the same lattice in D as in item 6 above, then similar to (14),
PDς|ϑ(κ |w1, w2, . . . , w2N ) = Pς|ϑ(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) (16)
gives the crossing probability for the above model in D, with the ϑth BC or boundary-loop condition involving xj
sent to the same condition involving wj . In this sense, the crossing probability is conformally invariant.
III. RANDOM CLUSTER MODEL AND POTTS MODEL WITH BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
Now we begin to study specific models. This, combined with the continuum limit, will eventually lead to our main
result (10). In this section, we give formal expressions for various partition functions of the random cluster (resp.
Potts) model on a lattice inside a 2N -sided polygon P, summing exclusively over the BC events and/or crossing events
in item 1 (resp. item 2) of the introduction I. We assign BCs exclusively to the sites and/or bonds adjacent to the
sides of P, as illustrated in figure 13. (We note that lattice sites and bonds adjacent to a side of P approach that side
in the continuum limit.) Anticipating the continuum limit, we regard the lattice spacing a as very small compared
to the lengths of these sides. As we discuss in section I A, universality obviates the need to specify the lattice in the
continuum limit, but for clarity, our figures use either the square lattice or the triangular lattice.
A. Random cluster model and Potts model with free boundary conditions
Among the random cluster models, (Bernoulli) bond percolation on a lattice is the simplest. Here, the bonds between
nearest-neighbor sites (i.e., two sites separated by exactly one lattice space) are activated, each with probability p
and independently of the other bonds (figure 14). The bond percolation partition function is
XP(p,Q = 1) =
∑
B
pNβ (1− p)Nb−Nβ = 1, (17)
FIG. 13: The collection of bonds (dashed) and lattice sites (connected by dashed bonds) adjacent to the boundary of a polygon
(partly shown, gray) superimposed on a square lattice. The polygon remains fixed as we take the continuum limit.
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FIG. 14: Sample configurations of bond percolation (left), the Q = 3 random cluster model (middle), and the Q = 3 Potts
model (right) on the square lattice. (In the right illustration, the centers of the tiles are the sites of the square lattice.)
where B is the entire sample space of the model (i.e., the collection of all possible nearest-neighbor bond configurations
on the lattice inside P (figure 14)), and
Nb =
{
total number of bonds between nearest-
neighbor sites in the entire system
}
, Nβ =
{
total number of activated
bonds in sample {β} ∈ B
}
. (18)
(We include the Q = 1 in (17) to conform with notation for the Q-state random cluster model partition function.)
The Q-state random cluster model generalizes bond percolation. In this model, all bond clusters in every percolation
sample are randomly assigned, uniformly and independently, one of Q possible colors (figure 14). As mentioned in
the introduction I, we call these colored bond clusters “FK clusters.” The partition function for this model is
XP(p,Q) =
∑
B
pNβ (1− p)Nb−NβQNc , where Nc =
{
number of activated bond clusters in sample {β} ∈ B
(including size-zero clusters, i.e., isolated lattice sites)
}
. (19)
The new factor of QNc that is absent from (17) uniformly distributes the Q colors to the bond clusters in every sample
of B, including to size-zero clusters (or isolated lattice sites). We recover bond percolation in the special case Q = 1.
The random cluster model is closely related to the Potts model [7] on the same lattice. In the Q-state Potts model,
we randomly assign any one of Q available values, called “spins,” to each lattice site (figure 14). In a given spin
configuration (i.e., sample) {σ}, each pair of lattice sites i and j, with respective spins σi and σj , contribute energy
Eij =
{
−Jδσi,σj , sites i and j are nearest-neighbors,
0, sites i and j are not nearest-neighbors,
where σj , σj ∈ {e2piiθ/Q | θ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Q}}, (20)
to the configuration, where J ∈ R is the spin-coupling parameter.
The Q-state Potts model weights each spin configuration by the Boltzmann distribution, with the total energy for
its Hamiltonian. Then the Potts model partition function is
Y P(K,Q) =
∑
S
e−β
∑
〈ij〉 Eij , where β > 0, (21)
=
∑
S
∏
〈ij〉
(
1 + (eK − 1)δσi,σj
)
, where K := βJ , and (22)
where S is the collection of all spin configurations, β > 0 is the (inverse) temperature, and the sum
∑
〈ij〉 and product∏
〈ij〉 are over all pairs 〈ij〉 of nearest-neighbor sites i and j. After expanding the product in (22), we find [7]
Y P(K,Q) = (1− p)−NbXP(p,Q), where eK = 1/(1− p). (23)
This identifies the ferromagnetic (J > 0, so p ∈ (0, 1)) Q-state Potts model with the Q-state random cluster model.
For every Q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, the ferromagnetic Q-state Potts model undergoes a second-order phase transition at a
critical temperature Kc. This critical behavior manifests itself in many ways. For example, on an infinite lattice, the
typical spin cluster size (i.e., collection of sites in a common spin state and such that the bonds between them form a
connected cluster) is finite for K < Kc but becomes infinite at K = Kc [10]. Alternatively, for the Q = 2 Potts (i.e.,
Ising) model inside a Jordan domain D with all boundary spins fixed to the σ = +1 state, the magnetization (i.e.,
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mean spin) vanishes for K ≤ Kc but is positive for K > Kc [6, 93, 94]. Explicit formulas for the critical temperature
as a function of Q are known for the square lattice [95] and the triangular lattice [96]:
Ksqr.c = log(1 +
√
Q), Ktri.c = log
{
1 +
[
2√
Q
cos
(
1
3
arctan
√
4
Q
− 1
)]−1}
. (24)
From (23), we infer that the FK-cluster size in the Q-state random cluster model also undergoes a phase transition
at critical probability pc related to Kc via (23). For the square lattice [95] and the triangular lattice [96], these are
eK
sqr.
c = 1/(1− psqr.c ) =⇒ psqr.c =
√
Q
1 +
√
Q
, (25)
eK
tri.
c = 1/(1− ptri.c ) =⇒ ptri.c =
[
1 +
2√
Q
cos
(
1
3
arctan
√
4
Q
− 1
)]−1
. (26)
In the partition functions (17, 19, 21) encountered so far, the sums are not restricted to events with a BC imposed
on lattice sites adjacent to a boundary. Because we call this lack of a BC constraint the “free BC” in item 1 of the
introduction I, we naturally call the partition functions of this section free BC partition functions.
B. Random cluster model with free/fixed boundary conditions
In this section, we give formal expressions for RCB partition functions, or random cluster model partition functions
that sum exclusively over an RCB event (as defined in item 1 in the introduction I) inside a 2N -sided polygon P. A
natural RCB event is a color scheme c = (c1, c2, . . . , cN ). This event comprises all samples where the ith fixed side
has color ci ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Q} for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} (figure 15). There are QN different color schemes, and color
schemes are disjoint. We define a color scheme partition function WPc (p,Q) to be an RCB partition function that
sums exclusively over a given color scheme c. Any random cluster model RCB event is a union of color schemes, so
any RCB partition function is a sum of color scheme partition functions. Thus, it is ostensibly fruitful to study the
latter. However, in this article, we instead work with a certain subset of RCB partition functions that we call “basic”
partition functions. In appendix B, we show that for Q ∈ {1, 2, 3}, any color scheme partition function equals a linear
combination of basic partition functions. Furthermore, in section IV B, we show that basic partition functions are
more tractable to use in the continuum limit. For this reason, we work with basic partition functions.
The basic partition functions are examples of mutual wiring partition functions, or RCB partition functions that
sum exclusively over a mutual wiring event. A mutual wiring event is an RCB event where every fixed side of P
belongs to a collection of fixed sides that are mutually wired, i.e., constrained to have the same color (figure 16). In
such an event, the actual color of a collection of mutually wired sides is not specified; it can by anything. (If one such
collection has only one fixed side of P, then that side is not constrained to exhibit the color of any other fixed side,
and we say that it is independently wired.) A mutual wiring event E samples (i.e., is a union of) all color schemes c
consistent with it. By “consistent,” we mean c! E , where by definition,
c = (c1, c2, . . . , cN )! E =⇒ if the ith and jth fixed sides of P are mu-tually wired together in E , then ci = cj . (27)
Thus, the mutual wiring partition function XPE summing exclusively over E equals a sum of all color scheme partition
functions consistent with E :
XPE (p,Q) =
∑
c!E
WPc (p,Q). (28)
FIG. 15: Color schemes for the Q = 3 random cluster model inside the hexagon. We label the color ci ∈ {1, 2, 3} next to the
ith fixed side of the hexagon.
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FIG. 16: We represent the ϑth RCB event by the ϑth exterior arc connectivity in the top row. Arrows indicate which colorings
of boundary clusters in the bottom row are consistent with these RCB events: exterior arcs can only connect like colors.
Writing Nc(E) for the total number of independent clusters in a given sample, that is the number of clusters after
identifying all boundary clusters that touch a common collection of mutually wired sides as one, (19) becomes
XPE (p,Q) =
∑
B
pNβ (1− p)Nb−NβQNc(E). (29)
In this article, we consider only a special subset of mutual wiring events RCB1, RCB2, . . . ,RCBCN , called basic
events. To define them, we consider all of the distinct ways (up to homotopy) to join the vertices of P pairwise with N
nonintersecting planar curves (exterior arcs), drawn outside P. We call each possibility an exterior arc connectivity,
and figure 17 shows that they bijectively correspond to the CN (3) crossing patterns in P. (We interpret exterior arc
connectivities as crossing events in the exterior of P. This analogy is not obvious, but the work that we do below
justifies it.) After enumerating these connectivities one through CN , we let the basic event RCBϑ be the mutual
wiring event where any two fixed sides joined by an exterior arc in the ϑth connectivity are mutually wired (figure
16). Then the basic partition functions are
XPϑ := X
P
RCBϑ
, for all ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}. (30)
We note that {RCB1,RCB2, . . . ,RCBCN } comprises all mutual wiring events only if N < 3. Indeed, for N = 4, no
exterior arc connectivity generates the mutual wiring event in which the octagon’s top and bottom sides are mutually
wired together while the octagon’s left and right sides are also mutually wired together, independent of the former.
Therefore, we do not include this mutual wiring event. For larger N , even more possibilities are not included.
C. Random cluster model crossing events with free/fixed boundary conditions
In this section, we give formal expressions for the probabilities of random cluster model crossing events conditioned
on the mutual wiring events RCB1, RCB2, . . . ,RCBCN defined in the previous section III B. In order to do this, we
restrict the partition function sums of the previous section to sums over a “crossing event,” or the event that boundary
FK clusters join the sides of P in a particular crossing pattern. For this, we introduce some convenient notation:
1. We enumerate the CN crossing events (and corresponding arc connectivities (figure 17)) such that a single (resp.
no) boundary cluster connects all (resp. any two) fixed sides of P in the first (resp. CN th) event (figure 18).
2. We let RCXς denote the ςth FK-cluster crossing event, and we represent it by the ςth interior arc connectivity
(i.e., the ςth exterior arc connectivity, but with interior arcs drawn inside P) (figures 17, 19).
3. We let RCBϑ denote the ϑth random cluster model mutual wiring event (fixed sides joined by an arc in the ϑth
connectivity are mutually wired, figure 16) and represent it by the ϑth exterior arc connectivity (figures 17, 19).
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FIG. 17: Crossing patterns (top) bijectively correspond to interior arc connectivities (middle), which bijectively correspond to
exterior arc connectivities (bottom). The bijection respects our enumeration, one through CN , of these three entities.
4. We let XPς,ϑ(p,Q) denote the partition function for the Q-state random cluster model on a lattice in P, summing
exclusively over the intersection RCXς ∩ RCBϑ of the ςth crossing event with the ϑth RCB event.
5. We let XPϑ (p,Q) denote the partition function for the Q-state random cluster model on a lattice in P, summing
exclusively over the ϑth RCB event RCBϑ. Hence, X
P
ϑ = X
P
1,ϑ +X
P
2,ϑ + · · ·+XPCN ,ϑ.
Although section III B already has item 3, we reiterate it here for easy reference. We infer from item 1 with figure 18
that RCB1 (resp. RCBCN ) is the event with all fixed sides of P mutually wired together (resp. independently wired).
Turning to crossing probabilities of the critical random cluster model, we write a formal expression for the probability
of the ςth FK-cluster crossing event RCXς conditioned on the ϑth RCB event RCBϑ. First defining
Bς = {ςth percolation (i.e., Q = 1 FK cluster) crossing event} ⊂ B, (31)
FIG. 18: The first exterior (resp. interior) arc connectivity corresponds to the event RCB1 (resp. RCX1) in which all fixed sides
are mutually wired together (resp. a single cluster connects all fixed sides). The CN th exterior (resp. interior) arc connectivity
corresponds to the event RCBCN (resp. RCXCN ) in which all fixed sides are independently wired (resp. no cluster connects
any two fixed sides).
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FIG. 19: Diagrams for RCX events (item 2) (top) and RCB events (item 3) (bottom). Taking the top, bottom, left, and right
sides to be fixed, two fixed sides are connected by an exterior arc if and only if they are mutually wired together.
and then replacing B 7→ Bς and E 7→ RCBϑ in (19), we obtain these formal expressions for XPς,ϑ and XPϑ :
XPς,ϑ(p,Q) =
∑
Bς
pNβ (1− p)Nb−NβQNc(RCBϑ), (32)
XPϑ (p,Q) = X
P
1,ϑ(p,Q) +X
P
2,ϑ(p,Q) + · · ·+XPCN ,ϑ(p,Q). (33)
Then the probability of the ςth FK-cluster crossing event RCXς conditioned on the ϑth RCB event RCBϑ is given by
the ratio of these partition functions (abbreviating “random cluster” with “RC”):
PPς|ϑ(p,Q) := PRC(RCXς |RCBϑ) =
XPς,ϑ(p,Q)
XPϑ (p,Q)
. (34)
Our primary goal in this article is to find a formula for the continuum limit of (34) at the critical point p = pc.
This poses two tasks: the first is to determine the numerator and denominator of (34), which by (32, 33), amounts
to determining Nc(RCBϑ). The second task, taken up in section V, is to determine the limit of (34) as the lattice
spacing a vanishes.
Taking up the first task, we letN freec denote the number of free clusters, or clusters of activated bonds in configuration
{β} ∈ Bς that are not boundary clusters. As such, no bond in a free cluster touches a fixed side of P. (These include
bulk clusters, which do not touch any side of P.) Furthermore, we let Cς,ϑ denote the number of boundary clusters in
{β}, with all boundary clusters attached to a common collection of mutually wired sides identified as one. Then
Nc(RCBϑ) = Cς,ϑ +N freec for each {β} ∈ Bς . (35)
Because Cς,ϑ is the same for all bond configurations in the ςth crossing event, (32) factors into
XPς,ϑ(p,Q) = Q
Cς,ϑ
∑
Bς
pNβ (1− p)Nb−NβQN freec . (36)
Although the prefactor QCς,ϑ is not physically relevant to this partition function (36), we need it in order to compute
the sum (33), which appears in the denominator of (34).
l4,2 = 2
FIG. 20: The (4, 2)th product diagram. The arcs of the fourth interior arc connectivity join with the arcs of the second exterior
arc connectivity to give l4,2 = 2 loops.
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Next, we determine a formula for Cς,ϑ in terms of the number lς,ϑ of loops in the (ς, ϑ)th product diagram, created
by superimposing the ςth interior arc connectivity and ϑth exterior arc connectivity on the same polygon, joining the
interior arcs to the exterior arcs at the vertices of the polygon to form loops, and deleting the polygon, leaving only
the loops (figure 20). The formula that we find is
Cς,ϑ = (lς,ϑ − l1,ϑ + lς,CN + 1)/2. (37)
To derive (37), we identify the (ς, ϑ)th product diagram with a graph Gς,ϑ in which the quantity Cς,ϑ naturally arises.
This identification goes as follows:
1. We enumerate the fixed sides of the 2N -sided polygon P one through N in counterclockwise order. (By con-
vention, we take the lowest side of P to be the first fixed side.)
2. We identify each fixed side of P with a vertex of the graph Gς,ϑ under construction, and we enumerate these
vertices so the ith vertex corresponds with the ith fixed side.
3. If {s1, s2, . . . , sk} ⊂ Z+ is the set of labels for all fixed sides joined by a common boundary cluster in RCXς (with
1 < k ≤ N), then we join the sith vertex and the si+1th vertex of Gς,ϑ with an edge for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k−1}.
4. If {s1, s2, . . . , sk} ⊂ Z+ is the set of labels for all fixed sides of a collection of mutually wired sides in RCBϑ (with
1 < k ≤ N), then we join the sith vertex and the si+1th vertex of Gς,ϑ with an edge for each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k−1}.
(We note that an edge joins the first and Nth vertices of Gς,ϑ via item 3 (resp. item 4) if and only if a boundary
cluster in RCXς joins only these two fixed sides (resp. these sides are mutually wired to only each other in RCBϑ).)
Figure 21 gives three examples of product diagrams in its top row and their associated graphs beneath. Now we let
• Cς,ϑ = number of connected components in Gς,ϑ,
• Iς,ϑ = number of internal faces in Gς,ϑ,
• E iς = number of “internal” edges in Gς,ϑ, i.e., the edges arising from step 3 in the construction of Gς,ϑ,
• Eeϑ = number of “external” edges in Gς,ϑ, i.e., the edges arising from step 4 in the construction of Gς,ϑ,
• Vς,ϑ = number of vertices in Gς,ϑ.
FIG. 21: We associate to the (ς, ϑ)th product diagram (i.e., collection of lς,ϑ black loops in the top row) a graph Gς,ϑ (collection
of black vertices and edges in the bottom row), constructed in steps 1–4 beneath (37). Gray regions indicate boundary clusters.
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FIG. 22: The first (resp. ςth) interior arc connectivity pairs with the ϑth (resp. CN th) exterior arc connectivity in the upper-left
(resp. upper-right). Its graph G1,ϑ (resp. Gς,CN ) appears beneath it. Dashed ends continue into the part of the graph not shown.
It is evident from steps 3 and 4 that the number Cς,ϑ of components in Gς,ϑ equals the number of independent
boundary clusters in the event RCXς ∩ RCBϑ, also denoted by Cς,ϑ. Euler’s formula relates all of these quantities
together as
Cς,ϑ − Iς,ϑ + Eς,ϑ − Vς,ϑ = 0, where Eς,ϑ := E iς + Eeϑ. (38)
Figure 21 shows that the loops in the (ς, ϑ)th product diagram trace all of the internal faces and surround all of the
connected components of Gς,ϑ (seen as embedded on the Riemann sphere), with one loop per face and one loop per
component. Also, it is obvious that the number Vς,ϑ of vertices in Gς,ϑ is N . Thus,
lς,ϑ = Cς,ϑ + Iς,ϑ, Vς,ϑ = N. (39)
To derive formula (37) for Cς,ϑ from (38, 39) we consider two extreme cases. In the first case, we take ς = 1. According
to item 1 in section III C, a single boundary cluster connects all fixed sides of P in the first crossing event RCX1. The
left column of figure 22 depicts this event, with the (1, ϑ)th product diagram on top of it and its associated graph
G1,ϑ beneath. This graph has one component with N − 1 internal edges joining the vertices. Hence,
C1,ϑ = 1, E i1 = N − 1. (40)
In the second case, we take ϑ = CN . According to items 1 and 3 in section III C, all fixed sides of P are independently
wired in the event RCBCN . The right column of figure 22 depicts this event, with the (ς, CN )th product diagram on
top of it and its associated graph Gς,CN beneath. This graph has no external edges. Furthermore, it has no internal
faces because any face is formed by at least one external edge meeting one internal edge. Hence,
Iς,CN = 0, EeCN = 0. (41)
Combining (38–41) gives the expression (37) for Cς,ϑ, relating the effective number of independent boundary clusters
in the event RCXς ∩ RCBϑ with the number lς,ϑ of loops in the (ς, ϑ)th product diagram (figure 20). In section IV,
we use this connection to interpret the partition functions (33, 36) as instances of loop-gas model partition functions.
D. Potts model crossing events with fluctuating/fixed boundary conditions
Although it seems natural to consider free/fixed side-alternating BC events in the Potts model, determining crossing
probabilities conditioned on these events is beyond the scope of the methods used in this article. Instead, our methods
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(section V) are suited to PMB events for the Potts model, as defined in item 2 in the introduction I. These are side-
alternating BC events in which every fixed side exhibits the first spin state and the remaining sides exhibit the
“fluctuating BC,” where sites uniformly sample all but the first spin state [45]. (See the left illustration of figure 30.)
In parallel with items 1–5 at the beginning of section III C, we define the following for the Potts model:
1. For the Potts model, crossing events are now events in which spin clusters join the fixed sides of P in some
particular crossing pattern. We enumerate these events as in item 1 in section III C.
2. We let PMXς denote the ςth spin-cluster crossing event, and we represent it by the ςth interior arc connectivity
(figures 17).
3. We let PMB denote the Potts model fluctuating/fixed side-alternating BC event (we note that, as defined, there
is only one), and we represent it by the first exterior arc connectivity (figure 18).
4. We let Y Pς,1(K,Q) denote the partition function for the Q-state Potts model on a lattice inside P, summing
exclusively over the intersection PMXς ∩ PMB of the ςth crossing event with the PMB event.
5. We let Y P1 (K,Q) denote the partition function for the Q-state Potts model on a lattice inside P, summing
exclusively over the PMB event. Hence, Y P1 = Y
P
1,1 + Y
P
2,1 + · · ·+ Y PCN ,1.
(The subscript 1 in Y Pς,1(K,Q) and Y
P
1 (K,Q) of items 4 and 5 is natural to use, as will become evident in section IV.)
In terms of these quantities, the probability of the ςth spin-cluster crossing event conditioned on the PMB event is
PPς|1(K,Q) := PPotts(PMXς |PMB) =
YPς,1(K,Q)
YP1 (K,Q)
. (42)
In section V, we determine an explicit formula for the continuum limit of the crossing probabilities (34, 42) encountered
so far. For the former, we condition the random cluster model on an RCB event, and for the latter, we condition
the Potts model on a PMB event. As mentioned, the Potts model with RCB conditioning is outside the scope of our
methods. The same is true for the random cluster model with PMB conditioning.
IV. CONVERGENCE TO LOOP-GAS MODELS
In this section, we show that partition functions of the random cluster model and the Potts model that we encoun-
tered in sections III B, III C, and III D are asymptotic to partition functions of certain loop-gas models [11, 92, 97, 98]
in the continuum limit. In section V, these identifications lead us, finally, to the formula (10) for the crossing prob-
abilities (34, 42) in the continuum limit. (Section II explains how to make this formula completely explicit for the
random cluster model and the Potts model. Section VI and section VII give these explicit formulas if the polygon is
a rectangle or a hexagon respectively.)
A. Definition of loop-gas models
We begin with a definition of a loop-gas model. The sample space of a loop-gas model on a given graph inside P is
the collection of all sets {γ} of non-crossing and non-self-crossing loops γ that trace the graph’s edges [12, 99]. In this
section, we assume that the graph is a square or hexagonal lattice, with edges being bonds between nearest-neighbor
lattice sites. Figure 23 shows the five scenarios in which loops may interact with a site of the square lattice:
1. No loop passes through the lattice site.
2. A loop passes through the site without turning.
3. A loop touches the site, turns, and never returns to the site.
4. A loop touches the site, turns, and eventually returns to the site.
5. Two distinct loops touch a common site and turn.
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FIG. 23: Scenarios in which one or two loops comprising bonds on the square lattice or hexagonal lattice may interact with a
single lattice site. Dashed segments and their endpoints correspond with bonds and lattice sites on the dual lattice.
In a typical loop-gas model, we endow the kth scenario with some weight xk ≥ 0, and we endow a sample collection
of loops {γ} with weight
ω({γ}) = nN`xN11 xN22 xN33 xN44 xN55 , where

N` is the number of loops in the sample {γ},
Nk is the number of kth scenario sites in the sample {γ},
n > 0 is the loop fugacity of the loop-gas model.
(43)
(One may consider loop-gas models with n ≤ 0, but we do not use them here.) Because scenarios 4 and 5 appear
identical, (i.e., the information contained within the dashed box of either scenario in figure 23 is the same), we typically
set x4 = x5. If we also set x1 = 1, x2 = x3 = x, and x4 = x5 = x
2 for some temperature x ≥ 0, then (43) simplifies to
ω({γ}) = nN`xρ, where ρ := total length of (i.e., number of bonds in) all loops of {γ}. (44)
Figure 23 also shows the two different ways in which the loops may interact with a single site on the hexagonal lattice.
Because only scenarios 1 and 3 occur, we set x2 = x4 = x5 = 1 in the expression (43) for the weight of the loop sample
{γ}. Setting x1 = 1 and x3 = x, this expression again reduces to (44). The partition functions for these models are
ZPf (x, n) =
∑
L
ω({γ}), where L := the sample space of the loop-gas model. (45)
The subscript f (for “free”) means that we sum over the entire sample space, without imposing any BCs such as those
described below. (We mention that this loop-gas model (44, 45) is closely related to the O(n) model [11] of statistical
physics.) In what follows, we identify the loop-gas model partition function with the random cluster model and Potts
model partition functions previously encountered in sections III B and III D.
The loop-gas model (44) exhibits critical behavior in its continuum limit. This critical behavior is well understood
on the hexagonal lattice [13, 50, 92, 100]. Under the renormalization group flow induced by shrinking the lattice
spacing a, the temperature x of (44) flows to either zero if it is less than some critical temperatures xc and n ∈ [−2, 2],
or to another value x˜c > xc if it is greater than xc and n ∈ [0, 2]. On the hexagonal lattice, we have [50]
xc(n) = (2 +
√
2− n)−1/2, x˜c(n) = (2−
√
2− n)−1/2. (46)
If x < xc and n ∈ [0, 2], then as a ↓ 0, the model strongly favors small-diameter loops over large-diameter loops, and
its continuum limit contains only infinitesimal loops. However, if x > xc, then the continuum limit contains loops of
all sizes. Moreover, the fraction of all lattice sites that a typical loop visits does not vanish as a ↓ 0. For this reason,
we call the interval x > xc the dense phase. In the continuum limit, the loops are conjectured to have the conformally
invariant law of CLEκ [101–103], with κ ∈ (4, 8] and
n = n(κ) := −2 cos(4pi/κ). (47)
Finally, if x = xc and n ∈ [−2, 2], then x is invariant under the renormalization group flow. As a ↓ 0, the model still
strongly favors large-diameter loops over small-diameter loops, but the fraction of all lattice sites that a typical loop
visits vanishes. For this reason, we call x = xc the dilute phase. In the continuum limit, the loops are conjectured to
have the conformally invariant law of CLEκ [101–103], for κ ∈ (8/3, 4] and n ∈ (0, 2] related by (47).
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FIG. 24: In the left hexagon, each odd side is traced by a boundary loop. In the middle hexagon, we cut the part of each
boundary loop that traces a side, and in the right hexagon, we rejoin their ends in an exterior arc connectivity.
A loop-gas model on a lattice inside an even-sided polygon P admits certain events that are analogous to the
random cluster model RCX and RCB events in P. To realize this analogy, we restrict the loop-gas sample space to
all configurations such that each odd side of P (see above (3) for the enumeration of the sides) is traced from vertex
to vertex by one loop, called a boundary loop (figure 24). These boundary loops necessarily join the vertices of P
pairwise through its interior in one of the CN available connectivities. If it is the ςth connectivity, then we regard this
event as the analog of the ςth crossing event RCXς in the random cluster model. Furthermore, we may bisect the part
of the boundary loops that follow the odd sides of P and rejoin the 2N dangling ends with nonintersecting exterior
arcs outside P (figure 24). If the exterior arcs join the vertices of P in the ϑth connectivity, then we regard this event
as the analog of the ϑth mutual wiring event RCBϑ in the random cluster model. Thus, we define the following:
1. For the loop-gas model, the ςth crossing (LGX) event (resp. ϑth exterior arc BC (LGB) event) is the event that
the boundary loops join the vertices of P via the ςth interior (resp. ϑth exterior) arc connectivity.
2. We let LGXς denote the ςth loop-gas model crossing (LGX) event, and we represent it by the ςth interior arc
connectivity (figure 17).
3. We let LGBϑ denote the ϑth exterior arc BC (LGB) event, and we represent it by the ϑth exterior arc connectivity
(figure 17).
4. We let ZPς,ϑ(x, n) denote the partition function (45) for the loop-gas model on a lattice inside P, summing
exclusively over the intersection LGXς ∩ LGBϑ of the ςth LGX event with the ϑth LGB event.
5. We let ZPϑ (x, n) denote the partition function (45) for the loop-gas model on a lattice inside P, summing
exclusively over the ϑth LGB event LGBϑ. Hence, Z
P
ϑ = Z
P
1,ϑ +Z
P
2,ϑ + · · ·+ZPCN ,ϑ.
Figure 25 illustrates the event LGXς ∩LGBϑ. The number of boundary loops in this event always equals lς,ϑ (figures
20, 25). Hence, writing the total number of loops as a the sum of boundary loops and the remaining free loops gives
ZPς,ϑ(x, n) =
∑
LGXς∩LGBϑ
ω({γ}) = nlς,ϑ
∑
LGXς
nN
free
` xρ. (48)
The rightmost expression in (48) only depends on our choice of LGB event (i.e., on ϑ) via the factor nlς,ϑ . The sum
that multiplies this factor depends on the crossing event LGXς , and we interpret it as a partition function with the
fugacities of all boundary loops equaling one.
FIG. 25: Typical loop-gas model samples in the event LGXς ∩LGBϑ. For loop fugacities among (11) (resp. (12)), gray regions
correspond to FK (resp. spin) boundary clusters in the event RCXς ∩ RCBϑ (resp. PMXς ∩ PMBϑ).
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FIG. 26: Free loops (any color but red) surround free bond clusters and dual-bond clusters (i.e., internal faces of bond clusters),
and boundary loops (red) surround boundary bond clusters. The right illustration shows only the boundary loops.
B. Critical random cluster models in relation to loop-gas models
Turning to the critical random cluster model, our next goal is to identify each basic partition function XPς,ϑ(p,Q)
(32) with the corresponding partition function ZPς,ϑ(x, n) of a loop-gas model on the square lattice. This identification
is well known for the free partition function (19, 45) [104]; we adapt this argument to our purpose here. To begin, we
map each bond configuration in Bς (31) onto a unique loop configuration in which the perimeter of each bond cluster
and dual-bond cluster is traced by one loop particular to that cluster (figure 26). (This includes size-zero clusters,
which are isolated lattice sites and isolated dual lattice sites.) Ref. [104] describes this map in detail. As in section
III B, Euler’s formula for planar graphs gives
2Nc +Nβ = N` +Ns, where

Nc = number of activated bond clusters,
Nβ = number of activated bonds,
N` = number of loops surrounding clusters,
Ns = number of lattice sites.
(49)
In every bond configuration, we distinguish boundary clusters, which touch the fixed sides of P, from the remaining
free clusters, which do not, and we distinguish boundary loops, which surround these boundary clusters, from free
loops, which surround the remaining free clusters (figure 26). Denoting the number of each of these as Nbdryc , N
free
c ,
Nbdry` , and N
free
` respectively, we have
Nc = N
bdry
c +N
free
c , N` = N
bdry
` +N
free
` , N
bdry
c = N
bdry
` = lς,CN for {β} ∈ Bς . (50)
The last equality of (50) follows from the facts that, in the ςth connectivity, a unique boundary loop surrounds every
boundary cluster and that these loops are topologically identical to those in the (ς, CN )th product diagram (figure
20), where interior arcs close into boundary loops by wrapping outside and around the fixed (i.e., odd-numbered)
sides of P. After inserting (25, 35) into the partition function formula (32), we find
XPς,ϑ(pc, Q) = (1 +
√
Q)NbQCς,ϑ
∑
Bς
QN
free
c +Nβ/2. (51)
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The factor of (1 +
√
Q)Nb is physically irrelevant, so we drop it. Then after inserting (49, 50) into (51) and using (37)
to simplify the result, we find
XPς,ϑ(pc, Q) = Q
(lς,ϑ−l1,ϑ+1)/2
∑
Bς
Q(Ns+N
free
` )/2. (52)
Finally, after dropping irrelevant factors and straightening loops into zig-zag paths along bonds on the lattice medial
[12] to the square lattice in P (figure 26), (52) becomes a partition function for a loop-gas model on the medial lattice:
XPς,ϑ(pc, Q) ∝ nlς,ϑ
∑
Bς
nN
free
` , n :=
√
Q, N free` defined above (50),
random cluster model
on the square lattice,
(53)
= nlς,ϑ
∑
LGXς
nN
free
` ,
x1 = x2 = x3 = 0 for bulk sites,
xi = 1 otherwise,
loop-gas model on
the medial lattice.
(54)
The condition that x1 = x2 = x3 = 0 for all bulk (i.e., interior) sites implies that only loop configurations with each
bulk site visited twice by loops contributes to the sum (54) (figure 23). Because the other loop configurations do
not contribute, we cannot equate (54) with ZPς,ϑ(x, n) for x = 1. However, the temperature x = 1 is greater than
the critical temperature xc(n) of the loop-gas model on the square lattice [105], so it flows under renormalization to
the dense-phase fixed point x˜c(n) as we take the continuum limit. Because scenarios 4 and 5 statistically dominate
scenarios 1–3 in the dense phase, (54) is at least asymptotic to (a multiple of) ZPς,ϑ(1, n) in the continuum limit.
C. Critical Potts model in relation to loop-gas models
Turning next to the critical Potts model on some given lattice in P, our next goal is to show that the PMB partition
function Y Pς,1(Kc, Q) is asymptotic to (a multiple of) the partition function Z
P
ς,ϑ(x, n) for the loop-gas model on the
dual lattice. This is easy to do rigorously at any temperature if Q = 2 (i.e., the Ising model), but if Q ∈ {3, 4}, the
arguments are not rigorous and are somewhat imprecise. The simulation results of section VII, however, strongly
suggest that these arguments are in fact correct, especially if Q = 3.
We begin with the Ising model. Here, the arguments are already well known [34]. If the Ising model lives on the
triangular lattice, then the loops live on the (dual) hexagonal lattice, and they surround clusters of spin + lattice
sites. Hence, spin configurations on the triangular lattice bijectively correspond to loop-gas configurations on the
hexagonal lattice (figure 27). With this bijection, it is easy to see that
Y P(K,Q = 2) ∝
∑
L
xρ, x := exp(−K), ρ as in (44), Ising model on the triangular lattice,
=
∑
L
ω({γ}), x1 = x2 = x4 = x5 = 1,
x3 = x, n = 1,
loop-gas model on the hexagonal lattice.
(55)
Because (55) equates the Ising model on the triangular lattice with the loop-gas model on the hexagonal lattice, the
critical points of these two models must match. And indeed, they do: setting Q = 2 in (24) and n = 1 in (46) gives
Ktri.c = log
√
3 =⇒ x(Ktri.c ) = exp(−Ktri.c ) = 1/
√
3 = xc(n = 1). (56)
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FIG. 27: An Ising model sample on the triangular lattice (left) and on the square lattice (right) and their respective loop-gas
samples. In the latter, we retract the loops from their intersection to clarify that a unique loop surrounds each spin + cluster.
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FIG. 28: Graphical illustrations of (59) (left) and (58) (right). In both numerators (resp. denominators), the center site exhibits
the second (black) or third (gray) (resp. first (white)) spin state, and all of the other sites exhibit the first (white) spin state.
Similarly, every spin configuration on a square lattice corresponds to a unique loop-gas configuration on its dual, also
the square lattice, and vice versa, if we exclude scenario 4 (figures 23 and 27). Thus, for the square lattice,
Y P(K,Q = 2) ∝
∑
L′
xρ, x := exp(−K), ρ as in (44), Ising model on the square lattice,
=
∑
L
ω({γ}), x1 = 1, x2 = x3 = x,
x4 = 0, x5 = x
2, n = 1,
loop-gas model on the dual square lattice,
(57)
where L′ is the subset of L that excludes from L all samples with a scenario 4 vertex.
By contrast, equating the partition function (21) for the critical Q = 3 Potts model with that (45) for a loop-gas
model in its dilute phase appears to be impossible for finite systems. To understand why, we consider a sample {σ1}
of the Q = 3 Potts model on a triangular lattice in which some given site P and its six neighbors exhibit the first spin
state. From this sample, we generate two more samples {σ2} and {σ3} by changing the spin at P to the second and
third state respectively. Then the ratio of the total weight of the latter two samples to the first sample’s weight is
(· · · factors from interactions between all sites except P · · · )(Q− 1)
(· · · factors from interactions between all sites except P · · · ) exp(Ktri.c )6
= 0.0453874 . . . , where Q = 3. (58)
Next, we translate this scenario into the loop-gas picture. Numerical results [45] indicate that, at least in the continuum
limit, the loops trace the boundaries of clusters with all sites in the first spin state. Therefore, {σ1} corresponds to a
loop configuration {γ} with no loop separating P from any of its neighbors, and the event that either {σ2} or {σ3}
occurs corresponds to the loop configuration {γ}∪ {γ0}, where {γ} is the loop configuration for {σ1} and γ0 is a loop
that surrounds P , separating it from its neighbors. By (44, 46, 24), the ratio of the weights of these configurations is
ω({γ} ∪ {γ0})
ω({γ}) = nxc(n)
6 =
4(1 +
√
5)
(4 +
√
6− 2√5)3
= 0.0901699 . . . , where n = (1 +
√
5)/2. (59)
(figure 28). (See (61) for the value of n in (59).) If the identification of the critical Q = 3 Potts model on the triangular
lattice with the dilute-phase loop-gas model on the hexagonal lattice exists, then the ratios (58) and (59) should be
equal. Because they are not, such an identification does not exist, at least in the discrete setting. (However, it is true
that (58, 59) are equal if Q = 2 and n = 1, so xc(n) = 1/
√
3, and Ktric = log
√
3 (56), as must be the case by (55).)
Because a dense-phase loop-gas representation of the critical random cluster model emerges in the continuum limit
for Q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, the association (23) between the random cluster model and the Potts model suggests that a
dilute-phase loop-gas representation of the latter, although apparently nonexistent in the discrete setting for Q > 2,
emerges in the continuum limit too. As evidence for this claim, we consider a bulk FK cluster on the square lattice
(figure 29). Typically, this cluster has fjords entering it, and a loop on the medial lattice that surrounds this cluster
visits the mouth of each fjord twice. Now, as we approach the continuum limit, the loop that surrounds the FK
cluster is conjectured to have the law of CLEκ [101–103] for some κ > 0. Also, the fjords into the FK cluster do
not vanish in this limit, so this loop must retain the self-intersection points at the fjord openings. Now, a loop in a
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FIG. 29: The blue loop follows the perimeter of an FK cluster, venturing into its fjords (bloated blue bonds), and the red loop
follows the perimeter of a spin cluster, bypassing the fjords. We form the latter loop by removing fjords from the former loop.
CLEκ sample has self-intersection points only if κ ∈ (4, 8) (and has points where the loop very nearly self-intersects
at κ = 4). Indeed, this property follows from the fact that the fractal geometry of a CLEκ loop is locally that of an
SLEκ curve [101–103], for which this property holds in the SLEκ dense phase κ ∈ (4, 8) [65–67]. These facts together
with (47, 53) give
√
Q = n(κ) = −2 cos(4pi/κ) with κ ∈ [4, 8) =⇒

Q = 1 =⇒ n = 1, κ = 6,
Q = 2 =⇒ n = √2, κ = 16/3,
Q = 3 =⇒ n = √3, κ = 24/5,
Q = 4 =⇒ n = 2, κ = 4.
(60)
Returning to the discrete setting, if we activate the bond at the mouth of each fjord into the FK cluster, then the loop
surrounding this cluster becomes simple, and we interpret it as the boundary of the smallest Potts model spin cluster
that may contain the given FK cluster. In the continuum limit, the simple loop thus created goes to the previously
encountered CLEκ loop, but with its fjords removed (figure 29). By SLEκ duality [65, 66, 106–108], this latter simple
loop must have the law of CLEκˆ with parameter κˆ = 16/κ ∈ (8/3, 4], where κ is the parameter associated with the
CLEκ loop having fjords (60) (figure 29). For the above Potts models, these parameters are
κˆ = 16/κ
(60)
=⇒

Q = 2 =⇒ κˆ = 3, n = n(κˆ) = 1,
Q = 3 =⇒ κˆ = 10/3, n = n(κˆ) = (1 +√5)/2,
Q = 4 =⇒ κˆ = 4, n = n(κˆ) = 2.
(61)
In general, we see from (60) that the relation between Q and κˆ = 16/κ in (61) is
√
Q = −2 cos(κˆpi/4) with κˆ ∈ (8/3, 4].
(The κˆ = 8/3 cutoff arises because CLEκ is defined only for κ ∈ (8/3, 8] [101, 103].) Combining this with (47) gives
n := −2 cos
(
pi2
arccos(−√Q/2)
)
, where Q ∈ {2, 3, 4}, (62)
which relates the loop fugacity n of the dilute-phase loop-gas model to the number of states Q in the corresponding
critical Potts model in the continuum limit. Thus, we expect that a dilute-phase loop-gas representation of the critical
Q ∈ {2, 3, 4} Potts model exists in the continuum limit as CLEκˆ, with κˆ given by (61).
Our identification of the critical Potts model with the dilute-phase loop-gas model in the continuum limit does not
involve BCs, so next, we modify this identification to include the event PMB (item 3 of section III D) if the Potts
model is inside an even-sided polygon P. Naively, because all fixed sides of P exhibit the same state in PMB, the
LGB event corresponding to PMB, should one exist, must be LGB1. Indeed, the latter corresponds to the random
cluster model mutual wiring event RCB1 (figure 18). However, verifying this idea is difficult because the identification
of the Potts model with the loop-gas model holds only in the continuum limit. (The Q = 2 exception does not help
because, here with n = 1 (61), the loop-gas model partition functions (48) are identical for all LGB events LGBϑ.)
In spite of this difficulty, there is a simple argument that identifies PMB with LGB1. To make it, we extend the
lattice inside P so it fills a very large planar region R containing P, with the boundary of R far from the boundary
of P. Next, we restrict the state of the lattice sites inside R\P to exhibit only the state common to all fixed sides of
P. This addition alters the Potts model partition function Y P1 , summing over PMB, by only a physically irrelevant
constant. Furthermore, the boundary loops, surrounding clusters anchored to the fixed sides of P, close through
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FIG. 30: Q = 3 Potts model in a rectangle with the PMB (fixed BC on top/bottom, fluctuating BC on the sides). Surrounding
the sample with lattice sites whose states match the fixed BC reveals how boundary loops (red) close outside the rectangle.
exterior arcs that pass just behind the fluctuating sides of P (figure 30). Because LGB1 is the only LGB event with
its boundary loops arranged outside P in this way, we identify PMB with LGB1.
D. Crossing probability for loop-gas models
Above, we identify RCB random cluster model partition functions (items 4 and 5 in section III C) and PMB Potts
model partition functions (items 4 and 5 in section III D) with LGB loop-gas model partition functions (items 4 and
5 of this section). To summarize, for the dense and dilute phases, we respectively have{
XPς,ϑ(pc, Q) ∼a→0 Z
P
ς,ϑ(x˜c(n), n) and X
P
ϑ (pc, Q) ∼a→0 Z
P
ϑ (x˜c(n), n), dense, n =
√
Q and Q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
Y Pς,1(Kc, Q) ∼
a→0
ZPς,1(xc(n), n) and Y
P
1 (Kc, Q) ∼
a→0
ZP1 (xc(n), n), dilute, n given by (62) and Q ∈ {2, 3, 4},
(63)
as the lattice spacing a vanishes in the continuum limit, where we define the symbol ∼ as follows:
f(x) ∼
x→c g(x) =⇒ limx→c
f(x)
g(x)
= λ for some λ ∈ R \ {0}. (64)
In (63), the constant λ is not universal, i.e., it depends on microscopic details of the model such as the lattice. The
loop fugacity of the dilute phase {n ∈ [−2, 2], x = xc(n)} overlaps that of the dense phase {n ∈ [0, 2], x = x˜c(n)}, but
conveniently, we may simultaneously represent both phases with a single parameter, the SLEκ/CLEκ parameter κ,
by replacing n with (47). After doing this, restricting to n ∈ (0, 2] as usual, and using (60, 61), we write (63) asX
P
ς,ϑ(κ) ∼a→0 Z
P
ς,ϑ(κ) and X
P
ϑ (κ) ∼a→0 Z
P
ϑ (κ), dense, Q = 4 cos
2(4pi/κ), κ ∈ (4, 8) and Q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
Y Pς,1(κ) ∼
a→0
ZPς,1(κ) and Y
P
1 (κ) ∼
a→0
ZP1 (κ), dilute, Q = 4 cos
2(piκ/4), κ ∈ (8/3, 4], and Q ∈ {2, 3, 4}, (65)
where we have combined the dense phase and dilute phase loop-gas model partition functions together into a single
function, defined by
ZPς,ϑ(κ) :=
{
ZPς,ϑ(x˜c(n), n),
ZPς,ϑ(xc(n), n),
ZPϑ (κ) :=
{
ZPϑ (x˜c(n), n), dense, n = −2 cos(4pi/κ) and κ ∈ (4, 8),
ZPϑ (xc(n), n), dilute, n = −2 cos(4pi/κ) and κ ∈ (8/3, 4].
(66)
As such, the two crossing probabilities (34, 42) unify under the following ratio of loop-gas model partition functions,
which we may propose as a “crossing probability” for a loop-gas model in P conditioned on an LGB event:
PPς|ϑ(κ) := Ploop-gas(LGXς |LGBϑ) =
ZPς,ϑ(κ)
ZPϑ (κ)
. (67)
In the next section, we use methods of CFT and results of [36–39] to predict a formula for the continuum limit of this
ratio (67) as a function of κ ∈ (8/3, 8).
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V. THE CONTINUUM LIMIT AND CONFORMAL FIELD THEORY
In this section, we use boundary CFT to predict a formula for the continuum limit of the crossing probability (67).
For this, we conformally map the interior of the 2N -sided polygon P onto the upper half-plane via a Schwarz-Christoffel
transformation. This map extends to a continuous bijection that sends the sides and vertices w1, w2, . . . , w2N of P
to the real axis and the respective points x1 < x2 < . . . < x2N . It is widely believed [20, 44, 50], and in some cases
rigorously proven [24, 69, 70], that in the continuum limit, the statistics of each of the lattice models considered in
this article (Potts model, random cluster model, and loop-gas model) are invariant under a conformal transformation
of the model’s domain (but not its lattice). Hence, this transformation does not affect our determination of crossing
probabilities, and it has the advantage of sending all polygon interiors to a common domain, the upper half-plane.
A. Smeared partition functions and conformal field theory
If a Potts model or random cluster model occupies a lattice inside P, then under a conformal transformation sending
the interior of P onto the upper half-plane, the BC associated with each side carries over to its image segment on the
real axis, and the boundary condition changes (BCCs) occurring at the vertices carry over to their image points. In
the loop-gas representation of these models, the BCCs mark points along the real axis where loops pass into or out
of the upper half-plane. We let Zς,ϑ (resp. Zϑ) denote the partition function (66) for the loop-gas model in the upper
half-plane, summing exclusively over the event LGXς ∩LGBϑ (resp. LGBϑ) also sent to the upper half-plane (items 2
and 3 beneath (48)), and we let Zf denote the free partition function (45) for the critical loop-gas model in the upper
half-plane. As usual, we have Zϑ = Z1,ϑ + Z2,ϑ + · · ·+ ZCN ,ϑ.
Before continuing, we address a subtlety regarding the BCC locations on the real axis. In the discrete setting, the
BCCs occur exactly at the lattice sites nearest to the image points xj . However, in the continuum limit where the
lattice spacing vanishes, the BCCs occur exactly at the xj , an event whose probability is zero. To avoid summing over
events with vanishing probabilities, we replace our partition function Zς,ϑ (resp. Zϑ) for the discrete system with a
smeared partition function Zς,ϑ(1, 2, . . . , 2N ) (resp. Zϑ(1, 2, . . . , 2N )) that sums over all LGB events of the type
LGBϑ that have the jth BCC occurring within some small distance j  |xj − xj±1| of xj (figure 31).
A standard prediction of physics literature [34, 109] is that, after shrinking the lattice spacing a to zero to arrive
with the continuum limit, the loop-gas model partition function behaves as
lim
a→0
Zϑ({xj}; {j})/Zf ∼
j→0
θ11 
θ1
2 · · · θ12NΥϑ({xj}), (68)
where Υϑ is some universal function, and where θ1 is given in (72) below. Throughout this article, we abbreviate (68)
by writing
Zϑ() ' Υϑ as  ↓ 0, (69)
where the precise meaning of the symbol ' follows from rewriting (68) in the form (69). Another well-known prediction
of the physics literature [22, 26, 34, 56, 109–112] is that Υϑ equals the 2N -point boundary CFT correlation function
Υϑ(x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) = 〈ψ1(x1)ψ1(x2) · · ·ψ1(x2N )〉ϑ. (70)
FIG. 31: Sample of a loop-gas model on the hexagonal lattice in the upper half-plane that contributes to the smeared partition
function Z2(x1, x2, x3, x4; 1, 2, 3, 4). Only one boundary loop enters the system within distance j from boundary point xj .
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The one-leg boundary operator ψ1(xj), so-called because it induces the event that a boundary loop passes into or out
of the upper half-plane through (or near) the point xj , is a primary operator in a CFT with central charge [111]
c(κ) = (6− κ)(3− 8κ)/2κ, (71)
where κ is the SLEκ parameter. The conformal weight θ1 of ψ1 equals the (1, 2) (resp. (2, 1)) Kac weight in the dense
(resp. dilute) phase of SLEκ [36]:
θ1 =
6− κ
2κ
=
{
h1,2(c), κ > 4,
h2,1(c), κ ≤ 4. (72)
The (1, 2) (resp. (2, 1)) CFT null-state condition implies that (70) satisfies the following elliptic system of null-state
PDEs [33] [
κ
4
∂2j +
2N∑
k 6=j
(
∂k
xk − xj −
(6− κ)/2κ
(xk − xj)2
)]
Υϑ(x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) = 0, for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2N}. (73)
Also, Υϑ (70) satisfies three conformal Ward identities that require it to be invariant under uniform translation of
the points x1, x2, . . . , x2N and covariant, with weight θ1, under dilations and special conformal transformations [36]:
2N∑
k=1
∂kΥϑ(x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) = 0,
2N∑
k=1
[xk∂k + θ1]Υϑ(x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) = 0,
2N∑
k=1
[x2k∂k + 2θ1xk]Υϑ(x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) = 0.
(74)
Altogether, (74) implies that if f is a conformal bijection of the upper half-plane onto itself (it is easy to show that
this is a Mo¨bius transformation with real coefficients) such that x′i < x
′
j if i < j, where x
′
j := f(xj), then Υϑ satisfies
Υϑ(x
′
1, x
′
2, . . . , x
′
2N ) = ∂f(x1)
−θ1∂f(x2)−θ1 · · · ∂f(x2N )−θ1Υϑ(x1, x2, . . . , x2N ), (75)
where ∂f is the derivative of f . (We note that ∂f(x) > 0 for all x ∈ R.) We call this property (75) Mo¨bius covariance.
In light of (68, 70), this transformation rule (75) is natural. Indeed, under f , the radius of the j-ball centered on xj
dilates to ∂f(xj)j . Combining this fact with (75) gives the conformal invariance of the continuum limit of the ratio
Zϑ({j})/Zf on the left side of (68). This is consistent with our expectations of conformal invariance in these models.
A typical indication of a critical point in a statistical mechanics system such as the Potts model or random cluster
model is the existence of certain correlation functions with power-law decay or growth (exclusively) at that critical
point [35]. Because we are working only at the critical point of these models, where conformal invariance and non-
trivial crossing observables are expected (see the introduction I), it is reasonable to assume that Υϑ satisfies the bound
|Υϑ(x1, x2, . . . , x2N )| ≤ C
2N∏
i<j
|xj − xi|µij(p), with µij(p) :=
{
−p, |xj − xi| < 1,
+p, |xj − xi| ≥ 1, (76)
for all x1 < x2 < . . . < x2N and some positive constants p and C that may depend on Υϑ. As in [36–39], we let SN
denote the vector space (over the real numbers) of solutions to the system (73, 74) that satisfy the power-law bound
(76) for some constants p and C (that may depend on the solution). Thus, we have Υϑ ∈ SN .
In [36–39], two authors of this article completely determine the solution space SN for all κ ∈ (0, 8). In [36, 37],
they rigorously prove that dimSN ≤ CN , with CN the Nth Catalan number (3), and in [38], they construct a linearly
independent collection of CN explicit solutions via the CFT Coulomb gas (contour integral) formalism [113, 114],
proving that dimSN = CN and that such solutions span SN . With the solution space SN completely understood, we
seek a property of Υϑ that identifies it with a particular explicit element of SN .
B. Crossing weights and crossing probability
An explicit formula for Υϑ is not sufficient to determine the continuum limit of the crossing probability (67); we
also need a formula for the asymptotic behavior of Zς,ϑ({j}) as j → 0. Similar to (68), we expect
Zς,ϑ() ' Υς,ϑ as  ↓ 0 (77)
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for some universal function Υς,ϑ (where the meaning of the symbol ' is given in and explained beneath (69)). Then
the continuum limit of the crossing probability (67), now in the upper half-plane setting, is given by
Pς|ϑ = lim
j→0
lim
a→0
Zς,ϑ({j})/Zf
Zϑ({j})/Zf =
Υς,ϑ
Υϑ
. (78)
Furthermore, we only need to determine the numerator Υς,ϑ of (78), as summing over the crossing index ς determines
the denominator:
Zϑ = Z1,ϑ + Z2,ϑ + · · ·+ ZCN ,ϑ
(69,77)
=⇒ Υϑ = Υ1,ϑ + Υ2,ϑ + · · ·+ ΥCN ,ϑ for all ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}. (79)
To determine the universal functions Υς,ϑ, it is useful to study the quantity Zς := n
−lς,ϑZς,ϑ, which we identify
with the second sum in (48) in the continuum limit. As mentioned beneath (48), we interpret Zς as the usual loop-gas
model partition function Zς,ϑ, except that the boundary loops of each sample have fugacity n = 1. As such, Zς does
not depend on the LGB index ϑ. If we define a smeared version Zς({j}) relative to Zς in the usual way, then
Zς() ' Πς as  ↓ 0 , where Πς := n−lς,ϑΥς,ϑ. (80)
We call the new universal function Πς the ςth crossing weight. Altogether, the partition functions Zς,ϑ and Zς and
the universal part of their respective asymptotic behaviors Υς,ϑ and Πς are related via the diagram
Zς,ϑ = n
lς,ϑZς
Υς,ϑ = n
lς,ϑΠς
(j > a)→ 0 (j > a)→ 0 . (81)
The crossing weights Πς are useful because we may express all of the universal functions Υς,ϑ and Υϑ and the crossing
probability (78) in terms of them. Indeed, from (80), we have
Υς,ϑ = n
lς,ϑΠς
(79)
=⇒ Υϑ = nl1,ϑΠ1 + nl2,ϑΠ2 + · · ·+ nlCN,ϑΠCN , for all ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}, (82)
(78)
=⇒ Pς|ϑ = n
lς,ϑΠς
nl1,ϑΠ1 + nl2,ϑΠ2 + · · ·+ nlCN,ϑΠCN
. (83)
(This formula (83) immediately gives the necessary property P1|ϑ +P2|ϑ + · · ·+PCN |ϑ = 1 for all ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}.)
Our goal now is to find explicit formulas for all crossing weights Πς . We first show that these functions are elements
of SN by solving the system (82) for all of the Πς and expressing each as a linear combination of Υ1, Υ2, . . . ,ΥCN ∈ SN .
This approach is possible if and only if the CN × CN meander matrix (MN ◦ n)(κ) (9) [81–84], whose (ς, ϑ)th entry
is by definition n(κ)lς,ϑ (figure 20), is invertible. Ref. [81] calculates the determinant of this matrix, and from this
result, we find [37] that (MN ◦ n)(κ) is invertible if and only if n(κ) (47) is not among
nq,q′′ = −2 cos(piq′′/q), with q, q′′ ∈ Z+, 1 ≤ q′′ < q ≤ N + 1, and q, q′′ coprime. (84)
Hence, if κ ∈ (0, 8) does not satisfy n(κ) = nq,q′′ for any q ≤ N + 1, then the crossing weights Πς are elements of SN .
The solutions to this equation are the exceptional speeds [38], given by
κq,q′ := 4q/q
′, with q, q′ ∈ Z+, q, q′ coprime, and q > 1. (85)
These speeds inconveniently include the random cluster model with Q = 1 (κ = κ3,2 = 1), Q = 2 (κ = κ4,3 = 16/3),
and Q = 3 (κ = κ6,5 = 24/5) (60), and other conformally invariant critical models [38]. We assume for now that κ is
not an exceptional speed. Later, in the paragraph beneath (96), we extend the results obtained under this assumption
to the case that κ is an exceptional speed.
Asymptotic arguments identify each crossing weight with a unique element of SN . We begin with the case N = 1.
With only two BCCs on the real axis, at x1 and x2 respectively, there is C1 = 1 arc connectivity, in which an arc joins
x1 with x2, and the corresponding (1, 1)th product diagram (figure 20) has l1,1 = 1 boundary loop that passes into
the upper half-plane through x1 and out of the upper half-plane through x2. Thus, there is only one N = 1 crossing
weight Π(1)1 , related to the loop-gas partition functions via (79, 81):
Z(1)1 = Z
(1)
1,1 = nZ
(1)
1 ⇐⇒ Υ(1)1 = Υ(1)1,1 = nΠ(1)1 . (86)
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FIG. 32: If an interior arc γ joins two adjacent boundary points, then bringing those points together decouples the system into
two independent subsystems, one microscopic with γ contracted (circled), and the other macroscopic with γ deleted entirely.
In (86) and below, the superscript 1 emphasizes that N = 1. According to previous arguments, Π(1)1 solves the system
(73, 74) with N = 1, the solution space S1 of which we easily see to be all multiples of (x2 − x1)1−6/κ [36]. So far, Z1
and Π1 are defined only up to normalization, so we choose
Π(1)1 (x1, x2) = (x2 − x1)1−6/κ. (87)
For N > 1 there are CN > 1 crossing events to consider, and thus CN crossing weights to determine. We determine
all of the latter from the N = 1 case and an asymptotic argument. To begin, we note that for any ς ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN},
the ςth interior arc connectivity has at least one interior arc with endpoints xi < xi+1 for some i < 2N . This interior
arc corresponds to part of a boundary loop γ joining xi to xi+1 in the underlying loop-gas model. As such, if xi
and xi+1 are very close, then γ only explores a region very close to its two endpoints with high probability. Thus, as
xi+1 → xi, the system fragments into two statistically independent subsystems: one microscopic with an infinitesimal-
sized curve joining xi with xi+1, and the other macroscopic with the boundary loops joining the remaining 2N − 2
points as before (figure 32). Because these two subsystems are expected to be statistically independent, the partition
function Z(N)ς for the entire system factors into
Z(N)ς ({xj}; {j}) ∼xi+1→xi
1,2xi+1−xi
Z(1)1 (xi, xi+1; i, i+1)Z
(N−1)
ς′ ({xj}j 6=i,i+1; {j}j 6=i,i+1), where ς ′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN−1}, (88)
(the superscript N indicates the number of points 2N) and where the ς ′th connectivity follows from removing the
interior arc joining xi with xi+1 from the ςth connectivity. Similarly, if Π
(N−1)
ς′ ∈ SN−1 (resp. Π(N)ς ∈ SN ) gives the
universal part of the asymptotic behavior of Zς′({j}) (resp. Zς({j})) as j → 0, then by (80, 87, 88), we have
Π(N)ς (x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) ∼
xi+1→xi
Π(1)1 (xi,xi+1)︷ ︸︸ ︷
(xi+1 − xi)1−6/κ Π(N−1)ς′ (x1, x2, . . . , xi−1, xi+2, . . . , x2N ). (89)
Because Π(N−1)ς′ is a crossing weight, we may apply this same asymptotic argument to it and repeat. Altogether, we
find that if we enumerate the arcs in the ςth connectivity such that the jth arc nests the kth arc only if j > k and let
xi2j−1 and xi2j be the endpoints of the jth arc, then for any such enumeration,
[Lς ]Π
(N)
ς := lim
xi2N→xi2N−1
. . . lim
xi4→xi3
lim
xi2→xi1
N∏
j=1
(xi2j − xi2j−1)6/κ−1Π(N)ς (x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) = 1, (90)
where [Lς ] denotes the sequence of limits (actually, an equivalence class of them [38]) shown above. In [38], theorem
8 states that the collection of all CN of these functionals is a basis for the dual space S∗N , and we denote this basis as
B∗N := {[L1], [L2], . . . , [LCN ]} ⊂ S∗N . (91)
By lemma 12 of [36], reordering the limits in (90) does not change the value of the limit, assuming that the reordering
does not cause points to collide (as happens if, e.g., xi2k−1 < xi2j−1 < xi2j < xi2k and the kth limit precedes the jth).
With the quantity [Lς ]Πς known (89), we next determine [Lϑ]Πς for all ϑ 6= ς. Combined with (90), this information
is sufficient to determine Πς because B∗N is a basis for S∗N . To this end, we note that for all ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}, Pς|ϑ
(78) goes to the probability of the ς ′th crossing event conditioned on some LGB event for a (2N − 2)-sided polygon
as xi+1 → xi, where xi and xi+1 are still endpoints of a common arc in the ςth connectivity. Then (82, 83, 89) imply
Υϑ(x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) ∼
xi+1→xi
(xi+1 − xi)1−6/κΨϑ(x1, x2, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , x2N ) for all ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}, (92)
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for some function Ψϑ 6= 0 because Pς|ϑ does not vanish as xi+1 → xi. (Recalling the identification of Υϑ with the
CFT correlation function in (70), the power-law behavior in (92), with its power −2θ1 + θ0 = 1 − 6/κ, implies the
Kac fusion rule ψ1 × ψ1 = ψ0, where ψ0 is the identity operator with conformal weight θ0 = 0 [33–35].) The index i
depends on our choice of crossing weight Πς , but because this choice is arbitrary, it is evident that (92) holds for any
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2N − 1} (although the function Ψϑ, while not zero, may depend on i).
Meanwhile, Pς|ϑ (78) should vanish as we bring together two endpoints of two different arcs in the ςth connectivity,
such as by sending xi → xi−1 (assuming that i > 1). Indeed, if xi−1 and xi are close, then it is very probable that
a boundary loop joins them together through the upper half-plane in the underlying loop-gas model, making the
ςth crossing event very unlikely. In order for Pς|ϑ (83) to vanish as xi → xi−1, the asymptotic behavior (92) of its
denominator (82) must dominate that of its numerator Πς . According to theorem 2 of [39], Πς then behaves as
Πς(x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) ∼
xi→xi−1
(xi − xi−1)2/κΛς(x1, x2, . . . , xi−1, xi+1, . . . , x2N ), (93)
for some function Λς 6= 0. (Here, the power-law behavior in (93), with its power −2θ1 + θ2 = 2/κ, implies the Kac
fusion rule ψ1 × ψ1 = ψ2, where ψ2 is the two-leg boundary operator with conformal weight θ2 = 8/κ− 1 [37].)
The asymptotic behaviors (89) and (93) of Πς let us determine [Lϑ]Πς for all ϑ, ς ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}. To begin, by
(89, 90), [Lϑ]Πς = 1 if ϑ = ς. And if ϑ 6= ς, then at least one limit of [Lϑ] brings together two adjacent endpoints of
different interior arcs in the ςth arc connectivity. If the jth limit of [Lϑ] is the first to do this, then (93) gives
[Lϑ]Πς = · · · · · · · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
(j + 1)th through
last limit of [Lϑ]
× lim
xi2j→xi2j−1
(xi2j − xi2j−1)6/κ−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
jth limit in [Lϑ]
× O((xi2j − xi2j−1)2/κ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
crossing weight
with 2(N − j + 1) points
= 0 (94)
for ϑ 6= ς and κ ∈ (0, 8). In summary, we see that the complete collection of crossing weights is dual to the collection
(91) of (equivalence classes of) sequences of limits in B∗N in the sense that
[Lϑ]Πς = δϑ,ς . (95)
Because B∗N (91) is a basis for S∗N [38], the duality relation (95) is sufficient to identify each crossing weight with a
unique element of SN and proves that the collection BN of all CN crossing weights is a basis for SN :
BN := {Π1,Π2, . . . ,ΠCN } ⊂ SN . (96)
Ref. [39] calls Πς ∈ SN satisfying the duality condition (95) the ςth connectivity weight. Thus, the terms “crossing
weight” and “connectivity weight” are synonymous (as are “crossing” and “connectivity” by figure 17).
So far, our results presume that the crossing weights are elements of SN , a fact that we proved only for κ ∈ (0, 8)
not an exceptional speed (85) with q ≤ N + 1. To extend our results to these speeds, we reasonably assume that
each crossing weight is a continuous function of κ. Ref. [39] shows that each connectivity weight is continuous, so by
continuous extension, crossing weights are identified with connectivity weights for exceptional speeds also.
To find explicit formulas for all crossing weights from (95), we use the collection of CN elements F1, F2, . . . ,FCN of
SN given by item 3 of section II. Their formulas (8) follow from the CFT Coulomb gas (contour integral) formalism
[34, 35, 113, 114]. (J. Dube´dat constructed such solutions in [30].) Ref. [38] proves that the set
BN := {F1,F2, . . . ,FCN } ⊂ SN (97)
is a basis for SN if and only if κ ∈ (0, 8) is not an exceptional speed (85) with q ≤ N + 1 and that [Lς ]Fϑ = n(κ)lς,ϑ
for κ ∈ (0, 8) (figure 20). As such, we have (see also (9) in item 5 of section II)
[Lς ]Fϑ = nlς,ϑ (95)=⇒ Fϑ = nl1,ϑΠ1 + nl2,ϑΠ2 + · · ·+ nlCN,ϑΠCN , for all ς, ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}. (98)
As stated above (84), this system (98) is invertible if and only if κ ∈ (0, 8) is not an exceptional speed (85) with
q ≤ N + 1 [38], so for all such κ, we obtain formulas for all crossing weights Πς and the crossing probability (83).
If κ is an exceptional speed with q ≤ N + 1, then the system (98) is not invertible. In this case, we may either
isolate the crossing weights for some SLEκ parameter κ near κ and then send κ → κ, or we may verify that a certain
choice of integration contours in (8) gives a solution satisfying (95) for all ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN} and some ς in that range.
Both approaches have drawbacks. The first is tedious, as the finiteness of the limit of Πς(κ) as κ → κ relies on the
cancelation of many infinite quantities. The second is used in [40] for N ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, but it is impractical for N ≥ 5.
Equation (98) offers a useful physical interpretation of the Coulomb gas functions in (97). Comparing (98) to (82)
gives an explicit formula for the universal function Υϑ (item 3 of section II):
Υϑ = Fϑ (8), for all ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}. (99)
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FIG. 33: Ref. [112] predicts a formula (101) for the probability that the growing curves of a multiple-SLEκ process (left) join
pairwise in the ςth connectivity (right). This formula includes the crossing probability formula (100) as a special case.
After inserting (99) into (68), we find a physical interpretation of the Coulomb gas function Fϑ. Moreover, using (98,
99), we can sum the denominator of (83) to find
Pς|ϑ =
nlς,ϑΠς
Fϑ . (100)
This is a very important step because it justifies the crossing probability formula (10) previously stated in section
II. This summation is a significant simplification because the formulas for the crossing weights are often considerably
more complicated than those of Fϑ.
Ref. [39] posits that each crossing weight Πς(κ) is positive-valued for all κ ∈ (0, 8). Assuming that this is true, the
crossing probability formula (83, 100) satisfies 0 < Pς|ϑ < 1 if n(κ) > 0, or κ ∈ (8/3, 8). This restricts the fugacity
of the loop-gas model to n ∈ (0, 2], or κ ∈ (8/3, 4], cutting off the n ∈ [−2, 0] range of the dilute phase. To our
knowledge, (100) has no application if n(κ) ≤ 0. Indeed, we cannot interpret it as a probability if it is negative.
It is interesting to interpret (100) in terms of multiple-SLEκ [26], the random process that is expected to give the
law of boundary cluster interfaces in the continuum limit of the critical random cluster model and the critical Potts
model (figure 33). Ref. [39, 112] predict that in a multiple-SLEκ process with “SLEκ partition function” F ∈ SN , the
2N curves exploring the upper half-plane join together pairwise in the ςth connectivity with probability
Pς =
aςΠς
a1Π1 + a2Π2 + · · ·+ aCNΠCN
=
aςΠς
F
, a% := [L%]F. (101)
If F = Fϑ, then (101) matches (100). This implies the following: if we choose F = Fϑ for the SLEκ partition
function with κ among (60), then the generated multiple-SLEκ curves match the FK boundary cluster interfaces in
the corresponding (continuum limit) critical random cluster model with the ϑth mutual wiring event RCBϑ. Or if we
choose F = F1 for the SLEκ partition function with κ among (61), then the generated multiple-SLEκ curves match
the spin boundary cluster interfaces in the corresponding (continuum limit) critical Potts model with the PMB event.
To finish, we note that the half-plane crossing probability formulas (83, 100) are manifestly Mo¨bius invariant.
Indeed, the crossing weights, as elements of SN , are Mo¨bius covariant, satisfying the functional equation (75) for any
conformal bijection f of the upper half-plane onto itself that preserves coordinate order. Therefore, for any such f ,
(83, 100) give
Pς|ϑ(x′1, x
′
2, . . . , x
′
2N ) = Pς|ϑ(x1, x2, . . . , x2N ), where x
′
j := f(xj). (102)
An example of this is the following Mo¨bius transformation f that sends the points x1 < x2 < x3 < . . . < x2N−2 <
x2N−1 < x2N in that order to the points 0 < λ1 < λ2 < . . . < λ2N−3 < 1 <∞ respectively. Here, (102) gives
f(xj) =
(xj − x1)(x2N − x2N−1)
(x2N−1 − x1)(x2N − xj) , λj := f(xj+1)
=⇒ Pς|ϑ(x1, x2, x3 . . . , x2N−2, x2N−1, x2N ) = lim
w→∞Pς|ϑ(0, λ1, λ2, . . . , λ2N−3, 1, w). (103)
This shows that the crossing probability Pς|ϑ depends only on the 2N − 3 cross-ratios λj (103) that can be formed
from the points x1, x2, . . . , x2N . These cross-ratios are Mo¨bius invariants.
Numerical evidence [20, 21] and analytic results [24, 70] promote Mo¨bius invariance (102) of crossing probabilities
to conformal invariance. (Alternatively, we may posit, as we do in appendix A, that the partition functions appearing
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in (78) are conformally invariant, which immediately implies conformal invariance of crossing probabilities.) Indeed,
if f is a conformal map from the upper half-plane onto a Jordan domain D, then
PDς|ϑ(κ |w1, w2, . . . , w2N ) = Pς|ϑ(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x2N ), where wj := f(xj), (104)
gives the crossing probability for the same model (on the same lattice) in D, with the BC or boundary-loop condition
at xj sent to the same condition at wj ∈ ∂D. Unlike (102), (104) is not a functional equation for Pς|ϑ because the
left side of (104) is a function completely different from that on the right side. Indeed, PDς|ϑ and Pς|ϑ have different
domains. Thanks to (103), we see that PDς|ϑ depends on only 2N − 3 degrees of freedom that determine the shape,
but not the position, orientation, or scale, of D in the complex plane.
Appendix A shows that conformal covariance of boundary CFT correlation functions is consistent with the conformal
invariance law (104). This justification encounters a difficulty in our application: if f is a conformal map that sends
the upper half-plane onto the interior of a polygon, then its continuous extension to the real axis is not conformal
at the vertex pre-images xj . In appendix A, we circumvent these problems formally with the introduction of CFT
corner operators [56, 115].
VI. FORMULA FOR RECTANGLE CROSSING PROBABILITY
Section II gives a step-by-step construction of the formula (10) for crossing probability. As an example, we calculate
all crossing probabilities (10) for the rectangle (N = 2), generalizing Cardy’s formula for percolation (2). At times,
we introduce some helpful but nonessential simplifications that are typically not available for N > 2. The steps of
this section mirror those of section II, and except for this reliance, this section is completely self contained. To keep
it so, we avoid any notations and terminology not introduced in section II.
1. We let x1 < x2 < x3 < x4 be four marked points on the real axis, let κ ∈ (0, 8) (the SLEκ parameter) [65–67], and
let n(κ) = −2 cos(4pi/κ) (the “loop-gas model fugacity formula”) [50, 92].
2. We let the first arc connectivity comprise an arc joining x2 and x3 and another arc joining x1 with x4. We let the
second arc connectivity comprise an arc joining x1 with x2 and another arc x3 with x4.
3. We use the formulas for Fϑ given in section III of [38] (or (C2) of appendix C) instead of those in item 3 of section
II because the former are a little simpler. According to our enumeration of connectivities in step 2, we have
Fϑ(κ |x1, x2, x3, x4) = n(κ)
2Γ(2− 8/κ)
4 sin2(4pi/κ)Γ(1− 4/κ)2 [x21x31x32]
2/κ[x41x42x43]
1−6/κ
×
∮
Γ
(u− x1)−4/κ
{
(u− x2)−4/κ, ϑ = 1
(x2 − u)−4/κ, ϑ = 2
}
(x3 − u)−4/κ(x4 − u)12/κ−2 du, Γ =
{
P(x2, x3), ϑ = 1,
P(x1, x2), ϑ = 2,
(105)
where xji := xj − xi and P(xi, xj) is the Pochhammer contour of figures 9 and 10. It is useful to express these
functions (105) in terms of hypergeometric functions [43]. To begin, the quantities
I1(κ |x1, x2, x3, x4) := F1(κ |x1, x2, x3, x4)
[x31x42]1−6/κ
, I2(κ |x1, x2, x3, x4) := F2(κ |x1, x2, x3, x4)
[x31x42]1−6/κ
(106)
are Mo¨bius invariants because their numerators and denominators transform as in (75) (using (72)) for a conformal
bijection f of the upper half-plane onto itself preserving coordinate order. So with λ := λ1 = x21x43/x31x42 (15),
Iϑ(κ |x1, x2, x3, x4) = Iϑ(κ | 0, λ, 1,∞) = n(κ)
2Γ(2− 8/κ)
4 sin2(4pi/κ)Γ(1− 4/κ)2
×
∮
Γ
u−4/κ
{
(u− λ)−4/κ, ϑ = 1
(λ− u)−4/κ, ϑ = 2
}
(1− u)−4/κ du, Γ =
{
P(λ, 1), ϑ = 1,
P(0, λ), ϑ = 2,
= n(κ)2 η2/κ(1− η)1−6/κ 2F1
(
4
κ
, 1− 4
κ
; 2− 8
κ
∣∣∣∣ 1− η), η =
{
λ, ϑ = 1,
1− λ, ϑ = 2,
(107)
which, when inserted into (106), gives a formula for Fϑ in terms of hypergeometric functions.
4. We have l1,1 = l2,2 = 2 and l1,2 = l2,1 = 1 (figure 12).
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5. Using our results from items 3 and 4 (figure 12), we may calculate the crossing weights Πς by inverting the 2× 2
meander matrix M2(n), as follows:
( F1
F2
)
=
M2(n)︷ ︸︸ ︷(
n2 n
n n2
)(
Π1
Π2
)
=⇒ Π1 = nF1 −F2
n(n2 − 1) , Π2 =
nF2 −F1
n(n2 − 1) . (108)
By using a standard linear transformation formula of the hypergeometric function [116], we may express these crossing
weights in terms of another hypergeometric function:
Πς(κ |x1, x2, x3, x4) := Γ(12/κ− 1)Γ(4/κ)
Γ(8/κ)Γ(8/κ− 1) [x31x42]
1−6/κ
× η2/κ(1− η)1−6/κ 2F1
(
4
κ
, 1− 4
κ
;
8
κ
∣∣∣∣ η), η =
{
λ, ς = 1,
1− λ, ς = 2. (109)
The meander matrix (M2 ◦ n)(κ) is not invertible if n(κ) = 1, that is, if κ = 6 or κ = 6/(3m ± 1) < 4 for some
m ∈ Z+. If κ is any of these values, then the limit of Πς(κ) as κ → κ is subtle to calculate from the formula given in
(108) because n(κ) = 1, but trivial to find from the formula in (109).
6. We assemble these results as in (10) to find formulas for crossing probabilities of the models described in item 6 of
section II. Because these formulas depend only on λ, we express all probabilities as functions of only this parameter:
P1|1(κ |λ) = P2|2(κ | 1− λ) = Γ(12/κ− 1)Γ(4/κ)
Γ(8/κ)Γ(8/κ− 1)
2F1(
4
κ , 1− 4κ ; 8κ |λ)
2F1(
4
κ , 1− 4κ ; 2− 8κ | 1− λ)
, (110)
P1|2(κ |λ) = P2|1(κ | 1− λ) = − Γ(12/κ− 1)Γ(4/κ)
2 cos(4pi/κ)Γ(8/κ)Γ(8/κ− 1)
λ8/κ−1 2F1( 4κ , 1− 4κ ; 8κ |λ)
(1− λ)8/κ−1 2F1( 4κ , 1− 4κ ; 2− 8κ |λ)
. (111)
We interpret these probabilities as follows. Our descriptions here are equivalent to those in items 6a–6c of section II
above, but we state them a little differently.
(a) Q-state random cluster model: With Q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, we suppose that the continuum limit of a critical random
cluster model on a lattice fills the upper half-plane and that the segments (x1, x2) and (x3, x4) are fixed to some
state. With (11) relating Q and κ ∈ [4, 8), we have (figure 34)
P1|1(κ |λ) =
{
the probability that one FK cluster touches both (x1, x2) and (x3, x4),
conditioned on both of these segments being fixed to the same state
}
, (112)
P1|2(κ |λ) =
{
the probability that one FK cluster touches both (x1, x2) and (x3, x4),
conditioned on both of these segments being independently fixed
}
, (113)
P2|1(κ |λ) =
{
the probability that no FK cluster touches both (x1, x2) and (x3, x4),
conditioned on both of these segments being fixed to the same state
}
, (114)
A A A A A B
FIG. 34: The fixed segments (x1, x2) and (x3, x4) (zig zags) are mutually wired if an exterior arc joins them and are indepen-
dently wired otherwise. These RCB events contribute to the FK crossing events as shown, with A 6= B denoting color.
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P2|2(κ |λ) =
{
the probability that no FK cluster touches both (x1, x2) and (x3, x4),
conditioned on both of these segments being independently fixed
}
. (115)
It is interesting to examine some special cases. First, the case Q = 1 corresponds to critical percolation. Setting
κ = 6 in (110, 111), we recover Cardy’s formula (2):
P1|1(6 |λ) = P1|2(6 |λ) = P2|1(6 | 1− λ) = P2|2(6 | 1− λ) = 3Γ(2/3)
Γ(1/3)2
λ1/3 2F1
(
1
3
,
2
3
;
4
3
∣∣∣∣λ). (116)
These formulas are independent of the second index ϑ because, with one color distributed to all bond clusters,
there is no difference between the BC for ϑ = 1 and the BC for ϑ = 2. Next, the case Q = 2 corresponds to the
Q = 2 random cluster (i.e., FK-Ising) model. Setting κ = 16/3 in (110, 111) gives
P1|1(16/3 |λ) = P2|2(16/3 | 1− λ) =
√
2λ√
1 +
√
1− λ
√
1 +
√
λ
,
P1|2(16/3 |λ) = P2|1(16/3 | 1− λ) =
√
1− λ
1 +
√
λ
.
(117)
In [70], D. Chelkak and S. Smirnov rigorously calculated the above Ising-FK crossing probabilities, and in our
notation, their results read
P1|1(16/3 |λ) = P2|2(16/3 | 1− λ) =
√
2q(λ)
p(λ) +
√
2q(λ)
,
P1|2(16/3 |λ) = P2|1(16/3 | 1− λ) = q(λ)√
2p(λ) + q(λ)
,
p(λ) = 1− q(λ)
:=
√
1−√λ√
1−√λ+
√
1−√1− λ
.
(118)
In order to verify that these formulas (118) agree with ours (117), we consider the difference of these two formulas
for P1|1(16/3 |λ):
(118)︷ ︸︸ ︷√
2q(λ)
p(λ) +
√
2q(λ)
−
(117)︷ ︸︸ ︷√
2λ√
1 +
√
1− λ
√
1 +
√
λ
=
√
λ
( =:g(λ)︷ ︸︸ ︷√
2
√
1 +
√
λ−
√
2
√
1−
√
λ−
=:h(λ)︷ ︸︸ ︷
2
√
1−√1− λ
)
(√
2
√
1−√1− λ+
√
1−√λ
)√
1 +
√
1− λ
√
1 +
√
λ
. (119)
To show that this difference vanishes, we may either note that for all λ ∈ [0, 1], g(λ)2 = h(λ)2 and g(1) = h(1),
from which g(λ) = h(λ) follows, or we may observe that f = g + h satisfies
λ(1− λ)∂2λf(λ) + (1/2− λ)∂λf(λ) + f(λ)/16 = 0 (120)
and the initial conditions f(1/2) = ∂λf(1/2) = 0, which leads directly to f = 0. Equivalence of the two formulas
for P2|1(16/3 |λ) then follows from the fact that the first (117) satisfies
P1|1(16/3 |λ) + P2|1(16/3 |λ) =
√
2λ√
1 +
√
1− λ
√
1 +
√
λ
+
√
1− λ
1 +
√
λ
= 1. (121)
We may also verify this algebraic identity (121) by moving the second term to the right side, cross-multiplying
the denominators, and squaring both sides of the resulting equation.
(b) Q-state Potts model: With Q ∈ {2, 3, 4}, we suppose that the continuum limit of a critical Potts model on a
lattice fills the upper half-plane and that the segments (x1, x2) and (x3, x4) are fixed to the first state while
boundary sites outside these segments freely sample any but the first state. With (12) relating Q and κ ∈ (0, 4],
P1|1(κ |λ) =
{
the probability that one spin cluster touches both (x1, x2) and (x3, x4),
conditioned on both of these segments being fixed to the first spin state
and the rest of the boundary freely sampling any but the first spin state
}
, (122)
P2|1(κ |λ) =
{
the probability that no spin cluster touches both (x1, x2) and (x3, x4),
conditioned on both of these segments being fixed to the first spin state
and the rest of the boundary freely sampling any but the first spin state
}
. (123)
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It is interesting to look at the special case Q = 2 corresponding to the Ising model. Setting κ = 3 in (110, 111),
we find the following formula for crossing probability of Ising spin clusters:
P1|1(3 |λ) = P2|1(3 | 1− λ) = 2Γ(4/3)
Γ(5/3)Γ(8/3)
(
λ5/3
1− λ+ λ2
)
2F1
(
− 1
3
,
4
3
;
8
3
∣∣∣∣λ). (124)
The literature [26–30] contains at least three different formulas for this probability (124), summarized in section 7
of [28] and discussed in [29]. In particular, the second formula in [28] simplifies to (124) via linear transformation
formulas [116] of the hypergeometric function.
(c) Loop-gas model: With n ∈ (0, 2], we suppose that the continuum limit of a dense-phase or dilute-phase loop-gas
model on a lattice fills the upper half-plane. In addition, “boundary” loops exit and then re-enter the upper
half-plane through x1, x2, x3, and x4, with exactly one loop passing once through each point. With
n(κ) = −2 cos(4pi/κ),
{
κ ∈ (8/3, 4], dilute phase,
κ ∈ (4, 8), dense phase, (125)
formulas (110, 111) for Pς|ϑ give the probability that the parts of the boundary loops in the upper half-plane
connect the points x1, x2, x3, and x4 pairwise in the ςth connectivity, conditioned on the event that the parts of
the boundary loops inside the lower-half plane join these points pairwise in the ϑth connectivity.
Figure 35 illustrates some of these interpretations for the random cluster model, the Potts model, and the loop-gas
model. (We note that our formulas apply only in the continuum limit, not shown in the figure.)
7. We map the upper half-plane onto the rectangle R = {x + iy | 0 < x < R, 0 < y < 1} via the conformal bijection
that sends x1 < x2 < x3 < x4 to the corners w1 = 0, w2 = R, w3 = R + i, and w4 = i respectively. With K and ϑl
denoting the complete elliptic integral of the first kind and the lth Jacobi theta function respectively [43], we have
R = K(λ)/K(1− λ) ⇐⇒ λ = ϑ4
(
0, e−piR
)4
ϑ3 (0, e−piR)
4 . (126)
The fixed segments (x1, x2) and (x3, x4) go to the bottom and top sides of R respectively, and the BC of the half-plane
system goes to the equivalent BC for the image system too. Because the crossing probability (10) is (predicted to be)
conformally invariant, we have the rectangle crossing probability
PRς|ϑ(κ |R) = Pς|ϑ
(
κ
∣∣∣∣ ϑ4
(
0, e−piR
)4
ϑ3 (0, e−piR)
4
)
. (127)
After replacing “(x1, x2)” with “the bottom side of R” and “(x3, x4)” with “the top side of R,” (112–115) and (122,
123) interpret (127) for the random cluster model and the Potts model in R respectively. Also, after replacing “xj”
with “wj” and “upper half-plane” with “R,” item 6c interprets (127) for the loop gas model in R.
FIG. 35: Q = 3 random cluster model sample of either event RCB1 or RCB2 (left), Q = 3 Potts model sample of the event
PMB (center), and a loop-gas model sample of the event LGB2, all in the rectangle (with its bottom and top sides fixed).
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VII. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR RECTANGLE AND HEXAGON CROSSING PROBABILITY
In this section, we present computer simulation results for FK cluster (resp. spin cluster) crossing probabilities for
the critical Q ∈ {2, 3, 4} random cluster (resp. Potts) model inside a rectangle R and inside a hexagon H. Item 1
(resp. item 2) of the introduction I explains the corresponding side-alternating BCs. Here, we assign the top and
bottom sides of R the fixed BC, and we assign the upper left/right and bottom sides of H the fixed BC. (Ref. [91]
presents simulation results for critical percolation (Q = 1) crossing probabilities for the hexagon.)
A. Simulation results for rectangle crossing probability
In this section, we present computer simulation results of FK cluster (resp. spin cluster) crossing probabilities for
the critical Q ∈ {2, 3, 4} random cluster (resp. Potts) model on a square lattice inside a rectangle R. (Ref. [22]
presents similar results for critical percolation (Q = 1) crossing probabilities for the rectangle.) Our simulations
sampled thirty-three rectangles, each with two successive side lengths, ` for the length of (i.e., number of lattice sites
in) the top and bottom sides, and `′ for the length of the left and right sides. For the ith rectangle, we chose
`i = b120.471 + 56.4706(i− 1)c, `′i ≈ 2048− `i ≈ `34−i, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 33}. (128)
These side-lengths (128) are almost uniformly distributed between `1 and `33, and with Ri := `i/`
′
i the aspect ratio
of the ith rectangle, we have R1 ≈ 1/16, R17 = 1, and R33 ≈ 16.
The formula (10) for crossing probability presumes that we condition the system inside the rectangle on a side-
alternating BC event, as described in items 1 or 2 of the introduction I. For the random cluster model, these are RCB
events, and the bottom row of figure 36 illustrates them with exterior arc rectangle diagrams (item 3 of section III B),
where any two fixed sides joined by an exterior arc are mutually wired together (i.e., constrained to exhibit the same
state). So with the top and bottom sides of R fixed, these two sides are mutually wired together in the first RCB
event, RCB1, and independently wired (i.e., not constrained to exhibit the same state) in the second, RCB2. For
the Potts model (section III D), we condition on the PMB event with the top and bottom sides of R mutually wired
together and the left and right sides having the fluctuating BC.
Conditioned as usual on either of the two RCB events described above, there are C2 = 2 distinct FK-cluster crossing
events of the rectangle, the event RCX1 that a vertical crossing cluster joins the two fixed sides of R, and the event
RCX2 that there is no such cluster (items 1 and 2 of section III B). The top row of figure 36 illustrates these crossing
events with interior arc rectangle diagrams (item 2 of section III B). There are also C2 = 2 distinct spin-cluster crossing
events of the rectangle, PMX1 and PMX2. These events are similarly defined, but for spin clusters rather than FK
clusters. Because the probabilities of the first and second crossing events sum to one, our simulations measure the
probability of only the first, the vertical crossing event RCX1 or PMX1.
We used the Swendsen-Wang algorithm [117], with bond activation probability p = psqr.c (25), to generate 2
22 =
4, 194, 304 samples of the critical random cluster model and the critical Potts model in each rectangle. The time
required to generate all samples for one rectangle, using a single 2GHz processor, was about five days. For each
model, we seeded the FK clusters in a way that respects the corresponding side-alternating BC:
FIG. 36: Rectangle crossing events (top row) and side-alternating BC events (bottom row). With its top and bottom sides
fixed, the bottom left (resp. right) rectangle is mutually (resp. independently) wired.
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FIG. 37: Comparison of computer simulation results to our prediction (10, 110, 111) of vertical cluster crossing probability
in a rectangle with aspect ratio (bottom side to left side) R. Item 1 (resp. item 2) of the introduction I defines the BCs and
crossing events for random cluster model FK (resp. Potts model spin) clusters. The rectangle to the right of each graph shows
the vertical (ς = 1) crossing event whose probability P1|ϑ appears in the graph. In it, the crossing boundary cluster is colored
gray, sides touching a boundary cluster are fixed, and any two fixed sides (one fixed side) with endpoints joined by a dashed
exterior arc are mutually wired together (resp. wired independently of the other fixed side).
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1. The Q-color random cluster model: Q ∈ {2, 3, 4}. In each sample, we seeded the FK boundary clusters
that touch a fixed side of R before we seeded any other FK cluster. The RCB event requires that we activate all
FK bonds within the top and bottom sides of R. If these sides were mutually wired together, then we assigned
them the same color, and if they were wired independently of each other, then we did not impose this constraint.
2. The Q-state Potts model: Q ∈ {2, 3, 4}. In each sample, we seeded the spin boundary clusters that touch a
fixed side of R first, giving them the first spin state. Then we seeded the spin clusters that touched a fluctuating
side (item 2 of the introduction I) of R next, giving each of them any but the first spin state with uniform
probability. Finally, we seeded all other spin clusters, giving each any spin state with uniform probability.
The wiring within the fixed sides of R ensured that one FK (resp. spin) boundary cluster touched the bottom side
of R in case 1 (resp. case 2). If this cluster touched the top side of R too, then the sample exemplified a vertical
crossing event (ς = 1), and if otherwise, then it did not. We tallied the number of samples with a vertical crossing
and divided it by the total number of samples to measure the vertical crossing probability.
Formula (10) with x1 = 0, x2 = m, x3 = 1, and x4 =∞ gives the probability Pς|ϑ of the ςth FK (resp. spin) cluster
crossing event RCXς (resp. PMXς) conditioned on the ϑth RCB event RCBϑ (resp. the one PMB event, with ϑ = 1)
for the rectangle R with aspect ratio R (bottom to left side) (126). (There, we have λ = m. Also, section VI casts
this formula in the simpler form (110, 111).) Then according to figure 36, P1|1 (resp. P1|2) is the probability of the
vertical crossing event in R, conditioned on the mutual wiring (resp. independent wiring) BC event.
Figure 37 compares our simulation measurements of these rectangle crossing probabilities to our predictions (110,
111, 127). We plot the probabilities as functions of x = (R − 1)/(R + 1) ∈ (0, 1), where R is the rectangle’s aspect
ratio (bottom to left side). Our plots show excellent agreement for Q ∈ {2, 3} and more modest agreement for Q = 4.
(Actually, we did not need to test the Q = 2 cases because their crossing probability formulas (118, 124) [28, 70]
have been proven rigorously. But for completeness, we include them here.) Table II gives the average relative error
of our measurements and the standard deviation of our relative errors from the average relative error. (See the last
two paragraphs of section VII B for an explanation of these results.)
B. Simulation results for hexagon crossing probability
In this section, we present computer simulation measurements of FK cluster (resp. spin cluster) crossing probabilities
for the critical Q ∈ {2, 3, 4} random cluster (resp. Potts) model on a triangular lattice inside an equiangular hexagon
H. (We presented simulation measurements of critical percolation (Q = 1) crossing probabilities for the hexagon in
[91].) Our simulations sampled thirty-three hexagons, each with two successive side lengths: ` for the length of (i.e.,
number of lattice sites in) the bottom and upper left/right sides, and `′ for the length of the remaining sides. For the
ith hexagon, we chose
`i = b60.2353 + 28.2353(i− 1)c, `′i ≈ 1024− `i ≈ `34−i, for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 33}. (129)
These side-lengths (129) are almost uniformly distributed between `1 and `33, and with Ri := `i/`
′
i the side-length
ratio of the ith hexagon, we have R1 ≈ 1/16, R17 = 1, and R33 ≈ 16.
In our simulations, the triangular lattice is represented by a square lattice with six nearest neighbors to each lattice
site, as figure 38 shows. Also, the hexagon is not equiangular, but its interior angles measure 3pi/4, pi/2, 3pi/4, 3pi/4,
pi/2, and 3pi/4 radians respectively, in counterclockwise order starting from the bottom-left vertex. These angles
ensure that the hexagon’s sides follow along nearest-neighbor bonds. The transformation of figure 38 takes us from
this setup to the usual triangular lattice inside the equiangular hexagon H.
The crossing probability formula (10) presumes that we condition the system inside the hexagon on a side-alternating
BC event, as described in items 1 or 2 of the introduction I. In our present situation, these BCs are as follows:
(x + y/ 2, y
√
3/ 2)(x, y )
FIG. 38: The transformation from a square lattice to a triangular lattice. Dotted lines connect the center site with its nearest
neighbors.
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1. The Q-color random cluster model: Item 1 of the introduction I and items 1–5 of section III B describe the
available side-alternating BC events. They are RCB events, and there are C3 = 5 of them, RCB1, RCB2, . . . ,RCB5,
enumerated as follows: in RCB1, the three fixed sides of H are mutually wired together (i.e., constrained to exhibit
the same state). In RCB5, the three sides are independently wired (i.e., not constrained to exhibit the same state).
Finally, in RCB2, RCB3, and RCB4, two fixed sides are mutually wired together while the remaining fixed side is
wired independently of the others. Because the hexagon is invariant under rotations of 2pi/3 (thanks to its alternating
side-lengths), we may identify these last three events as one. All in all, our simulations sampled the RCB events
RCB1, RCB3, and RCB5, which we respectively call “mutual wiring,” “independent wiring,” and “mixed wiring.”
2. The Q-state Potts model: Item 2 of the introduction I and section III D describe the one available side-
alternating BC event. It is the event PMB with all fixed sides of H mutually wired together and the remaining three
sides of H exhibiting the fluctuating BC.
In our simulations, we imposed the fixed BC on the bottom and upper-left/right sides of H. As such, the remaining
three sides of H exhibited either the free BC or the fluctuating BC. The bottom row of figure 39 illustrates these
side-alternating BCs with exterior arc hexagon diagrams (item 3 of section III B). There, any two fixed sides that are
joined by an exterior arc are mutually wired together.
There are C3 = 5 distinct FK-cluster crossing events of the hexagon, RCX1, RCX2, . . . ,RCX5 (items 1 and 2 of
section III B), and we enumerate them as follows: in RCX1, a single cluster connects all fixed sides of H. In RCX5,
no cluster connects any two fixed sides of H. Finally, in RCX2, RCX3, and RCX4, a single cluster connects two fixed
sides of H but does not touch the remaining fixed side. The top row of figure 39 illustrates these crossing events with
interior arc hexagon diagrams (item 2 of section III B).
Thanks to some symmetries of the hexagon, we only needed to measure probabilities of some of these crossing events
if we conditioned on an RCB event (item 1). For example, because the mutual (resp. independent) wiring RCB event
RCB1 (resp. RCB5) is invariant under rotations of 2pi/3, the probabilities of the FK-cluster crossing events RCX2,
RCX3, and RCX4 conditioned on this RCB event are equal. As such, we only measured the conditioned probability
of the event RCX3 in which a single FK cluster connects the bottom and upper-right sides of H. Although the mixed
wiring RCB event RCB3 does not have this rotational symmetry, it is evident that the probabilities of RCX2 and
RCX4 conditioned on RCB3 are equal, so we only measured the conditioned probability of the former event.
There are also C3 = 5 distinct spin-cluster crossing events of the hexagon, PMX1, PMX2, . . . ,PMX5 (items 1–2 of
section III D). In the event PMXς , spin clusters join the fixed sides of H as do FK clusters in the event RCXς . Again,
thanks to symmetries of the hexagon, we only needed to measure probabilities of events PMX1, PMX3, and PMX5
when we condition on the one available PMB event (item 2).
We used the Swendsen-Wang algorithm [117], with bond activation probability p = ptri.c (26), to generate 2
22 =
4, 194, 304 samples of the critical random cluster model and the critical Potts model in every hexagon. The time
required to generate all samples for one hexagon, using a 2GHz processor, was about five days. We seeded the FK
(resp. spin) clusters of case 1 (resp. case 2) for the critical random cluster (resp. Potts) model inside the hexagon, as
FIG. 39: Hexagon crossing events (top row) and side-alternating BC events (bottom row). With its bottom and upper-
left/right sides fixed, the bottom-left (resp. bottom-right) hexagon has mutual (resp. independent) wiring, and bottom-middle
hexagons have mixed wiring.
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FIG. 40: The top (resp. bottom) line illustrates the Schwarz-Christoffel map sending the upper half-plane onto the interior of
the rectangle (resp. hexagon). The jth vertex wj ∈ C of the rectangle (resp. hexagon) is the image of xj under this map.
we did in case 1 (resp. case 2) for the same model inside the rectangle. As we generated the FK (resp. spin) boundary
clusters of a sample, we noted which fixed sides of H these clusters touched to determine the crossing pattern of the
sample. We tallied the number of samples with the ςth crossing pattern and divided this total by the total number
of samples to measure the ςth FK (resp. spin) cluster crossing probability.
The formula (10) for the crossing probability is given in terms of six coordinates xj , corresponding to the images
of the six vertices wj of the hexagon H under a conformal bijection from the interior of H onto the upper half-plane
H. We chose the inverse of this bijection to be the Schwarz-Christoffel transformation f (A6) with parameters (A14)
having C = 1 (appendix A). With these choices,
f(z) =
2
3
∫ z
0
ζ−1/3(m1 − ζ)−1/3(m2 − ζ)−1/3(m3 − ζ)−1/3(1− ζ)−1/3 dζ. (130)
This map (130) sends the boundary points (figure 40)
x1 = 0 < x2 = m1 < x3 = m2 < x4 = m3 < x5 = 1 < x6 =∞ (131)
counterclockwise to the hexagon’s vertices w1, w2, . . . , w6 respectively. With w1 = f(0) = 0, w2 = f(m1) > 0, and
w3 = f(m2) in H, the hexagon resides in H with its base flush against the positive-real axis.
According to (103), the crossing probability actually depends on just three parameters, λj = mj (103) for j ∈
{1, 2, 3}, that determine the shape of H. Restricting to
m1 =
m22
1−m2 +m22
, m3 =
m2
1−m2 +m22
(132)
ensures that the side-lengths of H alternate. Let us briefly explain why: it is easy to see that the following conformal
bijection φ(m1 | ·) : H −→ H continuously extended to R and thus sending m1 7→ 0, 0 7→ ∞, and ∞ 7→ 1,
φ(m1 | z) := z −m1
z
(133)
rotates the hexagon H from (130) by −pi/3 radians. If the side-lengths of H alternate, then H must be invariant under
two consecutive such rotations, corresponding to z 7→ φ(φ(m1 |m2) |φ(m1 | z)). This implies the system of equations
0 = φ(φ(m1 |m2) |φ(m1 |m2)), m1 = φ(φ(m1 |m2) |φ(m1 |m3)), m2 = φ(φ(m1 |m2) |φ(m1 | 1)), (134)
m3 = φ(φ(m1 |m2) |φ(m1 |∞)), 1 = φ(φ(m1 |m2) |φ(m1 | 0)), ∞ = φ(φ(m1 |m2) |φ(m1 |m1)). (135)
Solving this system gives (132). This reduces the number of independent parameters that control the shape of H from
three to one. Hence, if ` (resp. `′) is the length of the bottom (resp. top) side, then the side-length ratio R = `/`′ is
` = f(m1), `
′ = |f(m2)− f(m1)| =⇒ R = f(m1)|f(m2)− f(m1)| . (136)
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Relations (130–136) put R ∈ (0,∞) in one-to-one correspondence with m2 ∈ (0, 1). We can manipulate these relations
using the symmetry of the hexagon to find
R =
∫ 1
0
[
ζ(1− ζ)
(
1− m
2
2 ζ
1−m2 +m22
)
(1−m2ζ)
(
1− m2 ζ
1−m2 +m22
)]−1/3
dζ∫ 1
0
[
ζ(1− ζ)
(
1−
(
1− m2
1−m2 +m22
)
ζ
)
(1− (1−m2)ζ)
(
1−
(
1− m
2
2
1−m2 +m22
)
ζ
)]−1/3
dζ
. (137)
Formula (10) with (131, 132) gives the probability Pς|ϑ of the ςth FK (resp. spin) cluster crossing event RCXς (resp.
PMXς) conditioned on the ϑth RCB event RCBϑ (resp. the one PMB event with ϑ = 1) for the hexagon H with
alternating side lengths and side-length ratio R (137). Items 1–5 of section II determine formulas for the functions
Fϑ and Πς that appear in this formula. However, simpler formulas are available for the hexagon. Indeed, we may
replace the formula (8) for Fϑ by its alternative (C2) with one less integration contour. With connectivities labeled
as in figure 8, we have
F1 = (C2) with Γ1 =P(x2, x3), Γ2 =P(x4, x5), and c = 6, (138)
F3 = (C2) with Γ1 =P(x2, x3), Γ2 =P(x5, x6), and c = 4, (139)
F5 = (C2) with Γ1 =P(x1, x2), Γ2 =P(x3, x4), and c = 6, (140)
whereP(xi, xj) is the Pochhammer contour entwining points xi and xj (figure 9). Our choices of c values in (138–139)
ensure that integration contours entwine adjacent branch points and that no integration contour arcs over or wraps
around another contour or branch point. This choice facilitates the numerical integration. In addition, section II C
of [40] gives simpler formulas for the hexagon crossing weights Π1 and Π2. These formulas use the functions
I(c)ij (κ |m1,m2,m3) :=
(
6∏
j<k
j,k 6=c
(xk − xj)2/κ
)(
6∏
k=1
k 6=c
|xc − xk|1−6/κ
)
∫ xi+1
xi
∫ xj+1
xj
N
[
(u2 − u1)8/κ
2∏
i=1
6∏
j=1
(xj − ui)βj
]
du1 du2, i 6= j, i, j, c ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6},
with x1 = 0, x2 = m1, x3 = m2, x4 = m3, x5 = 1, x6 =∞, βj =
{
−4/κ, j 6= c,
12/κ− 2, j = c, , and
∫ x7
x6
:=
∫ 0
−∞
, (141)
where N [ . . . ] orders the differences inside its brackets so the integrand is real-valued over [xi, xi+1]× [xj , xj+1]. From
the formulas for Π1 and Π2, we find formulas for the other crossing weights, Πς with ς ∈ {3, 4, 5}, by rotating the
hexagon to send either the first or second connectivity to the ςth connectivity and then cyclically permuting the
arguments of Π1 or Π2 and the value of c consistently with this rotation.
Next, we adjust the formulas for the crossing weights given in the previous paragraph in order to minimize the
number of contour integrals that must be computed numerically. Assuming κ > 4 (so we may replace all Pochhammer
contours with simple curves via figure 10), these adjusted formulas are
Π1(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6) = P(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6)[I(2)13 − nI(2)12 ](κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6), (142)
Π2(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6) = P(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6)I(2)12 (κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6), (143)
Π3(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6) = P(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6)I(4)34 (κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6), (144)
Π5(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6) = P(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6)[I(4)24 − nI(4)34 ](κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6), (145)
where
P(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6) := n(κ)2 Γ(2− 8/κ)
2
Γ(1− 4/κ)4
(
6∏
i<j
i,j 6=2
(xj − xi)2/κ
)(
6∏
k 6=2
|x2 − xk|1−6/κ
)
. (146)
Indeed, (142) gives a formula for Π1 that is apparently even simpler than the one presented in section II C of [40].
Also, we use (143) for our formula for Π2, which is slightly different from the formula given in section II C of [40];
this difference arises from a changed value of c in (141). Using the techniques presented in [40], it is easy to verify
that (142–145) are indeed formulas for the crossing weights Π1, Π2, Π3, and Π5.
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Upon inserting (138–140, 142–145) into (10) withN = 3 and (131), we find explicit formulas for crossing probabilities
in the hexagon. Altogether, for the hexagon with mutual wiring, the probability of the ςth FK (resp. spin) cluster
crossing event with ς ∈ {1, 3, 5} is
PH1|1(κ |m1,m2,m3) =
[
n2I(2)13 − n3I(2)12
I(6)24
]
(κ |m1,m2,m3), (147)
PH3|1(κ |m1,m2,m3) =
[
nI(4)34
I(6)24
]
(κ |m1,m2,m3), (148)
PH5|1(κ |m1,m2,m3) =
[
I(4)24 − nI(4)34
I(6)24
]
(κ |m1,m2,m3), (149)
where κ is related to Q via (60) (resp. (61), denoted there as κˆ). For the hexagon with mixed wiring, the probability
of the ςth FK-cluster crossing event with ς ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5} is given by
PH1|3(κ |m1,m2,m3) =
[
nI(2)13 − n2I(2)12
I(4)25
]
(κ |m1,m2,m3), (150)
PH2|3(κ |m1,m2,m3) =
[
I(2)12
I(4)25
]
(κ |m1,m2,m3), (151)
PH3|3(κ |m1,m2,m3) =
[
n2I(4)34
I(4)25
]
(κ |m1,m2,m3), (152)
PH5|3(κ |m1,m2,m3) =
[
nI(4)24 − n2I(4)34
I(4)25
]
(κ |m1,m2,m3), (153)
where, again, κ is related to Q via (60). Finally, for the hexagon with independent wiring, the probability of the ςth
FK-cluster crossing event with ς ∈ {1, 3, 5} is
PH1|5(κ |m1,m2,m3) =
[
I(2)13 − nI(2)12
I(6)13
]
(κ |m1,m2,m3), (154)
PH3|5(κ |m1,m2,m3) =
[
nI(4)34
I(6)13
]
(κ |m1,m2,m3), (155)
PH5|5(κ |m1,m2,m3) =
[
n2I(4)24 − n3I(4)34
I(6)13
]
(κ |m1,m2,m3), (156)
where, again, κ is related to Q via (60). Restricted to (132), these formulas (147–156) are easy to integrate numerically
for κ > 4 and values of m2 ∈ (0, 1) sufficiently far from zero and one, using Mathematica. However, numerical
integration can give poor results for the first (R ≈ 1/16, m2 ≈ 0) and last (R ≈ 16, m2 ≈ 1) two hexagons in (129).
The improper integrals I(c)ij (κ) (141) diverge for all κ ∈ (0, 4], which includes the Q ∈ {2, 3, 4} critical Potts models
(61). To resolve this issue, we replaced all simple integration contours with Pochhammer contours as in figure 10 and
divided each Pochhammer contour integral by the normalization factor on the right side of the equation in that figure.
In order to numerically integrate the result, we decomposed each Pochhammer contour as in figure 9. The integrals
I(4)34 , I
(2)
12 , having two simple integration contours that span adjacent intervals, need to be evaluated with nested
Pochhammer contours as in figure 41. These nested contours correspond to the “rainbow” configurations discussed
FIG. 41: Integrating (141) with c = 2 around the nested pair of Pochhammer contours (right) gives a result that is proportional
to performing the first integration along the left interval and the second integration along the right interval (left).
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in [40]. We evaluated the outer Pochhammer contour of figure 41 as we do in figure 9, but with the left point xi of
the latter figure replaced by the inner Pochhammer contour of figure 41, so βi = −4/κ+ 12/κ− 2 + 8/κ = 16/κ− 2.
Thus, we have
I(2)12 (κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6) =
(
1
4e−16pii/κ sin(−4pi/κ) sin(12pi/κ)
)(
1
4e20pii/κ sin(16pi/κ) sin(−4pi/κ)
)
∮
Γ1
∮
Γ2
(u1 − x1)−4/κ(u1 − x2)12/κ−2(u2 − x1)−4/κ(x2 − u2)12/κ−2(u1 − u2)8/κ
2∏
i=1
6∏
j=3
(xj − ui)−4/κ du1 du2, (157)
where Γ2 = P(x1, x2) and Γ1 = P(Γ2, x3) is the Pochhammer contour with its left (resp. right) cycle exclusively
surrounding Γ2 (resp. x3). The first (resp. second) prefactor on the right side of (157) arises from dividing out by the
prefactor on the right side of the equation in figure 10 associated with Γ1 (resp. Γ2), as mentioned above. Using the
techniques of section II E in [40], we may verify that inserting the right side of (157) gives an alternative formula for
Π2(κ) that holds for all κ ∈ (0, 8). Thus, the right side of (157) is the analytic continuation of I(2)12 (κ) to κ ∈ (0, 4].
This formula (157) for I(2)12 (κ) has an inconvenience: among the values of κ in (60, 61), it is singular at κ = 16/3
(corresponding to Q = 2 in the random cluster model). Fortunately, this singularity is removable. To see this, we
first observe that because κ = 16/3 > 4, we may replace Γ2 with the simple contour [x1, x2] via figure 10, so (157)
simplifies to
I(2)12 (κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6) =
(
1
4e20pii/κ sin(16pi/κ) sin(−4pi/κ)
)∮
Γ1
∫ x2
x1
(u1 − x1)−4/κ(u1 − x2)12/κ−2
(u2 − x1)−4/κ(x2 − u2)12/κ−2(u1 − u2)8/κ
2∏
i=1
6∏
j=3
(xj − ui)−4/κ du1 du2, (158)
where Γ1 =P([x1, x2], x3) is the Pochhammer contour with its left (resp. right) cycle exclusively surrounding [x1, x2]
(resp. x3). After decomposing Γ1 into two loops via figure 9 with xi 7→ [x1, x2], βi = 16/κ−2, xj = x3, and βj = −4/κ
(here, we give the straight contour in figure 9 length zero, so its corresponding term does not contribute anything and
the two loops mentioned are tangent to each other at a point on the real axis), we find
I(2)12 (κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6) =
[
e−2pii(−4/κ) − 1
4e20pii/κ sin(16pi/κ) sin(−4pi/κ)
∮
Γ
− e
2pii(20/κ)(e−2pii(16/κ) − 1)
4e20pii/κ sin(16pi/κ) sin(−4pi/κ)
∮
Γ′
]
∫ x2
x1
(u1 − x1)−4/κ(u1 − x2)12/κ−2(u2 − x1)−4/κ(x2 − u2)12/κ−2(u1 − u2)8/κ
2∏
i=1
6∏
j=3
(xj − ui)−4/κ du1 du2, (159)
where Γ (resp. Γ′) is a counterclockwise-oriented simple loop exclusively surrounding [x1, x2] (resp. x3). The limit as
κ→ 16/3 of the term with integration around Γ′ obviously exists. To see that the limit as κ→ 16/3 of the term with
integration around Γ exists too, we note that at κ = 16/3, the integrand does not acquire a phase factor as u1 traces
Γ. Thus, Γ closes (i.e., its start-point and endpoint lie on the same Riemann sheet of the integrand), so the function
F (κ |x1, x2, . . . , x6) =
(
6∏
i<j
i,j 6=2
(xj − xi)2/κ
)(
6∏
k 6=2
|x2 − xk|1−6/κ
)∮
Γ
∫ x2
x1
(u1 − x1)−4/κ(u1 − x2)12/κ−2
(u2 − x1)−4/κ(x2 − u2)12/κ−2(u1 − u2)8/κ
2∏
i=1
6∏
j=3
(xj − ui)−4/κ du1 du2, (160)
is an element of SN if κ = 16/3, according to theorem 2 of [38]. However, [x1, x2], [x3, x4], [x4, x5], and [x5, x6] are
two-leg intervals (definition 13 of [36]) of F (κ = 16/3), so we have [Lς ]F (κ = 16/3) = 0 for all equivalence classes
ς ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, C3 = 5}. (We describe [Lς ] beneath (90). See definitions 9 and 11 of [36] for a formal definition.) As
a consequence of this fact, lemma 15 of [36] implies that F (κ = 16/3) = 0, so because F is an analytic function of κ,
we must have F (κ) = O(κ− 16/3) as κ→ 16/3. Altogether, this implies that the limit as κ→ 16/3 of the term with
integration around Γ in (159), and therefore of I(2)12 (κ), exists, which is what we wanted to show.
The case with κ = 4, corresponding to the Q = 4 critical random cluster model (60) and the Q = 4 critical Potts
model (61), also requires special treatment. In this case, the improper integrals of (141) diverge, so we must regularize
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FIG. 42: Comparison of computer simulation measurements to our prediction (10, 147–149) of spin-cluster crossing probability
in a hexagon with side-length ratio (bottom side to bottom-left side) R. Item 2 of the introduction I defines the BCs and
crossing events for Potts model spin clusters. The hexagon to the right of each graph shows the ςth crossing event whose
probability Pς|1 appears in the graph. In it, all boundary clusters are colored gray, sides touching a boundary cluster are fixed,
and all fixed sides, with their endpoints joined together by dashed exterior arcs, are mutually wired together.
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FIG. 43: Comparison of computer simulation measurements to our prediction (10, 147–149) of FK-cluster crossing probability
in a hexagon with side-length ratio (bottom side to bottom-left side) R. Item 1 of the introduction I defines the BCs and
crossing events for random cluster model FK clusters. The hexagon to the right of each graph shows the ςth crossing event
whose probability Pς|1 appears in the graph. In it, all boundary clusters are colored gray, sides touching a boundary cluster
are fixed, and all fixed sides, with their endpoints joined together by dashed exterior arcs, are mutually wired together.
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FIG. 44: Comparison of computer simulation measurements to our prediction (10, 154–156) of FK-cluster crossing probability
in a hexagon with side-length ratio (bottom side to bottom-left side) R. Item 1 of the introduction I defines the BCs and
crossing events for random cluster model FK clusters. The hexagon to the right of each graph shows the ςth crossing event
whose probability Pς|5 appears in the graph. In it, all boundary clusters are colored gray, sides touching a boundary cluster
are fixed, and fixed sides, each with endpoints joined by a dashed exterior arc, are wired independently of each other.
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FIG. 45: Comparison of computer simulation measurements to our prediction (10, 150–153) of FK-cluster crossing probability
in a hexagon with side-length ratio (bottom side to bottom-left side) R. Item 1 of the introduction I defines the BCs and
crossing events for random cluster model FK clusters. The hexagon to the right of each graph shows the ςth crossing event
whose probability Pς|3 appears in the graph. In it, all boundary clusters are colored gray, sides touching a boundary cluster
are fixed, and any two fixed sides (one fixed side) with endpoints joined by a dashed exterior arc are mutually wired together
(resp. wired independently of other fixed sides). (Figure 46 shows the graph for the second crossing probability P2|3.)
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FIG. 46: Comparison of computer simulation measurements to our prediction (10, 151) of FK-cluster crossing probability P2|3
in a hexagon with side-length ratio (bottom side to bottom-left side) R. See the caption of figure 45 for further description.
them by replacing all simple integration contours with Pochhammer contours, as in figure 10. But if κ = 4, then the
branch points xj of these contour integrals are, in fact, simple poles. Hence, we may use the Cauchy integral formula
to explicitly evaluate all of these contour integrals and find algebraic expressions for all crossing probabilities. (See
appendix C for an example of such an evaluation.)
The formulas given in (147–156) hold whenever 0 < m1 < m2 < m3 < 1. However, as a result of the 2pi/3 rotation
invariance of the hexagon that arises from (132), some of the ostensibly different contour integrals in (141) are in
fact equal. For example, we have I(2)12 (κ |m1,m2,m3) = I(4)34 (κ |m1,m2,m3) whenever this rotational symmetry (132)
holds. Using this and similar equalities, we minimized the number of different contour integrals needed to numerically
evaluate (147–156).
A final alteration exploited the Mo¨bius symmetry of (14) to use the points x1 = 1−1/(1−m2), x2 = 0, x3 = 1−m2,
x4 = 1, x5 = 1/m2, and x6 =∞ rather than (131, 132). This is equivalent to the previous choice (131, 132) up to a
scaling and translation. This change was useful because the nested Pochhammer contours of figure 41 were difficult
to evaluate in the coordinates of (131, 132) whenever m2 approached 0 or 1 because groups of four points approached
each other, with integration contours between them.
Figure 42 compares our simulation measurements of the critical Potts model spin-cluster crossing probabilities for
the hexagon with the mutual wiring PMB to our predictions (147–149). Figure 43 (resp. figures 45 and 46, resp. figure
44) compares our simulation measurements of the critical random cluster model FK-cluster crossing probabilities for
the hexagon with the mutual wiring (resp. mixed wiring, resp. independent wiring) RCB to our predictions (147–149)
(resp. (150–153), resp. (154–156)). We plot the probabilities as functions of x = (R− 1)/(R+ 1) ∈ (0, 1), where R is
the hexagon’s ratio of alternating side-lengths (bottom to top side).
Table II gives the relative error of our measurements, averaged over all thirty-three rectangles and hexagons, except
that we drop the points for hexagons and rectangles with crossing probability less than 0.01 because our simulations
may have generated too few samples of such rare crossing events, resulting in artificially high relative errors. For
Q ∈ {2, 3}, the relative errors are all small, on the order of 10−3, except the Q = 3 critical Potts model with relative
error on the order of 10−2. These low relative errors support our prediction of the formula (10) for crossing probability
in rectangles and hexagons. For Q = 4, the relative errors are significantly greater, on the order of 10−1. These greater
relative errors exemplify the well-known fact [89, 90] that the convergence of the discrete Q = 4 critical random cluster
model and critical Potts model to their continuum limits is much slower than it is for Q ∈ {2, 3}. To compensate this
effect and improve our numerical results would require sampling the model many more times on a much larger lattice.
Table II also gives the standard deviation of our relative errors from the average relative error. (We omit the same
rectangles and hexagons as in the previous paragraph.) Again, for Q ∈ {2, 3}, these deviations are all small, typically
on the order of 10−3, and in a few cases, 10−2. For Q = 4, the deviations are significantly higher, on the order of 10−1.
This reflects the fact that for Q = 4, the deviations between theory and simulation are often much larger for “middle”
data points than than they are for “extreme end” data points (figures 43–42). Indeed, the extreme end data points
correspond to very irregular hexagons whose shapes approximate an equilateral triangle, with sides (resp. corners)
corresponding to the very long (resp. very short) sides of the hexagons. For these hexagons, the crossing probabilities
are always near zero or one, so they are easier to measure. (Indeed, if the long sides of the very irregular hexagons
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are fixed, then the probability that a single boundary cluster joins all of these fixed sides nearly equals one, and the
other crossing probabilities nearly equal zero. This is because inside an equilateral triangle with the fixed BC on all
three of its sides, the system strongly favors configurations in which those sides are in the same state, if they are not
already required to be so via mutual wiring. Because the three sides of the triangle touch each other, their sites are
trivially always part of a boundary cluster that joins all three sides. (One should not confuse this with what happens
inside a triangle with free BCs on all sides. For example, for critical site percolation on a triangular lattice, a simple
duality argument shows that the probability of a cluster connecting all three free sides of a triangle equals 1/2.) On
the other hand, if the short sides of the very irregular hexagons are fixed, then the probability that any cluster joins
two or more of these fixed sides nearly equals zero, and the probability that no such cluster joins any pair of these
sides nearly equals one. This is because inside a triangle with free BCs on all three of its sides, the probability that
a single cluster touches all three corners equals zero in the continuum limit.)
VIII. SUMMARY
The purpose of this article is to generalize previous results on crossing probabilities in planar geometries. Specifically,
we predict, via boundary conformal field theory (CFT) the formula (10) for the probability Pς|ϑ of the ςth crossing
event in the critical random cluster model (where crossing paths pass through boundary FK clusters), the critical
Potts model (where crossing paths pass through boundary spin clusters), and the loop-gas model (where the crossing
paths follow “boundary loops”) on a lattice inside a 2N -sided polygon P, conditioned on a side-alternating boundary
condition (BC). Our prediction is exact in the continuum limit. In the formula (10) for Pς|ϑ, ς ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN} indexes
the CN possible crossing patterns (figure 3), where CN is the Nth Catalan number (3), and ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN} indexes
the side-alternating BCs that we exclusively consider in this article. Items 1–3 of the introduction I explain the crossing
events and the side-alternating BCs for each model, and section III gives a full exposition.
Formula (10) is expressed in terms of these four quantities: the crossing weight Πς (which, in the context of multiple
SLEκ, is also called the “pure SLEκ partition function”), the Coulomb gas (contour integral) function Fϑ, which arises
from the solution of the partial differential equations (PDE) describing the affiliated CFT correlation functions (see
the discussion of section V beginning around (68)), the number of closed loops lς,ϑ in the (ς, ϑ)th product diagram (see
the discussion around (37) for the definition and meaning of lς,ϑ), and the loop fugacity n(κ) of the related loop-gas
model (item 1 of section II), parameterized by the SLEκ parameter κ ∈ (8/3, 8).
This article begins with an introduction I, which surveys the large body of research and recent advances on crossing
probabilities for the models of interest. Section II, which is self-contained, gives a detailed explanation of the formula
(10) (but does not derive it), and section VI contains its application to rectangles, reproducing the rectangle crossing
probability for critical percolation (2), [22, 24], the critical Q = 2 random cluster (i.e., FK-Ising) model (5) [70], and
the critical Q = 2 Potts (i.e., Ising) model (6) [26–30]. Section III gives formal expressions for the discrete random
cluster model and Potts model partition functions. We consider the case of the free BC first, and then subsections
III B and III C treat, respectively, the random cluster model with side-alternating BCs and crossing events in it; then
subsection III D considers the Potts model. Also in section III, we give formal expressions (34, 42) for the crossing
probabilities PPς|ϑ and P
P
ς|1 of the random cluster model and the Potts model respectively, inside P. The former
involves the number Cς,ϑ of independent boundary clusters (i.e., clusters that touch a fixed side of P) inside P, and
using basic graph theory, we find an equation (37) that relates Cς,ϑ to the number lς,ϑ of closed loops formed by the
intersection of external and internal arcs in the (ς, ϑ)th product diagram (figure 21). We use this last result in section
IV to express the random cluster model partition function as a certain partition function of a loop-gas model.
Section IV begins with a definition of the loop-gas model on a lattice inside P and its partition functions ZPϑ and
ZPς,ϑ, summing exclusively over events that we interpret as analogous to crossing and side-alternating BC events of the
random cluster model. More precisely, for the loop-gas model, the ςth crossing event is the event that certain loops,
called “boundary loops,” join the vertices of P through its interior in the ςth connectivity (corresponding to the ςth
crossing pattern, see figure 17), and the ϑth side-alternating BC event is the event that those same loops join the
vertices of P through its exterior in the ϑth connectivity. Next, we show that for Q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, these loop-gas model
partition functions are asymptotic, in the continuum limit, to partition functions of random cluster models and Potts
models (65) summing exclusively over certain side-alternating BC events. Finally, we give a formal expression (67) for
the probability PPς|ϑ of the ςth loop-gas model crossing event conditioned on the ϑth loop-gas model side-alternating
BC event in P. In the continuum limit, this probability equals the corresponding crossing probabilities of the random
cluster model and the Potts model, discussed above, when evaluated at appropriate values of κ.
The main purpose of section V is to combine results from previous sections with CFT arguments to derive the
crossing probability formula (10), which is the main result of this article. First, we relate the loop-gas model partition
functions ZPϑ , in the continuum limit, to the boundary CFT correlation function Υ
P
ϑ (70), known to satisfy a particular
system of 2N + 3 PDEs. The series of articles [36–39] determines the dimension of, as well as explicit formulas for all
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elements of, the system’s solution space SN . (As part of the definition for SN , we also require that the solutions are
dominated by a certain product (76) of power functions.) Then just above (80), we identify the continuum limit of
ZPς,ϑ with the “crossing weight” Πϑ (or, equivalently, the “connectivity weight,” [39, 40] or the “pure SLEκ partition
function” [26, 80], see the remarks just below (96)). This identification is the main step that leads to our prediction
of the explicit formula (10) for polygon crossing probability. The crossing weights are elements of SN , linearly related
to the correlation function ΥPϑ through the meander matrix MN [38, 39, 81–84]. This fact and the realization that
Υϑ = Fϑ (99) combine to determine explicit formulas for all crossing weights and thus, for all crossing probabilities
(10) of every models considered in this article, in any 2N -sided polygon P. These probabilities are conditioned on the
BC events of items 1–3 in the introduction I, and they are conformally invariant. Finally, the discussion surrounding
(101) interprets this formula as an instance of the conjectured formula for the probability of curve connectivity events
in multiple SLEκ [85–88].
To support our predictions, we present high-resolution computer simulation results in section VII. The simulations
measure crossing probabilities of the Q ∈ {2, 3, 4} random cluster (resp. Potts) model on a large square lattice inside
a rectangle and on a large triangular lattice inside a hexagon, using the side-alternating BCs of item 1 (resp. item
2) in the introduction I. We compare these measurements with our prediction (10), finding very good agreement for
Q ∈ {2, 3} and reasonable agreement for Q = 4. (Similar results for the Q = 1 critical random cluster model, i.e.,
critical percolation, have already appeared in [22, 91].)
Three appendices accompany this article. In appendix A, we use CFT “corner operators” to regularize the conformal
transformation of the boundary CFT correlation functions in section V from the upper half-plane onto the polygon
P. The need for regularization arises because this transformation is not conformal at the corners of P. In appendix
B, we study random cluster model partition functions that sum exclusively over “color schemes,” or side-alternating
BC events where every other side of P is fixed to a particular color while the other sides are free. Such “color scheme
partition functions” are natural because any partition function that sums over a free/fixed side-alternating BC event is
necessarily a sum of the former. However, instead of using color scheme partition functions here, we mainly use “basic
partition functions,” which correspond to simpler loop-gas partition functions in the continuum limit. In appendix B,
we show that in the continuum limit and for Q ∈ {1, 2, 3}, the span of all color scheme partition functions equals the
span of all basic partition functions, as functions of the shape of P. In appendix C, we give some simpler formulas
for the Coulomb gas function Fϑ(κ) (8) appearing in the denominator of the crossing probability formula (10). They
include an alternative formula (C2) used in [38, 39] for all κ > 0 and explicit algebraic (i.e., without contour integrals)
formulas for Fϑ(κ) that hold only at certain rational values of κ. This latter result leads to a rigorous if indirect
evaluation of some rather complicated nested Coulomb gas (contour) integrals.
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Appendix A: Transformation to the polygon via CFT corner operators
The smeared loop-gas partition functions Zϑ({j}) and Zς,ϑ({j}) (and the related crossing probabilities Pς|ϑ (78))
are expected to be invariant with respect to conformal transformations of the system domains. At the same time, the
universal part, Υϑ and Υς,ϑ respectively, of their asymptotic behavior (69, 77) as j → 0 is expected to be covariant
with respect to these transformations. In this appendix, we explain how the two different transformation laws for
these related functions are consistent with each other, and we use the CFT corner operator approach to “regularize”
the conformal covariance law for Υϑ and Υς,ϑ at corner points on the boundary of the transformed system domain.
We consider a loop-gas model on a lattice inside a Jordan domain D ⊂ C, and we let f be a conformal bijection
from the upper half-plane H onto D whose continuous extension to the real axis is conformal at 2N marked boundary
points x1 < x2 . . . x2N . As usual, we require that N boundary loops exit and then re-enter D through its boundary
points wj := f(xj), with exactly one boundary loop passing once within distance δj from wj . Identical to the case
(68) where D = H, we expect the asymptotic behavior
lim
a→0
ZDϑ ({wj}; {δj})/ZDf ∼
δj→0
δθ11 δ
θ1
2 · · · δθ12NΥDϑ ({wj}), (A1)
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where ΥDϑ is some universal function. In (A1), the superscript D indicates the system domain. (Also, if D = H, then
we do not include this superscript, and (A1) with wj 7→ xj and δj 7→ j reduces to (68).)
Now we examine how to transform these partition functions and universal functions to their half-plane versions via
f . The supposition that the partition functions of (A1) are conformally invariant amounts to
ZDϑ ({wj}; {δj}) = Zϑ({xj}; {j}), ZDf = Zf , (A2)
where δj = |∂f(xj)|j . (Indeed, under a conformal map, the radius j of the ball centered on xj dilates by a factor of
|∂f(xj)|.) Meanwhile, after we identify the universal function ΥDϑ with the boundary CFT correlation function
ΥDϑ (w1, w2, . . . , w2N ) = 〈ψ1(w1)ψ1(w2) · · ·ψ1(w2N )〉Dϑ , (A3)
this universal function inherits the conformal covariance transformation law of its associated correlation function. By
this, we mean that for any conformal bijection f : H→ D (and with θ1 (72) the conformal weight of ψ1), we have
ΥDϑ ({wj}) = |∂f(x1)|−θ1 |∂f(x2)|−θ1 · · · |∂f(x2N )|−θ1Υϑ({xj}). (A4)
These rules (A2, A4) completely determine ZDϑ and Υ
D
ϑ in terms of their half-plane versions Zϑ and Υϑ respectively.
Now, it is easy to see that the transformation rules (A2, A4) imply one another. Indeed, we have
invariance rule (A2) for Zϑ
(68,A1)⇐⇒
δj=|∂f(xj)|j
covariance rule (A4) for Υϑ. (A5)
In this article, the system domainD is often a 2N -sided polygon P, and here, we encounter a subtlety: the continuous
extension to the real axis of any conformal bijection f : H→ P, necessarily a Schwarz-Christoffel transformation
f(z) = A
∫ z
x1
(x1 − ζ)α1/pi−1(x2 − ζ)α2/pi−1 · · · (x2N − ζ)α2N/pi−1 dζ +B (A6)
for some A,B ∈ C, x1 < x2 < . . . < x2N , and αj :=
{
interior angle measure at the
jth corner wj := f(xj) of P,
}
∈ [0, 2pi), (A7)
is not conformal at xj if αj 6= pi. As such, ∂f(xj) either vanishes or is infinite, so (A4) is not applicable. Also, the
new radius δj = |∂f(xj)|j either vanishes or is infinite, which is physically unacceptable.
To further investigate this singular behavior, we consider the point ωj on the jth side [wj , wj+1] of the polygon,
offset from the jth vertex by a small distance εj > 0, and its preimage ξj ∈ R:
ωj := wj + εj exp i
(
arg(A) +
j∑
k=1
(pi − αk)
)
= f(ξj). (A8)
After replacing wj 7→ ωj and xj 7→ ξj into (A4), we send εj → 0. Then as the product of derivatives on the right side
of (A4) blows up or vanishes in this limit, so too does ΥDϑ ({ωj}) on the right side. This is physically unacceptable.
In order to eliminate these singularities from ΥDϑ , which is a physical quantity, we invoke CFT corner operators.
To do this, we first note that the asymptotic behavior of the dilation factor |∂f(ξj)| as εj → 0 is
|∂f(ξj)| ∼
εj→0
(αj
pi
ε
1−pi/αj
j
)( |A|pi
αj
)pi/αj 2N∏
k 6=j
|xk − xj |(αk−pi)/αj . (A9)
Evidently, (A9) either blows up or vanishes as εj → 0 if αj 6= pi. To eliminate this singularity, we introduce the
following replacements for each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2N}:
δj := |∂f(xj)|j 7−→ δ˜j := j lim
εj→0
|∂f(ξj)|
(
pi
αj
ε
pi/αj−1
j
)
(A10)
ΥPϑ (w1, w2, . . . , w2N ) 7−→ Υ˜Pϑ (w1, w2, . . . , w2N ) = lim
ε1→0
lim
ε2→0
· · · lim
ε2N→0
(α1
pi
ε
1−pi/α1
1
)θ1
(A11)
×
(α2
pi
ε
1−pi/α2
2
)θ1 · · ·(α2N
pi
ε
1−pi/α2N
2N
)θ1
ΥPϑ (ω1, ω2, . . . , ω2N ).
Without the limit εj → 0, the inserted regularization factors of (A10, A11) cancel each other on the right side of (A1)
with D = P. The advantage is that the new quantities (A10, A11) are finite in the limit εj → 0.
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We formalize these substitutions (A10, A11) with CFT “corner operators” [79, 115]. If two boundary segments join
at an angle with vertex w ∈ C and measure α and φh(w) is a primary boundary operator of conformal weight h, then
φch(w) := lim
ε→0
(α
pi
ε1−pi/α
)h
φh(w + ε) (A12)
is the primary corner operator derived from φh. (Replacing w 7→ λw and ε 7→ λε for any complex λ reveals that its
conformal weight equals pih/α.) Using the CFT expression (A3) for ΥPϑ and (A11), we may write this substitution as
ΥPϑ (w1, w2, . . . , w2N ) = 〈ψ1(w1)ψ1(w2) · · ·ψ1(w2N )〉Pϑ
7−→ Υ˜Pϑ (w1, w2, . . . , w2N ) = 〈ψc1(w1)ψc1(w2) · · ·ψc1(w2N )〉Pϑ . (A13)
To finish, we find an explicit expression for Υ˜Pϑ if P is an equiangular 2N -sided polygon (so all 2N interior angles
of P measure α = (N − 1)pi/N). For any C > 0, we choose the following parameters for the map (A6):
x1 = 0, xj = mj−1 for j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 2N − 2}, x2N−1 = 1, x2N →∞, (A14)
A =
α
piC
x
1−α/pi
2N e
−i(pi−α), B = 0, C > 0, αj =
(N − 1)pi
N
for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2N}. (A15)
Then the vertices wj := f(xj) of P are such that w1 = 0, w2 > 0, and wj ∈ H for all j ∈ {3, 4, . . . , 2N}, so P resides
in the upper half-plane with its base [w1, w2] flush against the positive-real axis. From (A6) with (A14, A15), we have
ξ1 ∼ (Cε1)N/(N−1)
2N−3∏
k=1
m
1/(N−1)
k , ξ2N−1 ∼ 1 + (Cε2N−1)N/(N−1)
2N−3∏
k=1
(1−mk)1/(N−1), (A16)
ξ2N ∼ (Cε2N )−N/(N−1), ξj ∼ mj−1 + (Cεj)N/(N−1)
2N−3∏
k 6=j
|mk −mj |1/(N−1) for all j ∈ {2, 3, . . . , 2N − 2},
(A17)
as we send εj → 0. In particular, we find the asymptotic behavior of ξ2N (A17) after substituting ζ(t) = ξ2N/t into
the map (A6) with the parameters (A14, A15). This substitution also gives
|∂f(ξ2N )| ∼
ε2N→0
CN/(N−1)ε2N/(N−1)2N
(α
pi
ε
1−pi/α
2N
)
, where α = (N − 1)pi/N. (A18)
After inserting these results (A16–A18) into (A11), we find that the regularized universal function Υ˜Pϑ of the equian-
gular 2N -sided polygon P generated by the conformal bijection f : H→ P (A6) with (A14, A15) is given by
Υ˜Pϑ (w1, w2, . . . , w2N ) =
[(
2N−3∏
k=1
mk(1−mk)
)(
2N−3∏
j<k
(mj −mk)
)](1−6/κ)/(N−1)
× CN(1−6/κ)/(N−1) lim
x→∞x
6/κ−1Υϑ(0,m1,m2, . . . ,m2N−3, 1, x). (A19)
(Thanks to its Mo¨bius covariance, we know that this limit (A19) of Υϑ exists.) Similarly, we may define a regularized
version of the universal function Υς,ϑ (77) by replacing the index ϑ in (A19) with the double index ς, ϑ.
Appendix B: Color scheme partition functions for the random cluster model
In this Appendix, we consider the “color scheme partition function” WPc (p,Q) defined in the first paragraph of
section III B. These are natural quantities with which to construct an arbitrary RCB partition function in the critical
random cluster model. However, the purpose of this appendix is to show that for most N ∈ Z+ and Q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4},
the color scheme partition functions are linear combinations of the basic partition functions, defined in (30),
XP1 , X
P
2 , . . . , X
P
CN . (B1)
Thus, we may work with the latter rather than the former without loss of generality. The latter are more convenient
because they converge to natural loop-gas model partition functions in the continuum limit (section IV).
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FIG. 47: If Q = 2 (resp. Q = 3), then the four left (resp. five) hexagons show the s3(2) = 4 (resp. s3(3) = 5) (B10) ways that
we may assign one of Q colors to the odd sides of the hexagon, regarding only differences in color (B9) between these sides.
Now obviously, any random cluster model RCB event is a union of (disjoint) color schemes, so any RCB partition
function is a sum of color scheme partition functions. Therefore, if we view RCB partition functions as functions of
the shape of the polygon P, then
{the set of all RCB partition functions} ⊂ span {WPc (pc, Q) | c a color scheme}. (B2)
The specific purpose of this appendix is to determine for which (Q,N) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} × Z+ we have
span {XPϑ (pc, Q) |1 ≤ ϑ ≤ CN} = span {WPc (pc, Q) | c a color scheme} (B3)
in the continuum limit. If (B3) is true, then in light of (B2), restricting our attention to the basic partition functions
(B1) does not result in loss of generality because any RCB partition function is a linear combination of them.
Evidently, (B2) implies that (B3) holds if we replace its equality = with an inclusion ⊂. To show that equality
holds for certain (Q,N) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} × Z+, we prove that the dimensions of the spaces in (B3) agree for these values
of (Q,N) by showing that for these values, we have
rank {XPϑ (pc, Q) |1 ≤ ϑ ≤ CN} = |{WPc (pc, Q) | c a color scheme}|. (B4)
To find the rank of {XPϑ (pc, Q) |1 ≤ ϑ ≤ CN} in the continuum limit, we restore the prefactor Q(−`1,ϑ+1)/2 in (52)
(omitted from (53, 54, 65) for convenience) to the right side of both left equations in the top line of (63), obtaining
XPϑ (pc, Q) ∼
a→0
Q(−`1,ϑ+1)/2ZPϑ (κ), where Q = 4 cos
2(4pi/κ) and κ ∈ (4, 8). (B5)
In order to match previous results in the literature [79] (beneath (B19)), we insert an extra but physically irrelevant
factor of QN/2 on the right side of (B5) too. After doing this and recalling (69, 99), we have
XPϑ (pc, Q) ∼
a→0
Q(N−`1,ϑ+1)/2ZPϑ (κ), where Zϑ(κ, ) ' Fϑ(κ) as  ↓ 0 for the smeared version of ZPϑ (κ). (B6)
From (B6), we infer that in the continuum limit the rank of {XPϑ (pc, Q) |1 ≤ ϑ ≤ CN} equals the rank of BN (97).
Recalling the meander matrix MN (9) from section V, by corollary 7 of [38], we have
rank {XPϑ (pc, Q) |1 ≤ ϑ ≤ CN} = rankBN = rankMN . (B7)
The meander matrix MN has full rank CN if Q = 4 (n = 2, κ = 4) [81], so rankBN = CN in this case. If Q ∈ {1, 2, 3},
then MN does not have full rank, and we use (53, 54) of [38] and (5.23, 5.24) of [81] to compute its rank. This gives
Q = 1
(60)
=⇒ κ = 6, rankBN = 1 = CN for N = 1, < CN otherwise,
Q = 2 =⇒ κ = 16/3, rankBN = 2N−1 = CN for N ≤ 2, < CN otherwise,
Q = 3 =⇒ κ = 24/5, rankBN = (3N−1 + 1)/2 = CN for N ≤ 4, < CN otherwise,
Q = 4 =⇒ κ = 4, rankBN = CN = CN for all N ∈ Z+.
(B8)
Next, we determine the right side of (B4). Although there are QN color schemes, there are fewer distinct color
scheme partition functions, as the latter depend only on differences in color. Indeed, we have (figure 47),
WPb (pc, Q) = W
P
c (pc, Q) if bi = bj ⇐⇒ ci = cj for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}. (B9)
We say that color schemes b and c are equivalent and write b ∼ c if they satisfy the right relation in (B9), let [b] = [c]
denote their common equivalence class, and write WP[c](pc, Q) for W
P
c (pc, Q). Then the right side of (B4) equals
|{WPc (pc, Q) | c a color scheme}| = sN (Q) :=
{
number of equivalence classes for color schemes
c = (c1, c2, . . . , cN ) with ci ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Q}
}
. (B10)
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Thus, in light of (B7), in order to determine for what (Q,N) (B4) holds, we must determine for what (Q,N) we have
sN (Q) = rankBN . For this purpose, we let
#c = the number of distinct colors in color scheme c, (B11)
|[c]| = the cardinality of the equivalence class for color scheme c. (B12)
By assigning any one of the Q colors to the first collection of sides with the same color in c, then assigning any one
of the Q− 1 remaining colors to the second collection of sides with the same color, etc., we find that
|[c]| = Q(Q− 1) · · · (Q−#c+ 1). (B13)
The total number QN of color schemes obviously equals the sum of the cardinalities (B13) of all equivalence classes.
Because the number of equivalence classes [c] having #c = P colors equals sN (P )− sN (P − 1), this total is
QN =
Q∑
P=1
[sN (P )− sN (P − 1)]Q(Q− 1) · · · (Q− P + 1), with sN (0) = 0. (B14)
We may use (B14) to compute sN (Q) for all Q ∈ Z+. In this article, we restrict our attention to Q ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. For
these values, we find
sN (1) = 1, (B15)
sN (2) = 2
N−1, (B16)
sN (3) = (3
N−1 + 1)/2, (B17)
sN (4) = [(2)(4
N−2) + (3)(2N−2) + 1]/3. (B18)
Upon comparing these values (B15–B18) with (B8), we discover that sN (Q) = rankBN for all N ∈ Z+ if Q ∈ {1, 2, 3}
and for all N ∈ {1, 2, 3} if Q = 4. Thus, (B3) is true for these values of (Q,N) ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} × Z+:
span {XPϑ (pc, Q) |1 ≤ ϑ ≤ CN} = span {WP[c](pc, Q) | c a color scheme},
{
if Q ∈ {1, 2, 3}, or
if Q = 4 and N ∈ {1, 2, 3}. (B19)
Hence, we infer from (B2, B19) that for any Q ∈ {1, 2, 3} or for Q = 4 and N ∈ {1, 2, 3}, any RCB partition function
is a linear combination of the basic partition functions (B1), so restricting our attention to the latter, as we do in this
article, does not result in loss of generality. On the other hand, if Q = 4 and N ≥ 4, then rankBN = CN < sN (Q)
(B8, B15). Hence, not every RCB partition function is necessarily a linear combination of the basic partition functions
(B1), so restricting our attention to the latter, as we do in this article, does result in loss of generality.
We end this appendix by comparing our work for the case N = 2 to similar results in [79]. To begin, we introduce
some convenient notation: we write c! ϑ if c! RCBϑ (27). That is,
c = (c1, c2, . . . , cN )! ϑ =⇒ if a cluster joins the ith and jth fixed sidesof P in the ϑth connectivity, then ci = cj . (B20)
Furthermore, if b, c ∈ [c], then b! ϑ clearly implies c! ϑ, so we simply write [c]! ϑ to mean all of these relations.
Then using (B13), we may write (28) as
XPϑ (pc, Q) =
∑
c!ϑ
WPc (pc, Q) (B21)
=
∑
[c]!ϑ
Q(Q− 1) · · · (Q−#c+ 1)WP[c](pc, Q). (B22)
If N = 2, then there are two inequivalent color schemes: the top and bottom sides of a rectangle have the same color
(c = (1, 1)), or they have different colors (c = (1, 2)). The corresponding basic partition functions are (figure 48)
mutual wiring (ϑ = 1, section VI) : XP1 = QW
P
1,1, (B23)
independent wiring (ϑ = 2, section VI) : XP2 = QW
P
1,1 +Q(Q− 1)WP1,2. (B24)
Now, we let Wc() denote the smeared half-plane version of the color scheme partition function W
P
c (section V) for
c = (1, 1) and c = (1, 2). With the meaning of ' given by (68, 69), we identify Wc() with a universal function Φc:
Wc() ' Φc as  ↓ 0. (B25)
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FIG. 48: The upper-left (resp. lower-left) rectangle, with top and bottom sides mutually wired together (resp. wired indepen-
dently of each other) samples all configurations with these sides having the same color (resp. same color or different colors).
With ψfc1 (x) (resp. ψ
cf
1 (x)) denoting a BCC operator that changes a critical random cluster model BC from free (resp.
fixed with color c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Q}) for y < x to fixed with color c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Q} (resp. free) for y > x, one writes
Φc(x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) = 〈ψfc11 (x1)ψc1f1 (x2)ψfc21 (x3)ψc2f1 (x4) · · · ψfcN1 (x2N−1)ψcNf1 (x2N )〉. (B26)
Like ψ1(x), these BBC operators are primary CFT operators with conformal weights equaling the (1, 2) Kac weight
(72) from a CFT with central charge c given by combining (60, 71). Now, (B6, B22, B25) combine to give
Q(N−`1,ϑ+1)/2Fϑ(κ) =
∑
[c]!ϑ
Q(Q− 1) · · · (Q−#c+ 1)Φc(κ). (B27)
If N = 2, then the right side of (B27) equals the right side of (B23, B24) (with W (P )c 7→ Φc) for ϑ = 1 and ϑ = 2
respectively, and the left side of (B27) equals Q1/2F1(κ) and QF2(κ) for ϑ = 1 and ϑ = 2 respectively. Hence,
Q1/2F1(κ) = QΦ1,1(κ)
QF2(κ) = QΦ1,1(κ) +Q(Q− 1)Φ1,2(κ),
=⇒ Φ1,1(κ) = Q
−1/2F1(κ)
Φ1,2(κ) = (Q− 1)−1[F2 −Q−1/2F1](κ) = Π2(κ).
(B28)
After inserting the formula (105) for F1, now expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions with (106, 107), and the
formula (109) for Π2 into (B28), we find these explicit formulas (with xij := xi − xj and λ = x21x43/x31x42):
Φ1,1(κ |x1, x2, x3, x4) = n(κ)[x31x42]1−6/κλ2/κ(1− λ)1−6/κ 2F1
(
4
κ
, 1− 4
κ
; 2− 8
κ
∣∣∣∣ 1− λ), (B29)
Φ1,2(κ |x1, x2, x3, x4) = Γ(12/κ− 1)Γ(4/κ)
Γ(8/κ)Γ(8/κ− 1) [x31x42]
1−6/κλ1−6/κ(1− λ)2/κ 2F1
(
4
κ
, 1− 4
κ
;
8
κ
∣∣∣∣ 1− λ). (B30)
In [79], J. Cardy gives formulas for Φ1,1 and Φ1,2. They are respectively (50, 51) of that article. In order to cast them
in our notation, we must set, in (50, 51) of [79],
Zaa = Φ1,1, Zab = Φ1,2, x = θ1
(72)
:= (6− κ)/2κ, η = λ, ζ = (ηx32x41)−1. (B31)
After applying the identity 2F1(a, b; c | z) := (1− z)c−b−a 2F1(c− a, c− b; c | z) and the Euler reflection formula for the
Gamma function, Cardy’s formula for Zaa matches our formula (B29) for Φ1,1, and (after correcting what seems to
be a typo in the factor Γ(1 + x) of Zab to Γ(1 + 4x)), Cardy’s formula for Zab matches our formula (B30) for Φ1,2.
Appendix C: Alternative formulas for Coulomb gas functions
In this appendix, we present some simpler formulas for the Coulomb gas function Fϑ (8), and we obtain algebraic
formulas for Fϑ in certain cases.
Now, there are two types of simpler formulas for the Coulomb gas function: the alternative formula presented in
section C 1 agrees with (8) for all κ > 0 (we thank K. Kyto¨la¨ and E. Peltola for sharing this fact with us), and the
alternative formulas presented in section C 2 hold only at special values of κ.
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In principle, a direct proof of equality between these different formulas entails performing some of the integrations
in (8). However, because this integration appears to be impossible to do in closed form for most values of κ, we prove
equality indirectly via these two steps:
1. We show that the functions of either formula are elements of SN , that is, they satisfy (73, 74, 76).
2. We show that the images of these functions under the following vector space isomorphism [38] are equal:
v : SN → RCN , v(F )ς = [Lς ]F, for all ς ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}. (C1)
(Here, [Lς ] is an equivalence class of a sequence of limits, defined somewhat vaguely in (90). See definitions 9 and 11
of [36] to make this precise.) Thanks to item 2, the desired equality follows from item 4 of theorem 8 in [38]. These
results lead to algebraic expressions (C9, C12, C15) for the contour integral in (8) at special values of κ.
Parts of this appendix assume familiarity with the results of [36–39], rigorously proven only for κ ∈ (0, 8), and the
required main results are the following: the collection SN of all functions satisfying (73, 74, 76) has dimension CN (3),
and the collection BN ⊂ SN (97) of Coulomb gas functions (8) is a basis for SN if κ is not among (85) with q ≤ N +1.
Also, the set B∗N := {[L1], [L2], . . . , [LCN ]} (91) (see definitions 9 and 11 of [36] for a definition of [Lς ]) is a basis for
the dual space S∗N , which allows us to define a dual basis BN = {Π1,Π2, . . . ,ΠCN } (96) of crossing weights for SN .
Finally, the linear map v (C1) is a vector space isomorphism.
1. An alternative formula for Fϑ (8)
With x1 < x2 < . . . < x2N an ordered collection of points on the real axis and x := (x1, x2, . . . , x2N ), [38] defines a
Coulomb gas function Fc,ϑ(κ |x) for each c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2N}, ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}, and κ > 0 by the explicit formula
Fc,ϑ(κ |x) = n(κ)
[
n(κ)Γ(2− 8/κ)
4 sin2(4pi/κ)Γ(1− 4/κ)2
]N−1( 2N∏
j<k
j,k 6=c
(xk − xj)2/κ
)(
2N∏
k=1
k 6=c
|xc − xk|1−6/κ
)∮
ΓN−1
duN−1 · · ·
· · ·
∮
Γ2
du2
∮
Γ1
du1 N
[(
2N∏
l=1
l 6=c
N−1∏
m=1
(xl − um)−4/κ
)(
N−1∏
m=1
(xc − um)12/κ−2
)(
N−1∏
p<q
(up − uq)8/κ
)]
, (C2)
where n(κ) is given by (47), Γm is the Pochhammer contour P(xi, xj) (figure 10) that shares its endpoints xi and
xj with the mth arc of the ϑth connectivity on x1 < x2 < . . . < x2N (item 2 of section II), and no contour shares its
endpoints with the Nth arc of this connectivity, which has an endpoint at xc. Also, the symbol N selects the branch of
the logarithm for each power function in its integrand so Fc,ϑ is real-valued for κ > 0 [38]. Last, if xi < xj < xk < xl,
then the contour P(xi, xl) arcs over xj and xk (and P(xj , xk) if present) in the upper half-plane, and we reverse the
orientation of P(xi, xj) if this contour arcs over xc. (See definition 4 and figure 5 of [38] for further elaboration.)
The Coulomb gas function Fc,ϑ is an example of a solution to the system (73, 74) that we produce via the Coulomb
gas formalism of CFT [34, 35, 113, 114]. This method invokes a “charge neutrality condition,” which produces the
distinguished point xc in the formula (C2). However, corollary 9 of [38] implies that the distinguished point is, in
fact, not so special. Indeed, the corollary states that Fc,ϑ = Fc′,ϑ for all c, c′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2N}, ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN},
and κ ∈ (0, 8). In light of this fact, we drop the subscript c and denote this Coulomb gas function by Fϑ.
This independence of (C2) on our choice of c suggests that an alternative formula for Fϑ, one in which all points xj
appear with equal footing, may exist. Indeed, it does, and it is given by (8). While this formula has greater aesthetic
appeal and appears more compact, it is actually more complicated, with a longer integrand and one more integration
contour than (C2). For this reason, we use (C2) over (8) as our formula for Fϑ in most practical situations.
The CFT Coulomb gas formalism also produces the more complicated, yet more symmetric-appearing, formula (8)
if we replace the charge neutrality condition with the condition that the total charge of the associated CFT Coulomb
gas correlation function equals zero instead. Forsaking the charge neutrality condition puts us at risk of generating
functions that, while satisfying the null-state PDEs (73) and translation invariance, violate the last two conformal
Ward identities of (74). Somewhat surprisingly, this violation does not occur if we require a zero total charge; the
functions thus generated (8) still satisfy the entire system (73, 74). K. Kyto¨la¨ and E. Peltola brought this fact to our
attention, and they proved it in their recent article [118]. (See their lemma 4.14 and proposition 4.15.)
Now we move to the main purpose of this section: to rigorously prove that (C2, 8) are different formulas for the
same function Fϑ for all κ > 0. The proof invokes the two steps 1, 2 described in the introduction of this appendix:
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FIG. 49: A Coulomb gas function Fϑ ∈ S4 (8), with the points x1, x2, . . . , x8 (white circles) and integration contours (arcs)
shown, and the corresponding function Eϑ′ ∈ S5 (C2) with the two inserted points x9 and xc = x10 (gray circle) shown.
1. First, we show that the functions given by (C2, 8) are elements of SN . In section V of [30], J. Dube´dat proves this
claim for the first formula (C2), and as mentioned above, [118] proves this claim for the second formula (8).
Before moving to the next step, we offer what is perhaps a simpler proof, using the results of [38], that the function
Fϑ defined by the second formula (8) is an element of SN if κ ∈ (0, 8). The idea is to promote Fϑ to another Coulomb
gas function Eϑ′ ∈ SN+1 by inserting two new points (x2N+1, x2N+2) with x2N < x2N+1 < x2N+2. Here, the subscript
ϑ′ indicates the ϑ′th connectivity, obtained from the ϑth by joining the two inserted endpoints x2N+1 < x2N+2 with
an arc. Then, we define Eϑ′ by the first formula (C2) with N 7→ N +1 and with c = 2N +2 (so no integration contour
of Eϑ′ surrounds x2N+2 or its partner x2N+1) (figure 49). Next, we consider this limit:
lim
x2N+2→x2N+1
(x2N+2 − x2N+1)6/κ−1Eϑ′(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x2N+2), Eϑ′ ∈ SN+1. (C3)
We may obtain a closed expression for this limit (C3) from the explicit formula of Eϑ′ , and this expression appears to
depend on x2N+1. But according to lemma 4 of [36], because Eϑ′ ∈ SN+1, this limit (C3) is actually independent of
x2N+1. Therefore, sending x2N+1 →∞ after taking the limit in (C3) does not alter that function. After taking this
second limit, we find that
(C3) = lim
x2N+1→∞
lim
x2N+2→x2N+1
(x2N+2 − x2N+1)6/κ−1Eϑ′(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x2N+2) = Fϑ(κ |x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) (8). (C4)
That is, we recover Fϑ (8) from the limit (C3) of Eϑ′ ∈ SN+1 after sending x2N+1 → ∞ in the latter. Furthermore,
lemma 5 of [36] says that the limit (C3) is an element of SN . In light of this fact, it follows from (C4) that the function
Fϑ defined by the second formula (8) is an element of SN if κ ∈ (0, 8).
2. Next, we prove that (C2) equals (8) if κ ∈ (0, 8) by showing that their images are identical under the isomorphism
(C1). We compute v(Fϑ), with Fϑ given by the first formula (C2), in the proof of lemma 6 in [38], finding (figure 20)
v(Fϑ)ς = n(κ)lς,ϑ , for all ς, ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}. (C5)
By exactly repeating the analysis of that proof, we prove that (C5) is also true if Fϑ is given by the second formula
(C2). (There are a few small changes that do not significantly affect the analysis. Case 3 of the proof does not arise.
Also, the power 12/κ − 2, is present in the integrand of the first formula (C2) but absent from the integrand of the
second formula (8). And finally, infinity is not a branch point of the integrand of the first formula (C2) but is of the
integrand of the second formula (8).) Hence, because v is an isomorphism, it follows that (C2) and (8) are different
formulas for the same function Fϑ(κ) if κ ∈ (0, 8). Finally, analytic continuation extends this equality to all κ > 0.
2. Algebraic formulas for Fϑ(κ) at some special values of κ
If the SLEκ parameter κ is one of the values related to the Q-color critical random cluster model with Q ∈ {1, 2, 4}
(60) or the Q-state Potts model with Q ∈ {2, 4} (61), then Fϑ(κ) (8) has an algebraic (i.e., without contour integrals)
formula for all ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}. In the Q = 4 case, we may obtain such a formula by explicit integration, but in
the Q ∈ {1, 2} cases, it is not evident that we can explicitly perform the integration. Instead, to prove that Fϑ(κ) has
an algebraic formula, we observe that both Fϑ(κ) and the formula satisfy the same system of PDEs (73, 74) and the
same boundary conditions. From these facts and theorem 8 of [38], we infer that Fϑ(κ) equals the algebraic formula.
Some of these algebraic formulas already appear in the literature (Q = 2 [80, 119]), although not in direct connection
with Fϑ(κ), and others are, to our knowledge, completely new (Q ∈ {1, 4}). The Q = 3 case is ostensibly absent,
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and we do not know if algebraic formulas for Fϑ(κ) (8) exist in this case. At least for N = 2, the hypergeometric
expressions (106, 107) for F1(κ) and F2(κ) seem to not have such formulas if Q = 3 (so κ = 24/5 (60) or 10/3 (61)).
For Q ∈ {1, 2}, our results in this subsection, while rigorous, are obtained in an indirect way, using previous results in
[36–39] and other results in the literature [80, 119]. Thus we obtain algebraic formulas for some rather complicated
contour integrals based on a full analysis of the solutions of the system of PDEs (73, 74) that Fϑ(κ) satisfies.
1. Q = 1 critical random cluster model (i.e., critical percolation) (κ = 6): Here, we have n(κ) = 1 (47). As such,
(98) gives
[Lς ]Fϑ(κ = 6) = 1 for all ς, ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}
(95)
=⇒ Fϑ(κ = 6) = [Π1 + Π2 + · · ·+ ΠCN ](κ = 6) for all ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}. (C6)
Moreover, it is trivial to see that 1 ∈ SN (i.e., satisfies (73, 74, 76)) if κ = 6 (so θ1 = 0 (72)) and [Lς ]1 = 1 for all
ς ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}, so 1 = [Π1 + Π2 + . . .+ ΠCN ](κ = 6). Thus, (C6) implies that
Fϑ(κ = 6) = 1 (C7)
= [Π1 + Π2 + · · ·+ ΠCN ](κ = 6), for all ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}, (C8)
which is our algebraic result for the Q = 1 critical random cluster model.
We may use (C7) to indirectly evaluate the Coulomb gas integral in (8) with κ = 6. Indeed, after inserting the
formula (8) for Fϑ(κ = 6) into (C7) (and replacing Pochhammer contours with simple contours as in figure 10), we
encounter this algebraic formula for the definite integral in (8) (item 3e of section II defines N [ . . . ]):∫
ΓN
duN · · ·
∫
Γ2
du2
∫
Γ1
du1 N
[(
2N∏
l=1
N∏
m=1
(xl − um)−2/3
)(
N∏
p<q
(up − uq)4/3
)]
=
Γ(1/3)2N
Γ(2/3)N
(
2N∏
j<k
(xk − xj)−1/3
)
. (C9)
In (C9), the integration contours are nonintersecting simple contours in the upper half-plane that join their endpoints,
all of them among x1, x2, . . . , x2N , pairwise in the ϑth connectivity for ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN} (item 2 of section II). Thus,
using results from [36–39], we have indirectly evaluated the Coulomb gas integral in (C9).
2. Q = 2 critical Potts model (i.e., critical Ising model) (κ = 3): Here, we again have n(κ) = 1 (47). As such, (98)
gives (C6) once again, but with κ = 3 instead. Now, we have
Fϑ(κ = 3 |x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) =
∑
λ
sgnλ
( ∏
{i,j}∈λ
1
xi − xj
)
(C10)
= [Π1 + Π2 + · · ·+ ΠCN ](κ = 3 | , x1, x2, . . . , x2N ), for all ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}, (C11)
where the sum in (C10) is over all mutually exclusive pairings λ of indices in the set {1, 2, . . . , 2N}, and where sgnλ
is the sign of the product
∏
(i− k)(i− l)(j − k)(j − l) over pairs of distinct {i, j}, {k, l} ∈ λ. Indeed, proposition 4.6
of [80] states that the right side of (C10) satisfies (73, 74) if κ = 3, so because it obviously satisfies (76) too, it is an
element of SN . Furthermore, the cascade property in proposition 4.6 of [80] implies that the action of [Lς ] on the
right side of (C10) equals one for all ς ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}. Thus, the right sides of (C10, C11) are equal, so because
(C6) is true for κ = 3, both sides of (C10) are equal. This is our algebraic result for the Q = 2 critical Potts model.
We may use (C10) to indirectly evaluate the Coulomb gas integral in (8) with κ = 3. Indeed, after inserting the
formula (8) for Fϑ(κ = 3) into (C10), we find (item 3e of section II defines N [ . . . ]):∮
ΓN
duN · · ·
∮
Γ2
du2
∮
Γ1
du1 N
[(
2N∏
l=1
N∏
m=1
(xl − um)−4/3
)(
N∏
p<q
(up − uq)8/3
)]
=
[
3Γ(−1/3)2
Γ(−2/3)
]N ( 2N∏
j<k
(xk − xj)−2/3
)∑
λ
sgnλ
( ∏
{i,j}∈λ
1
xi − xj
)
. (C12)
In (C12), the integration contours are nonintersecting Pochhammer contours in the upper half-plane, with endpoints
among x1, x2, . . . , x2N , and joining these points pairwise in the ϑth connectivity for any ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}. Thus,
using results from [36–39], we have indirectly found an algebraic formula for the Coulomb gas integral in (C12).
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3. Q = 2 critical random cluster model (κ = 16/3): Here, we have n(κ) =
√
2 (47). Moreover, we have that for
all ϑ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN} and all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2N − 1} (see the proof of lemma 6 in [38]),
Fϑ(κ = 16/3 |x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) ∼
xi+1→xi
(xi+1 − xi)−1/8
×
{√
2G% (κ = 16/3 |x1, x2, . . . , xi−1, xi+2, . . . , x2N ), xi and xi+1 are joined in the ϑth connectivity,
G$(κ = 16/3 |x1, x2, . . . , xi−1, xi+2, . . . , x2N ), xi and xi+1 are not joined in the ϑth connectivity, (C13)
where G%,G$ ∈ BN−1, and where we form the %th (resp. $th) connectivity from the ϑth connectivity by dropping from
the latter the one arc with its endpoints at xi and xi+1 (resp. detaching in the latter the two arcs with their endpoints at
xi or xi+1 from those points and joining their dangling ends together to form one arc). (Thus, %,$ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN−1}.)
Now, we have
Fϑ(κ = 16/3 |x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) =
2N−1∏
j=1 odd
(yj+1 − yj)−1/8
×
 ∑
µ1=±1
∑
µ3=±1
· · ·
∑
µ2N−1=±1
2N−1∏
j<k odd
(
(yk − yj)(yk+1 − yj+1)
(yk+1 − yj)(yk − yj+1)
)µjµk/4
1/2
, (C14)
where yj , yj+1 ∈ {x1, x2, . . . , x2N} with yj < yj+1 are the endpoints of the jth arc in the ϑth connectivity. Indeed,
[119] says that for ϑ = CN (so yj = xj for all j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2N}), the right side of (C14) satisfies (73, 74) with
κ = 16/3. By appropriately permuting the points xj , which does not change the system (73, 74), we generate the
right side of (C14) for all ϑ < CN and see that it satisfies the system (73, 74) too. Obeying (76) as well, each solution
(C14) is an element of SN . So to prove the equality in (C14), it suffices to show that the left and right sides have
identical images under the action of [Lς ] for each ς ∈ {1, 2, . . . , CN}. This immediately follows from the fact that
the right side of (C14) has the asymptotic behavior (C13), the same as of Fϑ(κ = 16/3) (8), as xi+1 → xi for all
i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2N − 1}.
In addition to FCN , that is (C14) with yj = xj and ϑ = CN , (6) of [119] gives 2N−1−1 more solutions to the system
(73, 74) with κ = 16/3, and their formulas are identical to (C14) with yj = xj , except that a factor, equaling one or
minus one and depending on µ1, µ3, . . . , µ2N−1, multiplies the product in (C14). We let DN denote the total collection
of 2N−1 solutions in (6) of [119]. Because the rank of BN (97, C14) with κ = 16/3 (B8) equals the cardinality of DN ,
we anticipate that these two sets of solutions, both containing FCN , span the same subspace of SN . Indeed, this is
true. To see why, we note that the solutions of DN are conformal blocks [34]. Thus, spanDN is closed under the braid
group action that permutes the points xj . Now for any ϑ < CN , there exists a braiding that sends FCN ∈ DN to
Fϑ ∈ BN [120]. Thus, BN ⊂ spanDN . But because rankBN = |DN | (B8), we have spanBN = spanDN . For N ≥ 3,
this span is a proper subspace of SN , and we do not know if any solutions in SN \ spanBN have algebraic formulas
too. Eqn. (C14) is our algebraic result for the Q = 2 critical random cluster model.
We may use (C14) to indirectly evaluate the Coulomb gas integral in (8) with κ = 16/3. Indeed, after inserting the
formula (8) for Fϑ into (C14) (and replacing Pochhammer contours with simple contours as in figure 10), we obtain
this algebraic formula for the definite integral in (8) (item 3e of section II defines N [ . . . ]):
∫
ΓN
duN · · ·
∫
Γ2
du2
∫
Γ1
du1 N
[(
2N∏
l=1
N∏
m=1
(xl − um)−3/4
)(
N∏
p<q
(up − uq)3/2
)]
=
(
2N∏
j<k
(xk − xj)3/8
)
× Γ(1/4)
2N
[2Γ(1/2)]N
2N−1∏
j=1 odd
(yj+1 − yj)−1/8
 ∑
µ1=±1
∑
µ3=±1
· · ·
∑
µ2N−1=±1
2N−1∏
j<k odd
(
(yk − yj)(yk+1 − yj+1)
(yk+1 − yj)(yk − yj+1)
)µjµk/4
1/2
.
(C15)
In (C15), the integration contours are nonintersecting simple contours in the upper half-plane, with endpoints among
x1, x2, . . . , x2N and joining these points pairwise in the ϑth connectivity, and we define yj under (C14). Thus, using
results from [36–39], we have indirectly found an algebraic expression for the Coulomb gas integral in (C15).
4. Q = 4 critical random cluster model and critical Potts model (κ = 4, but more generally, we consider all
κ such that 4/κ ∈ Z+): If κ = 4 then n(κ) = 2 (47), and each xj is a simple pole of the integrand of Fϑ(κ = 4) (8).
More generally, each xj is an order-r pole of the integrand of Fϑ(κ) (8) if and only if κ = 4/r for r ∈ Z+. In this case,
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we decompose each Pochhammer contour into a collection of loops that surrounds the contour’s endpoints (figure 9,
(34) of [38]), and we perform the integration around these loops via the Cauchy integral formula. We find
Fϑ(κ = 4/r |x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) = (−1)N(r−1)
(
(r − 1)!
(2r − 2)!
)N 2N∏
i<j
(xj − xi)r/2
2∑
µ1=1
4∑
µ2=3
· · ·
· · ·
2N∑
µN=2N−1
ω(µ1, µ2, . . . , µN ) ∂
r−1
u1 ∂
r−1
u2 · · · ∂r−1uN
[
N∏
m=1
2N∏
l 6=µm
|xl − um|−r
N∏
p<q
(up − uq)2r
]
um=xµm
,
(C16)
where ω(µ1, µ2, . . . , µN ) :=
{
(−1)µ1+µ2+···+µN+N , r odd,
1, r even.
(C17)
(In [39], we found an equivalent formula (35) by integrating the alternative formula (C2) for Fϑ.) Specializing to
κ = 4 (r = 1), this becomes
Fϑ(κ = 4 |x1, x2, . . . , x2N ) =
2N∏
i<j
(xj − xi)1/2
2∑
µ1=1
4∑
µ2=3
· · ·
· · ·
2N∑
µN=2N−1
(−1)µ1+µ2+···+µN+N
[
N∏
m=1
2N∏
l 6=µm
|xl − xµm |−1
N∏
p<q
(xµp − xµq )2
]
. (C18)
This is our algebraic result for the Q = 4 critical Potts model and the Q = 4 critical random cluster model.
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